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There is a legend about a bird which sings just once in its life, more
sweetly than any oiher creaiure on the face of the earth, From the moment
it leaves the nest it searches [or a thorn tree, and does not rest until it has
found one. Then, singing among the savage branches, it impales itself upon
the longest, sharpest spine. And, dying, it rises above its own agony to out
carol the lark and the nightingale. One superlative song, existence the price.
But the whole world stills to listen, and God in Bis heauen smiles. For the
best is only bought at the cost of groot pain... or so says the legend.

The Thorn Birds
Colleen McCullough
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CHAPTER

Introd uction

This thesis describes the theory, design and implementation of low-power
high-accuracy CMOS smart temperature sensors. While there are several
types of temperature sensors, the substrate PNP transistor, which is CMOS
compatible, was elected as the temperature sensor element. ~1:: A ID con
verters on the ot her hand were the elected architecture for data (temperat ure)
conversion.

These choices, discussed in detail throughout this work , took into account
the main goal of this work: the development of a lew-power temperature sen
sor , while having a state-of-the-art accuracy of ±O.I°C (after I-point trim
ming ) over a wide temperature range, i.e. the military range, from -55°C to
125°C. Because of the well-known accuracy and power consumption trade
off, advanced circuits techniques were needed to circumvent the limits set by
this trade-off, allowing the establishment of a very high performance temper
ature sensor under a very low power consumption, below 65jLW at a supply
voltage of 2.5V. In addition, another goal was to design a sensor with an en
hanced non-trimmed accuracy (i.e. better than ±O.5°C) to be able to reduce
costs by omitting the need for individual trimming while providing sufficient
accuracy for many applications.

Since the design of temperature sensors is a very mature topic, a lot of
effort is required to accomplish a small performance improvement. Further
more , relatively low frequencies, up to some hundreds of kHz, are typically
used in temperature sensors. This may explain why, nowadays, such theme
does not seem to arouse interest of many students (when compared to other
more fashionable areas)". However, the design of low-power high-accuracy
smart temperature sensors poses great challenges and requires indeed a deep

ISomeone may doubt, but this statement is the author 's belief.

1



2 Introduetion

knowledge of many instrumentation techniques (that in fact can be applied
in many other areas). Temperature measurement is thus not only about mea
suring temperature but applying and developing instrumentation techniques
and, why not, turning definitely electronics into art.

1.1 Smart (temperature) sensors

In electronics systems, a sensor can be defined as a device or circu it capable
of perceiving some physical quantity, e.g. temperature, movement (speed and
acceleration), position, humidity, etc, often translating this physical signal
(from different energy domains) to the electrical domain [11. Because of the
analog nature of the physical quantity, t he sensor is commonly combined
with an analog interface (referred in t his work as the sensor front-end). If
this sensor is able to provide t his result in a digital format , readily readable
by a microprocessor or measurement instrument, by mea ns of a data (AID)
converter or some application specific sensor interfaceé, it is then classified
as a smart sensor. This is schematically shown in Fig . 1.1.

While the sensor integration is normally difficult with a stand-alone sen
sor , even if an integrated one , it is straightforward with a smart sensor. This
easy conneetion sensor-processing unit has allowed the implementation of
low-cost but fully functional systems (with actuators too). In other words ,
with smart temperature sensors it is simple to collect and combine data, and
based on them to make decisions, providing some type of output.

However, because of technology issues, often it is not simple to make a
sensor smart, e.g. the fabrication of a smart temperature sensor for tem
peratures higher than 300°C requires special IC technology that can stand
to such temperatures [21 . However, for an intermediate range like -70°C to
130°C, this is perfectly possible with standard technologies. Problems related
to the fact that sensing elements and electronics are put together cannot be
forgotten . Among these problems, the interference of the digital part to the
analog one is the most common, but ot her related to stability requirements,
size and packaging also exists.

1.2 Temperature sensors applications

Temperature and smart temperature sensors are widely applied in many
areas. Some of these applications/areas are reported below:

2T he interface can also be a general, low-cost and high-performance interface between
sensing elements, named UTI (Universal Transducer Interface) [21 .
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a smart sensor. The sensor interface can be either
a specific application sensor interface, or an UTI or an A ID converter. The
instrument can be either a measurement instrument, a micro-controller or a
digital processing unit.

1.2.1 8ensing applications

Obviously the primary application of a temperature sensor is temperature
measurement, either absolute or relative, or both, simultaneously. But tem
perature sensors are used also for measurement of ot her quantities, a process
called temperature translation [31. In addition, because many sensors show
some degree of temperature sensitivity (an effect called cross-sensitivity), and
because they cannot be shielded against temperature variations, temperature
sensors can be used to measure their temperature, so to make some type of
compensation possible [41.

1.2.2 Biomedical and clinical (medical) applications

Temperature measurement is also important for clinical evaluation. The
restricted temperature range certainly eases the design, but the reliability
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and long-term stability, and the minimization of power eonsumption require
often special design efforts.

1.2.3 M ili t ary, industrial and commercial applications

Temperature measurement ean be identified in a variety of applieations, e.g.
system-operation temperature traeking or system-overheating detection, of
ten applied for safety purposes. Sometimes temperature measurements are
aimed for some process optimization, by ereating a rigorous thermal control'' .

1.2.4 Domestic appliances

Temperature sensors in domestic applianees do not need high aeeuraey and
their operating range is normally restricted. However, production eosts
should be low.

1.2.5 Temperature sensor s for autonomous systems

In autonomous systems, i.e. wireless systems, the power eonsumption should
be so low that they are eapable to operate for many years with energy sup
plied from a battery or with energy harvested from the environment. Sueh
systems are beeoming more and more important in industry, either in a
stand-alone configuration or in sensor networks [5]. Low-power smart tem
perature sensors are rather suited as one of the fundamental building bloeks
of sueh systems'' and ean be operated together with energy seavengers and
transmission-efficient radios'',

Figure 1.2 shows a typical autonomous system, where a smart sensor (de
limited by a dashed square) ean be identified. Examples of sueh autonomous
systems are the Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS) [6] as well sensor
nodes used to implement sensor networks [5].

1.3 General characteristics of a sensor

The main eharacteristics of a temperature sensor", which are often used as
design specifieations, are summarized below [3][7] :

• Accuracy

3Such applications sometimes are referred as thermal management applications.
4Such systerns can have an entire processing unit inside, but in most of the cases, some

type of sensor, e.g. temperature sensor, is present.
5T he study of radios and energy scavengers is out of scope of this work.
6T hese characteristics are also valid for many ot her sensors.
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Figure 1.2: A generic autonomous system with an indication of the power
consumption of the various blocks.

Accuracy over a given temperature range is certainly the most impor
tant characteristic of a temperature sensor. It is obtained after the elim
ination of systematic and stochastic errors and it is assured by the long
term stability of technological parameters and calibrationjtrimming
procedures. State-of-the-art temperature sensors (reported academie
prototypes) have an inaccuracy below ±O.l°e Erom -55°e to 125°e
after trimming at room-temperature [8] and a batch calibrated (non
trimmed) inaccuracy below ±O.25°e Erom -ro-c to 1300e [91.

• Temperature range

The temperature range is usually referred as the operating range within
which the accuracy is guaranteed. Some well-known ranges are the
commercial, industrial and military ranges, ranging Erom ooe to 85°e,
Erom -40oe to lOOoe and Erom -55°e to 125°e, respectively. The
clinical (medical) range is also frequently used and ranges Erom 35°e
to 42°e.

• Power consumption

In the past, the power consumption was not an important characteris
tic , probably being much more related to the sensor self-heating than to
the power per conversion itself. The main concern was to limit the self
heating, so to be able to measure temperature, accurately. Nowadays,
the power consumption may have the same status of accuracy, or , as in
the case of some portable battery supplied applications or autonomous
systems, more importanee at all. Typical power consumption, as given
in Fig. 1.2, of newer temperature sensors are below 140J.LW, for ac
curacy levels as mentioned in the former item accuracy. This value,
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though, is too large for autonomous systems, if the sensor is not the
only functional unit inside it .

• Speed of temperature measurement

The required speed of measurement is normally dictated by the applica
tion. For monitoring systems, a temperature sensor with a bandwidth
(i.e . maximum number of measurements per second) of 10Hz is enough
in most of the applications because of the t hermal inertia. However,
in control systems, for stability reasons, a much higher bandwidth is
often required.

• Adaptability

Adaptability concerns the sensor's ability to adapt itself to the applica
tion requirements and constraints while in operation, e.g. reducing the
power consumption per conversion (in case of lack of battery energy) by
modifying (reducing) the data measurement rate and or measurement
speed.

• Cost

The development of temperature sensors with low-cost CMOS tech
nologies, which allows signal conditioning and digital signal processing
on the same chip , and availability of a high accuracy without trimming
(or at most after a single trimming step) are often two requirements
for a low-cost temperature sensor.

• Long-term stability and Electro-Magnetic Susceptibility (EMS)

While the long-term stability characteristic prediets the sensor's accu
racy behavior in the long run, Electro-Magnetic Susceptibility or inter
ference robustness refers to the measurement reliability in the presence
of any internal" or external interference.

1.4 State-of-the-art of smart temperature sensors

Figure 1.3 presents a temperature sensor performance survey with collected
data from 1996 to 2010 [101. where the energy per conversion versus relative
error is discussed. A Figure-of-Merit (FOM) given by the energy per con
version (nJ) versus relative error2 (%)2, as defined and presented in [101. is

7In mixed-signa! sensor design, the digita! circuitry is souree of many spurious signa!
that may cause apotentia! interference over the sensitive ana!og parts of the sensor.
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Figure 1.3: Temperature sensor performance (energy/ conversion versus rel
ative error) survey from 1996 to half of 2010. Obtained from [10]. Dashed
lines indicate constant FOM (energy per conversion (nJ) versus relative error2

(%)2). The shadowed area shows the most accurate sensors up to 2010 (the
year of publication of these sensors is indicated in square brackets).

used for comparison, what in fact agrees with the FOM presented in [11], as
discussed in the Section 3.8.4 of Chapter 3.

Figure 1.3 shows that since 2005, the smart temperature sensor described
in [8] (named ['05] in the picture) represents the state-of-the art in respect to
accuracy, having it an inaccuracy below ±0.1°e from -55°e to 125°e (i.e.
a relative error8 of 0.11%). The work presented in [9] (named ['09] in the
picture) and also in this thesis has a state-of-the-art accuracy too, since it
has the same relative error of [8]. However, it dissipates less, thus meaning a
higher performance, i.e. smaller FOM (3 times) , as shown in the Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 shows that the energy per conversion can be reduced by allow
ing an increased error in the sensor output. The challenge is, for instance,
to keep a certain accuracy level but under a lower power consumption and
thus FOM . For instance, the most accurate sensors are in the top-left cor
ner of the picture, (the shadowed area of Figure 1.3) , where the energy per
conversion is typically high. Very recent works [12][13] (both named ['10] in
the picture) report a lower energy per conversion, but at expense of a higher
relative error in regard to the state-of-the art [8][9].

8T he relative error is obtained dividing the maximum error in t he te mperat ure range
by the temperat ure range, e.g. ~8~ = 0.11%.
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Another interesting and important observation that can be obtained from
the survey [101 is that all four designs in the shadowed area are based on
bandgap circuits, using either PNP or NPN transistors, revea ling that up to
now the bipolar transistor is the choice when designing highly-accurate low
power temperature sensors. A design approach specifically for this purpose
is not fully mature and needs to be developed. This is discussed as follows.

1.5 Design approach for accuracy and low-power

The successful design approach used in [81 was to reduce the effect of each
of the different temperature error sourees to negligible levels, i.e. 110 of the
overall accuracy, by proper design. The remaining errors, in particular that
related to the spread of VBE (further addressed in this work), not avoided by
design, were reduced by trimming. For cases where low-power consumption
is required too (i.e. the sensor has some specified power constraint), t his
approach may result in a sensor whose implementation contains some degree
of over-design (e.g. bias currents in excess given the accuracy specification).

In this sense , a modified design approach to work with both accuracy
and power consumption requirements was proposed and used thoroughly this
work. More specifically, in many parts of the system, relations between accu
racy and power consumption were derived, and given accuracy requirements,
power consumption values were found . In practice, this approach meant
keeping most of the error sourees bounded to a smaller (but not negligible)
level than the required final accuracy (with the associated power saving),
assuming that the inaccuracy would still be low, in order to be improved by
trimming.

1.6 Motivation and objectives

Temperature sensors, as discussed, have many applications. In typical ones,
where accuracies of about ±l°e are needed, the design of integrated sensors
is relatively easy. T his is because of the current state of electronics today.
However, if higher accuracy is required, the design of temperature sensors can
be very challenging, requiring a number of circuit techniques to circumvent
the electronics limitation and their non-idealities.

The growing trend in the field of thermal management, mainly started
with the microprocessors market for portable computers, but nowadays not
restricted to it, increased the demand for integrated temperature sensors and
helped for their spread. Yet, pushed by the availability of highly-accurate
discrete temperature sensors, like the PtlOO resistors, integrated temperature
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sensors needed to be accurate too in order to find their market. Nowadays ,
temperature sensors appear as fundamental circuits, providing means for a
safe temperature-controlled operation of a variety of systems.

Smart (with a digital output) temperature sensors came next. Since most
of the applications are often based on some digital processor, it is important
to provide a highly-accurate and readily-available temperature in the digital
format.

The trend in low-power operation, started with autonomous systems, on
the other hand, introduced the power consumption as an important speci
fication parameter in addition to accuracy. Sensors for battery-supplied or
even battery-Iess systems must thus dissipate as low as possible, in order to
preserve the system's operating life-time. But this has increased the design
complexity of temperature sensors, requiring a deep understanding of impor
tant accuracy-power consumption trade-offs underlying a more systematic
design.

1.7 Organization of t he thesis

This thesis is organized in six main chapters as follows.
Chapter 2 - Temperature Sensing Fundamentals presents the design back

ground on temperature sensors. The substrate PNP transistor characteristics
and behavior are discussed in detail since this transistor is the fundamental
building block of the sensor.

Chapter 3 - Front-end presents the design of the analog (sensor) front
end, showing how to generate accurately important voltages like the PTAT
voltage b.VBE and the CTAT voltage VBE. PNP transistors bias currents
and current ratios are deeply analyzed in face of accuracy requirements and
power consumption constraints.

In Chapter 4 - b.L; A ID Converters, the A ID converter of the smart
temperature sensor, i.e. the sensor digital interface, is analyzed and designed.
This converter processes the front-end analog outputs, i.e. b.VBE and VBE

signals, generating a digital signal, whose value is a digital representation
of the temperature. Important accuracy-power consumption tradeoffs are
addressed focusing on a low-power though still accurate A ID converter.

In Chapter 5 - Realizations, measurement results of five temperature sen
sors are presented and analyzed. The last sensor, which is not coincidentally
the sensor with best performance, having a batch-calibrated inaccuracy be
low ±0.25°C (±30') from -70° C to 130°C , with a total supply current of
25J.lA, is discussed in more details.

The thesis ends with Chapter 6 - Conclusions, where the main findings
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and original eontributions of this work are given and onee more eommented.
The Appendix brings some additional text about seleeted subjeets of this

work.



CHAPTER

Temperature Sensing
Fundamentals

2.1 Introduetion

In this chapter most of the fundamental background to on-chip temperature
measurement is provided. Frequently used application-related requirements
are initially discussed. After, some of the most well-known temperature sen
sors are described and compared. Because of the particular requirements of
this work, the bipolar transistor is chosen as t he temperature sensor. There
fore, it is described in more detail, so as to provide enough knowledge about
its properties and operating characteristics. This include its behavior as a
function of temperature, and the main causes of fiuctuation (variation due to
spread) in its characteristics, which are particularly important when quan
tifying sourees of measurement errors, topic of the next chapter. Finally,
substrate PNP transistors (which are available as CMOS compatible transis
tors) and a typical band-gap circuit are presented.

2.2 Application-related requirements

The design of a sensor, like the design of many other systems, is based on a
set of specifications the application requires, often named application-related
requirements. In the case of a (temperature) sensor, the most important spec
ification is often the accuracy the sensor has over a given operating (tem
perature) range. Power consumption is an important specification too and
may become the most important one if the system is autonomous or battery
supplied, when there is a severe power (andjor energy) constraint. Other

2
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requirements include, bandwidth, type of interface, among ot hers.

Accuracy and resolution

Accuracy (or altenatively inaccuracy) sets the maximum error in a mea
suremnt over a given temperature range. In this particular work, an accuracy
level of ±O.l°C over the entire temperature range is targeted. Resolut ion,
since it refers to the ability to recognize a small change in the input, e.g.
temperature variation, is set to some extent smaller than the accuracy (refer
to Section 4.1.1 of Chapter 4) .

Temperature range

The temperature range is referred as the operating range within which the
accuracy is guaranteed. In this work, most of the design efforts were done
thinking of the military range, i.e. from - 55°C to 125°C. In some cases a
wider temperature range was also adopted, ranging from - 70°C to 130°C,
as well some measurements done up to 150°C .

Power consumption

The power consumption of a sensor is an important specification, specially
when the sensor is thought for some portable battery supplied application or
autonomous systems.

In this work, the total sensor power consumption budget was set to below
751lW. This value was based on typical power consumption of current low
power temperature sensors. While certain autonomous applications require
a much smaller power consumption, this value, given the specified accuracy
accuracy level of ±O.l°C over 180°C, presents relevant performance increase
with respect to the prior art [8].

Speed of measurement and bandwidth

A bandwidth of 10Hz (i.e. 10 measurements per second) was set. This band
width is enough for most of the applications (whether some applications
might require a higher bandwidth, other specifications are often relaxed , e.g.
power consumption or temperature range). In particular cases, it is impor
tant to have a programmabie conversion rate, e.g. given an energy constraint ,
a conversion rate smaller than the full bandwidth might be appropriate.
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Sensor interface
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Smart sensors are required to provide the information they generate in a
digital format. An A ID converter is thus often needed. In the case of tem
perature sensors, where the signal has a very small bandwidth (tens of Hz) ,
oversampled A ID converters, e.g. ~~s, are preferred. Such data converters
have the ability to self-adapt to the application needs , not to mention the
relaxed specifications for the analog components [14] .

2.2.1 Other characteristics

Immunity to interference

Immunity to interference or interference robustness is often required from
a sensor. ~~ architectures have one important advantage against their
Nyquist-rate counterparts: immunity against digital interference" . Because
of the oversampling, the effect of any interference (within a ~~ cycle) is
attenuated in regard to the full conversion.

Self-heating

Self-heating refers to the condition when the sensor has its internal tempera
ture increased by its own operation. Since this condition cannot be avoided,
self-heating has to be small so to limit temperature measurement errors. In
this sense , the most effective way of handling this condition is then by lim
iting the sensor power consumption to below, for instance, a few hundreds
of JlW to avoid introducing errors greater than O.05°C in typical IC ceramic
packages [15] . Operating the sensor periodically (i.e. duty-cycled operation
as follows) might be another solution to reduce self-heating. However, this
will affect the sensor availability.

Duty-cycled operation

Because most of the sensor signals have a very small bandwidth, the sensor
can operate duty-cycled [16]. After a measurement, the system is switched
off. This non-continuous or duty-cycled operation is important mainly in
autonomous sensors when the available energy is limited. The main conse
quences of a duty-cycled operation are:

• energy saving that prevents battery discharge and allows longer oper
ation time;

1In fact , a property of integrating architectures
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• reduction of self-heating effects (as mentioned) and;

• improved compatibility in multiplexed systems.

Another consequence of a duty-cycled operation concerns the t ransient time
between the switched-off mode (or sleeping mode) and the operating mode,
which is well known as wake-up time. While in this particular work, this
time (tens of /lS) can be neglected given the low frequencies involved in
temperature measurements, it may be of great concern in ot her cases due to
the amount of energy consumed during the wake-up time.

2.3 Temperature sensors

In theory, any element with temperature-dependent characteristics can be
used to sense temperature . However , such characteristics are not always
well-behaved, e.g. linear with temperature and only dependent on tempera
ture, exhibiting no cross-sensitivity. T his severely restricts t he applicability
of many elements as temperature sensors. Nonetheless, a wide ra nge of tem
perature sensors is still available. T he most important ones are [21:

• transistors (mostly bipolar transistors);

• thermocouples;

• platinum (Pt) resistors;

• thermistors .

A summary with the main characteristics of each one is presented in Table
2.1. Based on these characteristics, given an application and requirements,
one can define the most suitable temperature sensor.

Regardless of the type, these sensors are available as individual compo
nents, i.e. in discrete form, or built together with integrated circuits, i.e.
in integrated form. All types listed in Table 2.1 are usua lly availab le in the
discrete form, while some only in the integrated form. The reason is that,
in general, standard CMOS integration technologies are not fully compati
ble with materiala/procedures required to build certain types of te mperature
sensors, requiring additional steps, which often increase the product ion costs.

Discrete platinum resistors (e.g. PtlOO) are very stabie and because of
that were listed as the interpolating temperature standard from 13.9K to
962°C according to the International Temperature Scale [17]2. Because this

2More than one Pt resistor is required to provide reasonable accuracy over this wide
temperature range.
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of the main temperature sensing elements. Ob
tained from [2] .

Characteristics Transistors Thermo- Platinum Thermistors
couples resistors

Temperature medium very large large medium
range (0C) [-80, 180] [-270, 3500] [-260, 1000] [-80, 180]
Absolute medium no high high
accuracy
Accuracy for medium high medium medium
small tempera-
ture variations
Integrability in yes yes no no
standard CMOS
Sensitivity high low low high

(2mVjK) (lmV j K ) (O.4% jK) (5% jK)
Linearity good good good strongly

non-linear

range includes the particular range of interest of this work , i.e. -55°C to
125°C , namely the military range, calibrated PtlOO resistors were used to
calibrate the integrated sensors described in this thesis.

Thermocouples offer better performance than Pt resistors at higher tem
peratures, but because of their low cost and high reliability, they also find
use in other temperature ranges. The main issue of a thermocouple is that it
generates a voltage that is proportional to the difference between the hot and
cold junction of the element, providing only a relative temperature measure
ment. A second absolute temperature sensor is usually required to measure
the temperature of the cold junction.

Thermistors are very low cost and very compact in size. They can be also
very sensitive, exhibiting thus excellent resolution, but over temperature they
present astrong non-linearity behavior, which imposes extra complexity to
process the signal.

Transistors are as sensitive as thermistors and have the advantage that
the base-emitter voltage is almost linearly related to the temperature.

2.3.1 lntegrated temperature sensors

Integrated sensors are increasingly becoming preferred since merging the sen
sor with the processing circuit in the so called smart sensor allows compact
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and low cost sensors, not to mention an output in a digital format, ready for
use.

Thermocouples and transistors are the two best examples of temperature
sensors that can be integrated. Although it is possible to make Pt resistors
on chips, this is not a standard procedure up to now in CMOS technology,
meaning increased fabrication costs. Not to mention that thin-film resistors
are not as good as their discrete counterparts [2].

Thermocouples are intrinsically offset-free and certainly the best option
when the temperature is higher than transistors can stand (250°C). But the
fact that they only measure relative temperature is a serious disadvantage.

Temperature sensors based on thermal diffusivity, named ETFs (Elec
trothermal Filter) [18][19] can also be successfully integrated. But they have
a large power dissipation, due to an internal heating source, and this severely
impairs the design of low power sensors. Moreover, there is need for a refer
ence frequency, which is in general not available.

Bipolar transistors (PNPs and NPNs) are thus the most natural option for
integration and the most suited temperature sensor if absolute temperature
measurement is required and low-power consumption is needed. A reference
voltage VREF is required in this case, but that can be successfully derived
from the band-gap voltage \!bg ~ 1.2V of the Silicon at OK. Adding to this,
they are also stabie and sensitive, with a reasonably linear behavior.

Although MOS transistors can be used to implement temperature sen
sors as well as bipolar transistors [20], mutual compensation of mobility and
threshold voltage temperature effects is required [21], which adds to design
complexity. Without such compensations, the MOS transistor is typically
much less accurate.

2.3.2 P latinum (Pt) resistors

Platinum resistors (more specifically Pt100 resistors) were used throughout
this work as temperature references. They are briefly mentioned in this
section for the sake of completeness. A detailed discussion of the properties
of thermocouples and thermistors is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The relation between resistance and temperature in Pt resistors is gener
ally expressed as (DIN-IEC 751 Standard ) [2]

R(T) = Rpt(To)(1 + alT + a2T2 + a3T3 + a4r)

where Rpt(To) is the nominal resistance at temperature T = To = O°C and
ai the coefficients obtained after the calibratiorr'.

3T he calibration is done at authorized calibration institutes. Different coefficients
might be required depending on the temperature range.
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Alternatively, the temperature can be expressed as

234 .
T = (ba + b1R + b2R + b3R + b4R + ... + biR1

)

where R is the measured resistance and bi are the inverse coefficients.

2.4 Bipolar transistors
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The bipolar transistor is the most widely used building block of integrated
smart temperature sensors. This is because it provides information, not
about the relative, but about the absolute temperature. However, generating,
reading and processing this information is usually not simple and often care
must be taken. That is why it is important to know the main characteristics
of such transistors and to understand their operation. With such knowledge,
a proper transistor model can be formulated and used throughout the sensor
design. The characteristics of bipolar transistors will be discussed extensively
in the following subsections. Luckily, much of the work was already done
[22] [23] [24] [15].

2.4.1 The ideal l o - VD diode characteristic

Most temperature sensors make use of the bipolar transistor in a configura
tion that is well-known as a diode-connected (Fig. 2.1). In this case , the
bipolar transistor, a three terminal device , ends up having effectively only
two ones, and having an operating behavior very similar to a diode. Because
of the configuration, the original PNP junctions of a bipolar transistor be
have somewhat like a single PN junction, which is exactly a diode. Before
briefly introducing its characteristic in this section, it is important to men
tion that the discussion in this work, as well in many others, is formulated for
a PNP transistor rather than for a NPN , since the best performance bipolar
transistors available in most CMOS processes are the vertical (or substrate)
PNP transistors (refer to Subsection 2.4.9 for more details) . A last remark
concerns the sign convention. In order to keep the same convention of former
works in this area (see for instanee [22]), VBE and ~VB E nomenc1atures are
used instead of V EB and ~V EB4 .

The well-known ideal diode characteristic is given by

(2.1)

4For sake of c1arity, for a PNP transistor, the emitter to base voltage VEB (referenced
as VBE) through out this work is positive, so to set the transistor in its forward-active
region , unless otherwise specified.
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C
Ic

(2.2)

Figure 2.1: Bipolar transistor (PNP) in a diode-connected configuration.

where VD is an external voltage applied to the device (to its p-n junction)
while I s is the saturation current. When the diode is in forward-bias (and
VD » kJ), the term -1 in (2.1) can be neglected:

ID ~ I s ( exp (q:;)).
In a similar way, a voltage drop VD t hat develops across the diode when

a bias current I D is applied to it is

VD= kT In (ID) .
q Is

(2.3)

(2.4)

Remarkably, if ID and Is are known, by reading the voltage VD is possible to
determine the absolute temperature T . Unfortunately, I s is strongly process
(and temperature, i.e Is(T) ) dependent and cannot be determined.

However, if two bias currents I Dl and I D2 = m.I; are applied to two
diodes (assumed matched, i.e. I s ! = I s 2 ) , the difference in voltage drop is

VD2 - VDl = kT In (ID2) _ kT In (IDl) = kT In (m) .
q Is! q IS2 q

In this case, it is not a voltage drop VD but the difference of two volt
age drops that is proportional to abso lute temperature. The advantage is
that the difference is not dependent on the saturation current or any other
process-related parameter. This remarkable result can be used to measure
temperature.

However, non-ideal effects not modeled in (2.1) make diodes not rea lly
appropriate for accurate temperature measuring [221. Because (2.1) does not
take into account the current due to generation and recombination phenom
ena in the depletion region of a diode, it is only approximate. Since the latter
current has a different temperature dependency than that given in (2.1), the
diode current cannot be expressed in a single exponential. In practice, the
following approximation

j
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(2.5)ID ~ Is (exp (~~~ ) - 1)
is used to model the diode current, initially given by (2.1) , where n is the
so-called non-ideality factor .

The factor n varies from 1, for large forward-bias VD, when diffusion
dominates, to 2, for low forward-bias, when recombination dominates. With
this approximation, the PTAT voltage given by (2.4) ends up depending on
n, which is, like Is , process dependent. This is hardly acceptable in accurate
temperature sensors''.

2.4.2 The ideal Ic - VB E bipolar transistor charaeteristic

In a bipolar transistor, the relation between the collector current Ic and the
base to the emitter voltage VBE has the same form as (2.1). But because
of the base terminal, the currents that are generated in the base-emitter
junction of a bipolar transistor due to e.g. generationjrecombination and
reverse injection, as in a diode, are not part of the collector current [23] , since
the resulting non-ideal components of the emitter current are mainly provided
via the base of the transistor [23][22]. This makes the relation Ic - VBE of
a bipolar transistor much more ideal than the ID - VD characteristic of
a diode, i.e. n is closer to 1. That is why, despite some equivalence, a
bipolar transistor has a superior performance as a temperature sensor when
compared to the more simple diode.

Consider a PNP transistor, like shown in Fig. 2.2(a), in its forward-active
region, i.e. with a forward-biased base-emitter junction and a reverse-biased
base-collector junction. The collector current Ic can be written as [25]

Ic = Is (exp (q~~E) -1)
where the saturation current Is is given by

(2.6)

(2.7)

where A B E is the base-emitter junction area, n i is intrinsic carrier concentra
tion in the base , J5p is the effective hole diffusion constant, JIp in the average
hole mobility in the base and QB is the total base doping per unit area" .

5Whether n might exhibit low process variation in a given technology and have its value
weil characterized, it is preferabie to avoid any process dependency in the bias current.

6 Q B is well-known as the Gummei number.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic of a PNP t ransistor and (b) circuit configu ration
to have a L1VBE voltage.

The Einstein relation Jl = *.D n was used to write I s in terms of n; and
JIp. Again, if VBE » kJ , i.e. I c » I s , t hen (2.6) can be simplified to

(2.8)

(2.9)

which is called the ideal Ic - VBE characteristic. Solving t his equation for
VBE results in

VBE = kT In (Ic)
q I s

which agrees with the diode equation given in (2.3).
The ideallogarithmic characteristic described in (2.9) shows that a PTAT

voltage can be built in the same way as with diodes (and thus used to measure
temperature by comparing it with a reference or temperature-independent
voltage). Two equal transistors Q1 and Q2, as shown in Fig . 2.2(b), hav
ing collector currents l c .i and Ie ,2 = mle1' present a base-emitter voltage
difference L1VB E given by

kT
L1VBE = VBE2 - VBE 1 = - ln(m) ., , q (2.10)

This result is remarkable since L1VBE is not dependent of I s like VBE
is. T his makes L1VBE not dependent on process variation. As mentioned
already by [26][27], the L1VBE voltage is then accurate, provided mismatch
errors are eliminated.

Error due to mismatch in the saturation current I s

If the saturation currents IS,l and Is,2 of two identically designed P NP tran
sistors are different due to amismatch between the transistors , t hen the

I
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voltage ~VBE given in (2.10) is now given (assuming for now no mismatch
in the current sources):

~VB E(T) = k; In ( ~~:':.: )
1S ,1

kT In (mIS'l) .
q IS,2

Writing IS,2 = IS,l ± ~Is results in

(2.11)

kT kT (~Is)~VBE(T) ~ -ln(m) =f -In -I
q q ~l

(2.12)

The mismatch modifies the ideal ~VBE by the second term in (2.12) . The
error is proportional to the temperature (PTAT) for a temperature indepen
dent t:./s.

l s.i

2.4.3 The effect of Is in the ideal Ic - VBE characteristic

The ~VB E voltage is accurate provided mismatch errors are eliminated. Al
though acceptable for relatively high bias currents, errors are no longer neg
ligible for low bias currents. When the bias current gets small, Is cannot be
neglected, i.e. the term -1 in (2.6), and the difference ~VBE , initially given
in (2.10) becomes

kT (mIe 1 + IS)
~VBE = VB E2 - VB EI = -In I ' I

q e,l + s
(2.13)

in the case of two transistors with equal saturation currents, i.e. IS,l = Is,2 =

Is ·
This result shows unfortunately a ~VBE dependent on Is (and now sus

ceptible to process variations) , no matter how matched the PNP transistors
are nor how accurate the current ratio m is. In fact , Is degrades the cur
rent ratio m which in turn degrades the accuracy that can be achieved from
~VBE and from the sensor. In order to prevent or limit the effect of Is, so an
accurate PTAT voltage can be obtained, the collector currents Ie,l and Ie,2
have to be significantly larger than Is (how large will depend on the accuracy
requirements for ~VBE). Since power reduction is normally achieved by re
ducing the PNP bias currents, accuracy requirements for ~VB E can severely
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limit power-saving attempts" . Requirements are much worse at high tem
perature, since Is, as well-known, increases exponentially with temperature
(see Section 2.4.5).

2.4.4 The effect of f3 in the ideal I c - VBE characteristic

The collector terminal of a vertical PNP transistor (available in most CMOS
processes) is formed by the p-substrate. Since the substrate is grounded (see
subsection 2.4.9), there is no opportunity to bias the bipolar transistor via its
collector. In this case, it is the emitter current of a bipolar transistor that is
set by a current source, instead of the collector current. This explains why in
a diode-connected configuration (with the base also grounded, i.e. VBe = 0),
the base current has also to be taken into account when determining the
base-emitter voltage. Since the emitter current results from the sum of the
base and collector currents, the collector current can be written as

Ic = I E - I B = 1 ~ {3 IE (2.14)

where {3 is the common-emitter forward current gain, well known and defined
as the ratio {3 = Ie l IB, This results in a voltage VBE given by

V = kT In (---..!!.- I E) (2.15)
BE q 1+ {3Is

The result in (2.15) shows that a bipolar transistor biased through its emitter,
even if by an ideal current source, has a VBE voltage that is dependent on
{3, i.e. susceptible to process spread. This is particularly important when {3
is small ({3 < 25), which is the case of substrate PNPs in standard CMOS
technologies [28][291 . Moreover , {3 has to be current-independent, so that
an accurate emitter-current ratio will result in the same collector-current
ratio. These results show that some technique for {3 compensation will be
necessary for such high accuracy applications, since the {3-dependency in
the base-emitter voltage is a potential cause for low non-trimmed and post
trimmed accuracies. No need to mention that attention must be paid to the
power consumption of the circuit used to implement the compensation.

2.4.5 Temperature Characteristic of VBE

The temperature characteristic of the base-emitter voltage VBE given in (2.9)
is determined considering the temperature dependenee of the saturation cur
rent I s and the collector current Ic· Additionally, because Ic = /lï3 . IE,

7How severe this limitation is depends on the total current consumption of the sensor
with regard to the total bias current of PNPs needed to generate t:.VBE .
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the temperature dependency of {3 has also to be taken into account.
analysis of Is is carried out by analyzing its components: ni and f.Lp.

The intrinsic minority-carrier concentration ni is given by [301
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The

(
- qV; )n; ex: T3 exp kT 9

where Vg is the silicon band-gap approximated by

(2.16)

(2.17)

where Vgo is the extrapolated band-gap voltage at OK and a the linear coef
ficient of the approximation.

The average hole mobility in the base JIp is given by

JIp ex: t:». (2.18)

The substitution of (2.16) and (2.18) in the saturation current given in
(2.7), results in8

Is(T) = I soTl exp ( -~~o ) (2.19)

where I so and Tl = 4 - nare constants. Equation (2.19) shows how strongly
Is depends on temperature, which before hand can lead the reader to think
ab out the effects of such dependency in the sensor performance: while the
voltage ~VBE is ideally not sensitive to Is, VBE, which is used to generate
the required reference voltage VREF needed for temperature measurement
(as further explained in Chapter 3), is.

The substitution of (2.19) in (2.8) results in the following collector current
expression:

or, if solved for VBE,

kT (Ic)VBE(T) = Vgo + q In I soT"I .

(2.20)

(2.21)

now written explicitly in terms of temperature. i.e. VBE(T). Interesting
to mention that because I:Ofir., < 1, the value of In is negative, which gives
the VBE(T) a negative temperature coefficient [24], despite of what can be
initially misunderstood from (2.9). In this sense , the signal VBE is comple
mentary to absolute temperature (CTAT) .

BQ B is assumed approximately constant with temperature [231 .
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In practice, the collector current is not constant over temperature but
proportional to a power of T. This temperature dependenee is introduced
by writing Ic as

Ic(T) = lcor , (2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

where lco is a constant and m the temperature exponent, e.g. a constant
Ic = lco is represented by m = 0 and a PTAT current Ic = IcoT represented
by m = 1. By replacing (2.22) in (2.21) the following results

VBE(T) = Vgo + kT In (I ~O_ )
q so TI m

or, if written as a function of VBE at a given temperature, e.g. VBe(Tr ) [23J
(see [24J for a detailed derivation),

VBE(T) = Vgo (1- T) + T VBE(Tr ) _ (17 _ m) kT In (T) .
i: ï; q Tr

As earlier found by [23], the expression for VBE as given above, when
using empirical values for VgO and 17 according to the basis of physics, is
not accurate. This is due to poor approximations used in (2.17) and (2.18).
Curiously though, when using Vgo and 17 as fitting parameters (derived form
measured VBE data), accuracy as good as O.03K can be found .

For convenience, but also to have a better comprehension of VBE, often
(2.24) is rewritten as the sum of a constant term VBEO (temperature inde
pendent), a linear term aT (proportional to absolute temperature) and a
non-linear term nl(T) (the sum of all higher-order terms) [23J:

VBE(T) = VBEO + aT + nl(T)

where VBEO is the extrapolation of the tangent at T = OK given by

VBEO = Vgo - nl(O),

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

a is the slope of the tangent given by

VBE(Tr ) - VBEO
a = T; - OK

(in such way that the linear term represents a line tangent to the VBE(T)
curve at T = Tr ) and nl(T) the VBE curvature given by

nl(T) = (17 - m)~ [T - t; +TIn (:;)]

which is, at T = OK, equal to

(2.28)
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Figure 2.3: The base-emitter voltage VBE as a function oftemperature T. The
dashed line shows a linear approximation for VBE (tangent to the VBEcurve
at T = Tr.

K
nl(O) = (1] - m)- [-TrI·

q
(2.29)

Figure 2.3 shows the base-emitter voltage VBE(T) as given in (2.25) versus
T from 0 to 600K for VBEO = 1.15V and a = -2mVre(VBE(Tr = 300K)=
O.54V) while the non-linearity nl(T) is plotted in Fig. 2.4 versus T from 200K
to 400K for values of 1] - m from 1 to 4. The curvature of VBE decreases
when the bias current increases faster with temperature, sort of canceling
the effect of the saturation current. For instance, the non linearity obtained
for 1] - m = 3 (case of PTAT bias current I c) is smaller than for 1] - m = 4
(constant bias current) , which indicates that a bias current dependent on
temperature can reduce the curvature of VBE. The curvature amounts to
some mV in the range of 200K to 400K for all cases .

2.4.5.1 Temperature Characteristic of Current Gain {3

Because the vertical PNP transistor is biased via its emitter, its collector
current is a fraction ~ of the applied emitter current as given in (2.14) ,
which in turn results in a {3-dependent voltage VBE (see equation(2.15)) .
Because often {3 happens to be temperature dependent [251, this has to be
accounted when determining the temperature characteristic of VBE, initially
found in (2.15) .
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Figure 2.4: (b) The non-linearity of VBe(T) as a function of temperature ,
for values of TI - m from 1 to 4.

In practice, the following expression is used to model /3 [31]:

(
T)XTB

/3(T ) = /30 T
r

(2.30)

where the nominal current gain /30 and t he temperature exponent X T B are
found by fitting the equation to t he measured data. T he substitution of
equation (2.30) in equation (2.15) results in a VBE with an additional term

(2.31)
kT ((1+ /30) (f)XTB)

VBE = VBe(T) If3=constant + -In X·
q 1 + /30 (f) TB

This additional term was studied in [22], where simulation results were
presented. The adding term is only important for small values of /3 and large
value of XTB . Unfortunately, this is exactly t he case for vertical P NP tran
sistors. Nominal values for /3 ~ 22 and XTB ~ 4 suggests that compensation
for finite current gain is necessary when designing sensors for high accuracy.
Not to mention the fact that /3 suffers from process spread, which causes
spread to VBE.

2.4.6 Process spread of VBE

Probably the most important characteristic of b.VBE (the PTAT voltage as
presented in (2.10) is the fact that for well chosen bias currents it does not
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suffer from process spread. Provided mismatching errors in current sourees
and bipolar transistors are negligible (and this might be achieved by design),
this voltage is accurate".

However, this is not the case for VBE. Since VBE suffers from process
spread, each PNP transistor ends up providing a different base-emitter volt
age for the same given collector current. Since VBE is also needed for tem
perature measurement (used to generate the reference voltage VREF), uncer
tainty in VBE is likely to cause measurement inaccuracy.

Statistics about VBE spread, often available from the manufacturer, can
be used to estimate the initial inaccuracy (without any correction or trim
ming) of VBE, and so of sensor, and also to determine the amount of trimming
(e.g. in °C) that will be required to correct the sensor operation.

Although different techniques and methods of calibration and trimming
have been devised [321 [331, the individual calibration (with further trimming
procedure) is the major cost contributor of a sensor, even if done once at
room temperature. A batch calibration technique, when a few samples of
the sensor are analyzed and the results used to estimate the performance of
all remaining samples within a given a batch (i.e. intra-batch), can be an
important replacement for individual trimming. Although it does not give
the same performance, it has a much lower cost than individual trimming.

Regardless of the calibrationjtrimming method, it is important to analyze
the most important sourees of spread in VBE, so as to look for adequate
and efficient calibrationjtrimming procedures, or for ways of reducing (or
avoiding) it, aiming for lower initial inaccuracies (which can help making
batch calibration more efficient).

2.4.6.1 Spread of the saturation current Is

The spread in the saturation current Is of a PNP transistor is perhaps the
most important souree of VBE spread. Because it is strongly process dep en
dent, it is hard to estimate and to compensate. Usually the designer does
not have any control over it, and has to work with the statistics available
from the foundry.

In order to see how the spread of Is affects VBE , a deviation amount
t:i.ls from the nominal value Is is introduced in the equation of VBE given
by (2.9), which results in

VBE = kT I ( Ic )q n Is + t:i.ls
(2.32)

9The voltage LlVBE does suffers from process spread. The spread of LlVBE , however ,
when compared to the spread of VBE is negligible.
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(2.33)(!:i.Is « Is) .
kT !:i.Is

:::::; VBEI.ó./s=o - --I
q s

This shows the effect of the spread of Is in VBE. The original VBE
voltage is modified by a term that depends on the toleranee ~~s. A more
precise analysis thus requires the estimation of this tolerance, which is rather
difficult, since Is depends on many process parameters as shown in (2.7).
Foundries often set tolerances of up to ±50%, which give worst case scenarios,
fortunately, far from practical values. For instance, for AMISO.7J-Lm [281 , a
VBE spread of ±14mV is given, which corresponds to ab out ±7°C, when
values below ±1.5°C are usually observed.

Equation (2.33) also shows that the VBE spread is proportional to abso
lute temperature, if ~~s is assumed temperature independent. In such case,
the spread of Is causes the function VBE x T to rotate around a fixed point
at OK. This suggests that trimming done just once (at a given temperature)
is sufficient to correct the sensor operation. This is illustrated by Fig. 2.5,
in a classical plot [221[231[151 .

The assumption that ~~s is temperature independent is not necessarily
true since !:i.Is has several sources. The one related to mechanical stress (also
type of packaging) seems to be an example where this ratio is temperature
dependent [341. Fortunately, according to the same study, vertical PNP
transistors are less sensitive to stress, and this might explain why for such
transistors the temperature dependency of ~~s can be ignored.

2.4.6.2 Spread of the current gain f3

Another souree of spread in VBE is the spread of the current gain f3. Because
the PNPs are biased via their emitters, VBE ends up depending on f3 and
suffering from spread in it . The spread in f3 is also rather difficult to estimate
accurately since, like the spread in Is , it is dependent on many strongly
process-dependent parameters.

To see how the spread of f3 affects VBE, a deviation amount !:i. f3 from the
nominal value f3 is introduced in the equation of VBE given by (2.15), which
results in

(2.34)

(2.35)(!:i.f3 « (3)

= kT in ( (f3 + !:i.(3) IE)
q 1 + (f3 + !:i.(3) Is

rr s» 1
:::::; VBEI.ó. /3=o + q /31 + f3

This shows the effect of the spread of f3 in VBE. The original VBE voltage
is modified by a term that depends not only on the toleranee -1- but also

on the factor 1~t3. Because of this, the spread in f3 will cause a non PTAT
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spread in VBE , since f3, as given in (2.30) is strongly temperature dependent.
Because of the non PTAT spread, a single-point trimming method cannot
correct the sensor operation successfully (simulation results in [221 shows that
the remaining error in this case often presents the butterfly characteristic).
Evidently, PNP transistors with larger f3 are less sensitive to this type of
spread. Unfortunately, vertical PNPs have lack of larger current gain f3
(::::: 22) as already mentioned in Subsection 2.4.5.1. H, for example,~ = 20%
and f3 = 22, a VBE variation of ±0.25mV is estimated. This reinforees the
need to use some technique to reduce the effect of f3 spread in VB E .

2.4.6.3 Error due to non-ideal f3-com p ensa t ion

One technique, used to cancel the f3-dependency of VB E as given in (2.15), is
designing the emitter current IE in such way to cancel the 1!ï3 factor present

in the expression of VB E [221. For example, if the factor l ;; l3bia s is imprinted
fJbaas

on the emitter current IE

I 1 + f3bias 1
E = ~ bias

IJbias
(2.36)

used to bias the PNP transistors, the resulting VBE

VBE = kT In (~ 1 + f3bias Ibias)
q 1 +e f3bias Is

(2.37)
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is ,B-independent if ,B = ,Bbias' However, this is likely not to occur since
mismatch is always present in practice. To see the effect of a non-ideal
,B-compensation, ,Bbias is assumed to deviate an amount t::.,B' (due to a mis
match) of ,B, so (2.37) can be rewritten as

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)

This shows the effect of a non-ideal ,B-compensation in VBE. Although the
partial cancellation is primarily due to a ,B mismatch (which is an on-chip
variation and because of that smaller than a ,B spread, a chip-to-ehip vari
ation), it has the same effect of process spread in the current gain (visible
when compared to the result of (2.35), therefore also causing a CTAT spread
of VBE. Because t::.,B is due to variation both in the nominal value ,Bo as
well in the temperature dependency, i.e. exponent XTB, as given in (2.30),
causing CTAT spread of VBE regardless of the case, special attention (e.g.
circuit characteristics and layout) must be taken into account.

It is worth to mention that, even under no ,B mismatch, the same effect
can be observed, if for any reason, the ,B compensation scheme is not properly
implemented, e.g. the bias current generated in the pre-bias circuit with the
factor~ imprinted on it is poorly mirrored to the bias circuit (refer to

(:Jbias

details in Chapter 3). In this case, in principle, errors larger then the original
ones (without ,B-compensat ion) could appear.

2.4.7 Effect of variations in the b ias current

Equation (2.15) reveals a third souree of spread in VBE in addition to the
spread due to Is and ,B: the bias current variation, in this particular case,
the emitter current IE . While t::.VBE is not sensitive to the bias current
amplitude (and so to any variation in it), VBE is. A bias current varying in
amplitude affects VBE in the same way Is and ,B spread do.

In this work, like in [22], the PTAT bias current is set by a bias volt
age, t::.VBE,bias which is applied across a bias resistor Rbias, i.e. IE =
t::.VBE,bias/Rbias' The voltage VBE as given by (2.15) is now expressed as

kT ( ,B Ó.VBE 'biaS)V - -In __ 14.as
BE - q 1 + ,B Is .

Since t::.VBE,bias can be realized with relatively high accuracy (and so would
be the bias current), the variation in the bias current is ultimately determined
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by the spread of RUas (which is, unfortunately, temperature and process
dependent).

Several types of resistors are available in CMOS technology, but the poly
silicon (more specifically the high-ohmie poly-silicon) resistor was considered
the most appropriate for this application. This is because it has the most
relatively linear V x I characteristic (which helps the design of a PTAT bias
from 6.VBE,Uas) and a high sheet resistance [281 , suitable for implementation
of large resistors (usually the case when the biasing currents get small due to
low-power design constraints) with small arealO. In general, these resistors
have a negative temperature coefficient, i.e. resistance inversely proportional
to temperature, what does not occur with n-well resistors. Interestingly, a
negative temperature coefficient can help reducing the curvature of VBE since
the temperature dependency of bias current is increased slightly further then
that given by an ideal PTAT source.

To see how the variation of RUas affects VBE, a deviation amount 6.Ruas
from the nominal value is introduced in the equation of VBE given by (2.40)
(the finite f3 is ignored for simplicity), which results in

(2.41)

The original VBE voltage is modified by a term that depends on the
toleranee ~~ia -. Since the bias resistor RUas is often temperature dependent

"'-b I a s

(here approximated to a linear function of the temperature)

(2.43)

where Ilo is the nominal resistance at T = T; and OT1 is the first-order
temperature coefficient given by

s 8Ruas
Tl=~,

the toleranee ~RRbia . can thus be expressed as
bI a s

6.RUas 6.0T1T
RUas :::::J 1 + oT1T

(2.44)

(2.45)

lOT he sheet resistance of high-ohmic resistor is even higher than that of n-well resistor
in the used technology [281.
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assuming that only 8T1 spreads. This result shows that toleranee ~RRbia. is
bIa s

temperature dependent. In such case, a non PTAT spread in VBE is then
expected due to the spread in Rbias. However, in general b..8T1 « 8T1 which
indicates a small contribution to VBE spread.

Additionally, because of the nominal resistor Ra (often calculated as

L
Ra = Rsh

W
(2.46)

where R sh is the sheet resistance and Land W the resistor length and width
respectively) can also spread, a modified toleranee ~RRbia. is expected. By

bI a s

making the resistor geometry (L, W) several times larger than the minimum
given by the technology, lithographic spread can be made negligible compared
to the spread in the sheet resistance. However, the spread of Rbias still suffers
from the spread in the sheet resistance which is determined ultimately by
several process parameters.

2.4.8 Other effects

There are other effects that can cause errors in VBE, among them, for in
stance:

• base resistance: the contribution of the base resistance to VBE is larger
in CMOS technologies (when compared to bipolar ones). This is be
cause of the properties of the n-welllayer used to build the base of the
bipolar transistor, which causes a large series base resistance RB due
to its relatively high ohmic resistance and a low forward current gain {3
due to its relatively large thickness. Interestingly, for a given transistor
geometry, the error due to the base series resistance can be reduced
by reducing the bias current which flows across the transistor. This
reduces the voltage drop across RB and consequently its effect on VBE.

However, the current density in the transistor is reduced too, shifting
the bias operation point and transistor working region. Normally, this
requires the transistor to be resized, i.e. made smaller, which in turns
increases back the base resistance.

• stress: how the stress affects VBE and b..VBE is fully addressed in [34J.
Briefly, the vertical PNP is less sensitive to stress than the lateral one.
However, it does suffer from stress, and the type of packaging often
has great influence on the amount of VBE spread. Trimming after
packaging is therefore more appropriate, since it ean correct partially
the error caused by induced stress after packaging.
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2.4.9 Bipolar transistors in CMOS technology

Bipolar transistors (both NPN and PNP) can be found in CMOS technologies
as compatible transistors'". In the more common n-well CMOS processes,
two types of bipolar t ransistors are available: lateral PNP and vertical or
substrate P NP. The lateral P NP is more flexible and easy to use, since effec
t ive biasing through its collector is possible. The same does not happen with
the vertical PNP, since the collector is formed by the p-substrate, which is
grounded. In this case, the typical common-emitter structure which is used
to generate and amplify 6.VBE is not available [15], and a special amplifier
configuration (OPAMP) is often required. T his is shown in Fig . 2.6, where a
typical circuit used to build band-gap circuits with vertical PNPs in CMOS
is presented12 .

However, despite of the advantages with regard to circuit design , the
lateral transistor does not perform as well as the vertical one. This is be
cause the vertical PN P transistor, due to its physical structure (as shown
in Fig. 2.7) has a more ideal I c - VBE characteristic [231. This improved
behavior is fundamental when designing high performance (accuracy) tem
perature sensors and the drawbacks of the more complex circuitry have to
be circumvented by circuit design techniques. For instance, the opamp offset
Vos present in the expression of the current I

I = VBE2 - VBEI - Vos = 6.VBE - Vos
u; s,

and in expression of the reference voltage VREF

(2.47)

(2.48)

has to be removed somehow, avoiding it of jeopardizing the superior perfor
mance of the vertical PNP transistors.

2.5 Conclusions

This chapter addressed the fundamental back-ground of integrated temper
ature sensors design . Initially, frequently used application-related require
ments of sensor were discussed. After, the most well-known temperature
sensors were presented. Despite of particular advantages each one has , the

ll T he author understands that the term compatible is more appropriate than the term
parasitic.

12This same circuit, with minor changes, might be used to generate a PTAT bias current.
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Figure 2.6: Typical band-gap circuit in CMOS technology with vertical PNP
transistor.
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Figure 2.7: Cross section of a PNP transistor available in n-well CMOS
processes.

bipolar transistor (substrate PNP) was considered the most suitable sensing
element for the temperature sensor.

A detailed analysis of the bipolar transistor was thus carried out. lts
ideal Ic - VBE was first introduced, followed by the analysis of the effect of
the saturation current I s and forward-current gain (3 on it. Since the PNP
transistor is biased via its emitter, the ideal IE - VBE characteristic was also
analyzed, with further explanation of the (3-compensat ion technique.

The temperature characteristic of VBE was then presented, and its non
linearity over temperature studied. This gave support to use a PTAT current
to bias the PNP transistors. Later, the effect of Is and (3 spread over VBE'S
temperature characteristic was described. The effect of (3-mismatching be
tween the PNP transistors and their equivalent effect to a (3 spread was given
too.

Finally, after a short comment on PNP transistors in CMOS technolo
gies, the most important application-related requirements used to derive the
specifications of the sensor were presented.



CHAPTER

Sensor Front-End

3.1 Introduetion

In this chapter, the sensor front-end is discussed. Such term (analog) sensor
front-end is typically used to describe the (analog) sensor circuitry interfacing
with the sensing element (in this work the part of the sensor that ultimately
generates the temperature information, e.g. the substrate PNP transistors),
whose output (front-end output) is afterward processed by the A ID converter
or sensor digital interface. Since in this work sensor front-end and sensing
elements are merged into the same circuitry, the term sensor front-end is
used indistinctly throughout this text, as follows.

Initially, some concepts for bandgap references are briefly introduced.
Some important related signals are thus reviewed, e.g. the proportional to
absolute temperature (PTAT) voltage ~VBE, the complementary to abso
lute temperature voltage VBE and the temperature-independent or reference
voltage VREF , built from the former two voltages. After, the ratiometric
temperature measurement is described showing how to obtain a temperature
reading by ratioing the PTAT and the reference voltages.

Several important aspects related to the front-end design, e.g. accurate
current ratio set up and bias current generation, are extensively analyzed in
face of power consumption constraints, as well error cancellation techniques,
e.g. dynamic element matching (DEM), off-set cancellation (chopping) and
,B-compensat ion. Important accuracy and power consumption trade-offs are
then systematically established, which allows to set design parameters given
accuracy and power specifications.

After, the front-end implementation is presented where most ofthe results
previously found are employed. Special attention is given to the front-end
üTA and current mirror, in terms of their power consumption and accuracy.

3
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Issues related to sensor calibration and trimming and also to VBE curva
ture, as previously introduced in Chapter 2, are addressed in the end of this
chapter.

3.2 A smart temperature sensor

Smart and integrated temperature sensors (using bipolar transistors) are
often built using the same back-ground developed for bandgap references.
Before going deeply into details concerning the sensor front-end designs, a
short overview about bandgap references is given. The ratiometric tempera
ture measurement concept is then explained, and a simplified block diagram
of the sensor present.

3.2.1 Concepts for bandgap references

In bandgap references, the reference voltage VREF is obtained by compen
sating the base-emitter voltage VBE(T) of a bipolar transistor for its temper
ature dependenee [321. There are many ways of doing this , but essentially a
compensating voltage is added to VBE to cancel for at least the first-order
temperature dependenee of VBe(T). Since VBE(T) decreases with tempera
ture, a compensating voltage proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT)
has to be used. Because often the PTAT voltage is small, it has to be am
plified prior to the adding, according to what is illustrated in Fig. 3.l.

A substrate PNP transistor QL biased through its emitter with a current
Ibias provides a voltage VBE given by

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

where VT = \ T is the thermal voltage and Is is the PNP transistor saturation
current.

A voltage b.VBE = VBE,R - VBE,L where

VBE,L(T) = VT In ( ~~:(~) )

VBE,R(T) = VT In ( ~~~(;) ) ,

proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT) , is obtained by biasing two
equal (i.e. same emitter area) PNP transistors QL and QR at 1 : m current
ratio, i.e. m = Ilbia s .R . Provided mismatching errors in the bias currents and

biae .L
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PNP transistors are eliminated, this voltage is intrinsically accurate [22][231
given by

(3.4)

A temperature-independent reference voltage VREF is obtained by com
bining VB E with a scaled ~VB E

(3.5)

where a is the scale factor required to compensate for the variation of VB E

with the temperature, about -2.2mVr C, given the variation of ~VB E with
the temperature, e.g. +0.14mVr Cif m = 5 (see Fig. 3.6 (b)). In other
words,

(3.6)

(3.7)

which results in
~ aVBE 1a-- ----..,......--- at:,.;PE - OT ~ ln(m)·

For a typical~ = -2.2mVrc, and a current ratio range m from 2 to 10,
values of a from 36.8 to 11.1 are found.

3.2.2 Ratiometric temperature measurement

Temperature can be measured by comparing a voltage proportional to abso
lute temperature, i.e. VPTAT, with a voltage that is immune to temperature,
i.e. reference voltage VREF 1. Because ~VBE is a PTAT voltage (and it will
keep this property when amplified by a constant factor, e.g. the same a as
in (3.7) for simplicity) , information about the temperature is available if the
ratio

a VT ln(m )

VBE + aVT ln(m) ,
(3.8)

which is also PTAT, is evaluated. Because this ratio is dependent on a
reference voltage, ratiometric temperature measurement uses the same fun
damental concepts for bandgap circuits.

Furthermore, in case of a smart temperature sensor, the same A ID con
verter used to convert the temperature information to the digital format

JIn order to increase the temperature sensitivity, the base-emitter voltage V B E may be
subtracted from the amplified PTAT voltage [271. This may relax the resolution require
ments for the AID converter, as latter addressed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.2: Simplified circuit diagram of the smart temperature sensor.

process the two input signals I::i.VBE and VREF so to generate the ratio u;
thus providing a temperature reading as

Tdig = A!-t + B (3.9)

where A :::::: 600 and B = 0 are the angular and linear coefficients for a direct
result in K. This is schematically shown in Fig . 3.2.

3.3 Accuracy requirements and power constraints

When designing for high accuracy, making all erro r sourees negligible by
design is the primary goal. When the design has speci fied power constraints,
it is also fundamental to quantify the amo unt of power used to make each
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error souree negligible, restricting it if necessary. Regardless of the case, the
first step is to identify the error source, finding how each error affects the
temperature measurement. This can be done by calculating the sensitivity
of the temperature (as given in (3.9)) to changes in VBE , b.VBE (or m) and
a. The second step is to trade off accuracy and power, setting for instanee
minimum currents to obtain a given accuracy, or maximum currents to obtain
a given power dissipation (at a given supply voltage).

3.3.1 Error and power budgeting

The system implementing the sensor is not ideal , i.e. it suffers from many
non-idealities that affect its performance. These non-idealities act by intro
ducing errors to those quantities, e.g. VBE, b.VBE, a , m, etc. used to build
the sensor output. It is important to understand them, so to be able cancel
or compensate their effect in the measurement. Since the overall temperature
inaccuracy is the combined result of all these errors, often a fraction of the
maximum overall temperature error has to be allocated to each of the error
sourees [22]. For example, in [22] , most of the errors were limited down to
la of the final specified inaccuracy.

However, when designing under ot her constraints, e.g. power constraints,
a general rule limiting all error sourees down to one tenth of the total inaccu
racy is no longer acceptable, since it may cause power consumption in excess.
While a power budgeting can be established in a similar way, e.g. given an
overall power consumption, a fraction of this overall value has to be allocated
to each component circuit, the problem is better looked as an optimization
problem: what is the minimum power consumption given a maximum overall
temperature inaccuracy and temperature operating range?

Furthermore, because most of the errors can be solved by means of a
larger biasing or of a more complex circuit, the error budgeting ends up
subjected to the power budgeting. In doing this, determining how an error
introduced, for instance, in b.VBE is translated to the output (in °C) is
extremely important.

3.3.2 Temperature reading errors - Errors in VBEl 6.VBEl Ct'

and m in t he t em p erature read ing

The temperature reading accuracy and the power required to obtain it are the
most important sensor's performance figures in this work. The sensitivities
(partial derivatives) of the temperature as given by (3.9) with respect to VBE ,
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b.VBE, Q [221 and m
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OTdig A -a~VBE
OV BE = (VBE+a~VBE)2

äTdig _ A aVBE
o b.V B E - (VBE+a~VBE)2

äTdig A ~VBE VBE---a;;- = (VBE+a~VBE)2

OTdig A aVTVBE
o m = m(VBE+a~VBE)2

T
=---

VREF

(A -T)
= Q

VRE F

= T (1 _ T)
Q A

= Q VTA (1- T)
mVRE F A

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

provide important relations (between each parameter variation and the sen
sor 's output variation) that help the sensors design. With the sensitivity,
the calculation of the maximum error or deviation allowed in each parameter
specified a maximum error contribution in degree Celsius (0C) is straightfor
ward.

However , because the sensitivities dep end on T , often they have to be
evaluated at te mperatures where the worst cases appear. It is not difficult
to see from equat ions (3.10-3.13) that the worst case scenario for VB E is at
high temperature (T ~ 400K) , while for b.VBE at low temperature (T ~

200K) and for Q and m in the middle range (T = 300K). So taking this into
consideration, the following error limits are established for VB E , b.VBE , Q

[221 and m given an error contribution er in the temperature:

W BE - VBE,idead = _ VR/E c T
3mV

(3.14)< - -cT
°C

Ib.V B E - b.VB E ,idead = VRE~
3mV1

(3.15)< ---CT(A-T acT °C Q

IQ - Qideal I= A 2 1
(3.16)(A _T)TCT < - %-cT

Qideal 3 °C

Im - mideall = VREE 1 C 15.5 1
(3.17)< - - %-cT

mideal
(A-T)vT a T Q °C

where VRE F ~ 1.2V and A ~ 600.
In this way, given a maximum error contribution, e.g. er = O.Ol°C , a

worst case variation of 30JlV in VB E , 1.8JlV in b.VBE (for Q = 16), 0.0067%
in Q and 0.01% (for Q = 16, T = 300K) in m is allowed. Such limits set
fundamental specifications that help in the sensor design , thus being used
throughout this work2 .

2W hile the sensitivity of t he t emperat ure with respect to Q is discussed here, results
ar e only used in the next chapte r .
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In this section, most of the aspects related to the current ratio mare 00
dressed. One of these aspects is its accuracy. Since the PTAT voltage b..VBE
depends directlyon this ratio, it is important to design it accurately. A sec
ond aspect is the power consumption required to achieve the given accuracy,
which ultimately establishes important trade-offs.

3.4.1 Designing an accurate current ratio m

The current ratio m is the only actual design parameter left in the voltage
b..VBE, as given in (3.4). In this way, the full accuracy of b..VBE will dep end
on that of the current ratio m (indeed the current-density ratio when the
PNPs have the same emitter areas) . That is why is so important to design
it very accurately. lts value, nonetheless, has to be established taking both
accuracy and power consumption requirements into account.

3.4.1.1 Error due to mismatch in the current sourees

A set of (1 + m) CMOS current sourees can be used to generate alto m
current ratio as shown in Fig. 3.3. If the current sourees are ideal , the current
ratio m is also ideal and the voltage b..VBE is accurately established. In
practice, however, current sourees suffers from mismatch. The most common
reasons of such mismatch are due to threshold b..~h and current factor b.. f3
mismatches (refer to Subsection 3.8.1).

When a larger current needs to be implemented, a parallel combination
of m identical copies of the unit current souree should be used [351. Even in
this case , the resultant current is not exactly m times the unit one , but m
plus an error, i.e. m + b..m, which results in a voltage b..VBE given by

b..VBE = VT ln(m + b..m)
kTb..m

~ b..VBEI.6.m=o+-
q m

(b..m« m) .

(3.18)

(3.19)

The second term in (3.19) is an approximation to the absolute error
introduced in b..VBE due to an error b..m in the current ratio m. Assuming
that b..m is weakly dependent on m , the larger the current ratio is, the smaller
the ratio .6.: and the error due to mismatch are. Moreover , assuming .6.:
constant with temperature, this type of error is expected to be PTAT.

Assuming, for example, amismatch .6.: = 0.1% , the absolute error in
b..VBE is about 26/lV at room temperature. If m = 5, then a = 16 and
the sensitivity as given in (3.11) is 4K/mV. Therefore, the temperature error
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Figure 3.3: Front-end schematic (core) showing (1+m) current sourees used
to bias the PNP transistors with alto m current ratio.

due to mismatch amounts to 0.1K. If the final inaccuracy is expected to be
below O.l°C , an error of O.l°C (100% of the overall temperature error) only
due to one souree of error is not acceptable. This, added to the fact that
the assumed mismatch can be worse than 0.1%, is a clear indication that the
current matching level has to be improved by some technique.

Evidently, the current ratio can be designed larger. For m = 10, then
a ~ 10 and the sensitivity is now 2.5K/mV. The temperature error due to
mismatch in this case is then 0.065K, roughly 35% less than the former case,
but at the price of a higher power consumption (given the same unit current
sourcej ' .

3.4.1.2 Error due to mismatch in the current sourees with
Dynamic Element Matching

Dynamic element matching (DEM) is a well-known technique [36][371 used
to improve the effective accuracy of a system. Such technique is helpful
when there are several nearly equal circuit elements that can be dynamically
and/or cyclically interchanged (position and/or function) over time, so mis
matching errors are averaged out. The effective accuracy is often some orders
of magnitude higher the relative accuracy of such elements themselves [151.

3Even in this case, the error might be considered too large, taking into account a final
inaccuracy below 0.10 C.

•

I

I
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Figure 3.4 shows how DEM of the bias current sourees can be imple
mented [38][27][391. Every ~VBE cycle, a bias current l bias ,j (1 ~ j ~ m+ 1)
is used as a unit current souree to bias the left PNP transistor, while the
remaining current sourees are directed to the right one , resulting in a ~VBE

given by

(
" m+l 1 )kT û '- l " bias i kT

~VBE,j = -ln 1- /'13 ' = - ln (m + ~mj ), 1~ j ~ m +1 ,
q bias,j q

(3.20)
which turns, after m + 1 ~V B E cycles, into an averaged ~VBE,avg given by

1 m -I-I

~VBE,avg = - - L ~VBEJ' (3.21)
m + 1 j=l

It can be shown that first-order errors are canceled due to averaging,
while second-order errors'' remain given by [221:

(3.22)

where ~: is the worst-case mismatch between the currents.
In this case, even for a much worse mismatching assumption (~: =

1%), the absolute error in ~VBE is about 1.3J.LV at room temperature. For
the same sensitivity of 4K/mV at T = 300K , the temperature error due to
mismatch amounts to 0.005K. This result shows the effectiveness of DEM .

3.4.1.3 E r ror due t o finite outpu t impedanee

Another error in the current ratio m (which occurs even for matched current
sources) is due to the finite output impedance of the (1+m ) current sourees
used to bias the PNP transistors. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 where the
finite output impedance is modeled as r DS. In the left side, the ideal current I
is added of VDs ,L/rDs where VD S ,L = ~upply - VBE ,L, while in the right side ,
every ideal current I is added of VDs ,R/rDs where VDS,R = Vsupply - VBE ,R'

Because the voltage VD S ,L and VDS,R are different (due to the established
~VBE = V B E ,R - V B E ,L ) , the current ratio m is now given by

l bias,R

l bias ,L

(3.23)

4T hird and higher-order errors were neglected.
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Figure 3.4: Front-end schematic (core) showing (1+m) current sourees used
to bias the PNP transistors with a 1 to m current ratio. Switches (digitally
controlled) are used to dynamically interchange the current sources, so to
implement DEM .

The term inside the parenthesis in (3.23) that appears subtracting the unity
is the relative current ratio error, i.e. Llm = - I Ll VB E .

m bia s ,LT DS

In order to reduce the error, either the voltage AVBE has to be reduced or
the product I mas,LTDB increased. A reduction of .6.VBE, however, is counter
balanced by the requirement of an increased a, which in turn hardens the
accuracy requirements for Llmm (according to (3.17)). Additionally, an increase
in Imas,L is not accepted since it will affect directly the power consumption
in the front-end.

The option left is to increase T DB, a similar result found previously in [221
where cascoded current sourees were used , diminishing the effect of the finite
output conductance in the current ratio m. Since cascoding does not turn
into additional bias requirements, it was adopted in this work too, despite of
a poorer signal swing at the current souree output.

3.4.2 The current rat io m value

Dynamic element matching can be used to average the current sourees mis- I

matching errors out. Cascoding can prevent or limit errors due to the finite
current sourees output impedance. However, there is still an opened question
about the value of m. Looking to (3.22), it seems clear that the larger the
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Figure 3.5: Front-end schematic used to model the inaccuracy introduced in
the current ratio m due to the finite output impedance rD B of the current
sources.

current ratio is, the smaller is the mismatching residual error.
The explanation is based on statistics: the more elements available to

calculate the average, the more reliable the average result is (and thus less
variation from sensor to sensor). It is worth to mention that, since it is the
smallest element (the unit current in the 1 to m current ratio) that determines
the accuracy of the ratio, it is the time average of unit current over m cycles
that ultimately sets the ratio accuracy. Evidently, given a unit current, the
more elements are used , the higher the power consumption is.

Other factors indeed might be relevant. For instance, given two similar
transistors, if m is large , the current density in one transistor is relatively
large compared to the other, which might cause the transistors to operate
under too much different conditions.

Additionally, the current gain {3 has to be constant under very different
biasing [401 . Although the current gain {3 can be assumed relatively inde
pendent of the bias current for some decades [15][22], this is not true in deep
submicron technologies. Regardless of case , in general a better {3-matching
is expected if the two PNPs transistors operate under more similar current
densities.

Finally, there is perhaps a more relevant point than the ones just men
tioned: the value of m sets the fj.VBE sensitivity with temperature (and its
magnitude at a given temperature) and the required amplification factor a
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and the accuracy and implementation requirements associated with it (refer
to Chapter 4 for more details). This is addressed as follows.

3.4.2.1 ~VBE Sensitivity

Figure 3.6(a) shows the signal ~VBE as a function of T , as given in (3.4) ,
for values of m from 2 to 10, while Fig. 3.6(b) shows the variation of ~VBE

as a function of T , i.e. its temperature sensitivity or a(~a'!E), for each m
(Fig. 3.6(a) also shows a less ideal signal ~VBE as latter given in (3.25)) .
For m = 2, the sensitivity is about 60/LV;OC while for m = 10, close to
200/LV;oC (T ~ 300K). This means that, in order to prevent errors larger
than O.l°C when reading ~VBE , voltage errors smaller than 6/LV and 20/LV
are required, respectively. This clearly indicates that the larger the m is, the
less st ringent accuracy requirement the system has.

Alternatively, the same result can be obtained by addressing the inter
dep endenee between the current ratio m and the amplification factor a (Tabie
3.1 shows th e required amplification factor a for a current ratio m varying
from 2 to 10, given a typical W = - 2.2mV;o C, as introduced in Section
3.2.1). The larger the m (and ~VBE) , the smaller the amplification factor
a needed to properly amplify ~VBE so to compensate the variation of VBE
with temperature. Such smaller a decreases accuracy requirements for the
A ID converter (by reducing accuracy requirements when reading ~VBE, as
given in (3.15)) .

However, Fig . 3.6(b) shows that the increase in m does not cause the
same increase in the sensitivity as when m is small''. While the relative
increase in both sensitivity and number of current sourees are approximately
linearly dependent, there is no sense in increasing m without response in the
sensitivity. This gives an indication of a maximum recommended value for
m if power constraints are set.

3 .4 .2.2 Error due to t he satu r a t ion cur rent and switch leakage

When the PNPs bias current is set to , e.g a few hundreds of nA, aiming less
power consumption than in the prior art [221 while keeping (1 +m) elements
for DEM, errors in the current ratio m due to the saturation current Is and
switch leakage might be no longer negligible. Because these currents add to
or subtract from the main bias current , they may introduce significant error
in the current ratio.

For instance, if the saturation current I s has a value relatively comparable
with the bias current, the value of VBE given in (3.1) is not more accurate.

5T his is due to the logarithmic function in the sensitivity, i.e, 8(A:, E) = ~ ln(m ).
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Figure 3.6: Simulated (a) .ó.VBE (as given in (3.4) and (3.25)) as a function
of T , from 200K to 400K (i.e. approximately from -55°C to 125°C) , for
values of m from 2 to 10, and (b) 8(LlJÎE) as a function of m .
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A better approximation for VBE is given by

which means a l::.VBE given now by

(
m Ie + Is)

l::.VBE(T) = VTln Ic + Is '

Senso r Front-End

(3.24)

(3.25)

provided mismatching errors in the bias currents and PNP transistors are
eliminated (i.e. IS1 = IS2 = Is).

Interesting to note, though, that the error due to Is can be reduced by
reducing the emitter area of the PNP transistors. But this is prevented to
some extent by other constraints like the bias current density and by transis
tor matching requirements. Care has also to be taken to keep transistors in
a working region with no low nor high injection effects and with a constant
current gain /3 [221 ·

The current due to switch leakage can disturb the current ratio too. Since
DEM is commonly implemented through MOS switches, when the bias is
relatively low, leakage in these switches can take place significantly, modifying
the value of m and causing errors the temperature reading. Both case are
even worse at high temperature when the saturation current and leakage have
the largest values.

In order to estimate these errors, the saturation current Is was added
to the PNP devices and two reverse-biased diodes attached to the drain and
souree of each switch. The resultant circuit used to model this situation is
shown in Fig . 3.7. The relative error in the current ratio m is given by

8m
m

=
m I-[( I+ I) Ileak ,maxl+Is _ !.!!:.!..tllia
I - [(I + m )Ileak,maxJ+Is Ibias

!.!!:.!..tllia
h ias

(3.26)

where I = l bias - 3.Ileakmax and Is max and Ileak max are the worst (i.e., , ,
highest temperature, 140°C) case saturation current and diode leakage for a
minimum size NMOS switch [28], respectively.

Simulation results of the error due to the saturation current and leakage
obtained from (3.26) are plotted in Fig. 3.8 for an estimated Ileak,max =
1.71pA, IS,max = 1l0pA (PNP, Ae = 225f.lm2 , 140°C) and lbias from 100nA
to 1f.lA. Effects due to Is and leakage do not add together. The error is
mainly due to Is though, since for the PNP actual sizes IS,max » Ileak.
The trade-off between accuracy and biasing is very clear. A bias current of
lOOnA, even for m = 10, gives an error close to 0.05°C, which is too large if
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Figure 3.7: Saturation current and leakage modeling used to estimate the
degradation of the current ratio m due to these phenomena.

a final inaccuracy below O.I°e is targeted. Worse case for m = 2 when the
error is greater than the specified overall inaccuracy. Given the technology
([28]) and PNP transistors with an emitter area Ae = 225j.Lm2 , a bias current
larger than 400nA is recommended for m = 5, if an error not higher than
ET = 0.02°e is needed. Because the bias current is PTAT (refer to subsection
3.6.1) 400nA translates to approximately 250nA at T = 300K.

Another way of viewing the same situation is shown in Fig. 3.9, where the
temperature error is plot against the bias current instead of the current ratio
m. For a given m, the error contribution decreases when the bias current is
increased. In order to keep the error below a given level, the bias current has
to be increased sufficiently. The smaller the current ratio mis, the larger is
the bias current required for the same error contribution.

It is worth mentioning, however, not only the unit bias current but the
total bias Itatal = (l+m)Ibias. For instance, the smaller the current ratio mis,
the larger is the required unit bias current for a given error contribution, but
the smaller the total current. This situation is summarized in Table 3.2 for an
error contribution of ET = 0.02°e. Despite of the poorest sensitivity of ~VBE,

a current ratio m = 2 is the best alternative if only power consumption is
being taken into account.
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Table 3.2: Unit current souree for an error contribution of éT = 0.02°C
(values estimated for t = 140°C) and resultant total bias current for each
situation. AMIS technology [281 and PNPs with emitter area Ae = 225j.tm2 .

current
~iom

---------~ 10

Ibias(nA) - unit current 550 I 350 250
1.65 I 2.10 2.75

3.5 Error due PNP transistors noise (output
referred)

In this particular application, the noise generated by PNP transistors is neg
ligible. According to [221, the error introduced by the noise of the bipolar
front-end, which can be applied to this work too, is given by

A 2kT(1-j.t)
aT = --0: -- -'-:-:--'---'-

VREF 9m Ntclk
(3.27)

where 9m = l'{};a is the transconductance of the bipolar transistor and N
is the number of b.~ cycles (as defined in the next chapter). The error
introduced is inversely proportional to VIbias, and it is of the order of mK,
even if the bias current is reduced to levels below 100nA. e.g. given A ~ 600
and VREF = 1.2V, the error at room temperature (j.t = 0.5) for 0: = 16,
N = 100, tclk = lokHz and Ibias = 100nA is 2.6mK. Therefore, the noise that
comes from the PNP transistors is not a limiting factor for bias reduction,
since the output noise will be mainly determined by noise introduced by the
read out circuitry as studied in Chapter 4.

3.6 The bias current

The voltage b.VBE is in theory not dependent on the bias current amplitude,
but only on the current-density ratio instead. The voltage VBE, on the other
hand, is greatly dependent on it (as addressed in Chapter 2). In order to
minimize design variations of the bias current (designing it very accurately)
so to generate a more accurate VBE, reducing spread from sensor to sensor,
special circuitry has been used in help of the front-end core. Obviously,
any auxiliary circuit ends adding to the system's power consumption. It is
important to design it so to achieve the accuracy benefit at low additional
power.
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3.6.1 Designing an accurate bias current

Many topologies have been considered to generate accurately a bias cur
rent [2][41][22]. The types are: complementary to the absolute temperature
(CTAT), constant with temperature (TI) and proportional to absolute tem
perature (PTAT). The first one often uses the voltage VBE of a single bipolar
transistor to generate Ilnas resulting in

I VBE,lnas
Inas = R .

Inas
(3.28)

Because VBE decreases with temperature, Ilnas decreases too. Assuming Rlnas

temperature independent, the bias current is CTAT. Obviously, because VBE

depends on the saturation current Is of the PNP transistor, the bias current
suffers strongly from process spread, since both Is and Rlnas spread with the
fabrication process.

Biasing with a constant current has also been investigated [42] . In this
case, a PTAT and a CTAT currents are added together, so to generate a first
order temperature independent bias current. By biasing aresistor with this
current, instead of a PNP transistor, a IV supply-voltage bandgap can be
built. However, this type of biasing suffers strongly from process spread too
and the circuit is relatively more complex.

The third type is the PTAT biasing. Despite of the former biasing top010

gies, a PTAT bias current given by

I . - ~VBE,lnas _ T I" ln( )_1_
Inas - - VT P

Rlnas Rlnas
(3.29)

has been preferred [23]. This type of temperature dependency has proved to
be very useful helping to reduce the VBE curvature (refer to Section 3.10).
Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, it has a lower spread since it does
not dep end on VBE (Is) but only on Rbias and current ratio p. This strongly
enhances the initial bias accuracy, which may ultimately contribute to reduce
the non-trimmed sensor's inaccuracy.

A typical circuit that provides a bias current with such characteristic is
shown in Fig. 3.10 [41][22]. The circuit, referred as pre-bias circuit, uses the
same classical approach for bandgap circuits to generate the bias current.
A set of (1 + p) PMOS current sourees is used to bias two substrate PNP
transistors Q1 and Q2. A feedback loop helped by an OTA enforces a voltage
~VBE,lnas over the resistor RInas' The result is a PTAT bias current Ilnas

that depends on the current ratio pand on the bias resistor RInas'
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Figure 3.10: Pre-bias circuit used to generate a PTAT bias current h ia s,

mirrored to the core (schemat ically represented at the right side) .

3.6.2 The bias current and the current ratio p of the bias
circuit

The power dissipated in the pre-bias circuit is directly related to the ampli
tude of the unit current souree used to bias the PNP transistors and to the
current ratio p since it sets the total number (1 +p) of current sourees used .

Because of the architecture very similar to the core, i.e. two PNPs Ql
and Q2 are biased at 1 to p current ratio, the same analysis used for the
core can be used here to set minimum bias current and current ratio p given
accuracy requirements. However, since the pre-bias is an auxiliary circuit,
the way the errors in this circuit affect the sensor accuracy is different, so
other specifications are expected.

Using the bias current generated in the pre-bias circuit, as given in (3.29),
to bias the PNP transistors in the core, the following VBE

(3.30)

is obtained. Because the circuit is not ideal , VBE will deviate from its ideal
value . The spread of the resistor R bias and of the saturation current Is are
partially responsible for such deviation. The error b.p in the current ratio
p also contributes to this deviation since it modifies b.VBE,bias (in the same
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(3.32)

(3.31)

(Ap« p)

way as given in (3.19)) , resulting in

(

VT ln(p+~p))

\l;BE = V In Rt"as
T Is

VT Ap
~ VBEI~p=o ± ln(p) p

where the second term is the absolute error due to Ap. Because of the
maximum error allowed for VBE given an error contribution is 3r:èV er (refer
to (3.14)), the condition

Ap- :s 9%ln(p)êT (3.33)
p

is established (at T = 400K).
If p = 5 and er = O.01°e, a current ratio toleranee ~ < 0.15% is

then required. This tolerance, differently from that specified for the core, as
given in (3.17), can be more easily established (and without DEM of current
sources). However, the saturation current Is of the PNP transistors used in
the pre-bias circuit can modify the current ratio p in the same way it modifies
the current ratio m in the core, as discussed in Section 3.4.2.2.

For PNP transistors of same emitter area of those in the core, i.e. Ae =
225J.lm2 , a bias current in the pre-bias circuit greater than 100nA (as can
be calculated from (3.26)) already meets the requirement given in (3.33) so
to prevent an error in the current ratio p due to the saturation current and
leakage . A bias current of 125nA, half of the bias current in the core (at
room temperature) was chosen. This current is important in the sense it
reveals that the bias current in the pre-bias can be set smaller in regard to
that in the core, so an accurate biasing can be generated under relatively
lower power.

However, in order to have PNP transistors of both core and pre-bias
working with the same current density, PNPs in the pre-bias circuit were
thus designed having consequently half of the area of PNPs in the core,
i.e. Ae = 112J.lm2 • This assures that no error due to saturation current is
expected in the pre-bias circuit due to a smaller saturation current now''.

The OTA's offset Vos is another souree of error. Because it adds directly
to AVBE,bias, it modifies the bias current affecting consequently VBE:

VB E=
(

A VB E 'bia S± VO S)

VT In Rb ja .
I s (3.34)

6T his triggers the possibility for a further reduction in the bias current and again a
new area reduction for sake of the same current density. At some point, this is prevented
by mismatching requirements.
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::::: v: I ± V; Vos VOS
BE Vo s =O T .ó.VBE,bias = VBEIVo s =o ± In(p)

The maximum error in VBE set by (3.14) establishes
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(3.35)

(3.36)
3mV

Vos <~éTln(p).

as a limit to the OTA offset.
The analysis of both (3.33) and (3.36) shows how a larger current ratio

p can relax the sensor design, particularly the OTA in terms of maximum
input offset voltage. However, in high accuracy applications where an error
contribution er ::::: O.01°e is required, offsets in the range of tens of /-LV
are needed and this cannot be achieved with reasonable value of p « 10).
Furthermore, typical offset of 1- 10mV is a c1ear indication that some offset
cancellation is necessary.

The finite open-loop gain AOL is another souree of error. Because of its
finite value, the differential voltage at the OTA input is approximately equal
to fj.VBE,bias/AOL instead of zero. It adds to fj.VBE,bias like the offset does:

(

.ó.VBE,bias±t>V~~tias )

= V; In Rbias
T Is

1
::::: VBEIAoL-+OO ± VT-

A
(1 « AoL ) .

OL

The same error limit for VBE establishes then

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)
VT

AOL > -=--~
3mV 'éT

which means an open-loop gain of about 1150 or 62dB (at T = 400K) .

3 .6.3 Offset cancellation - chopping

In order to generate a bias current that is not affected by the OTA's offset,
some offset cancellation technique is required. The most known techniques
are auto-zeroing and chopping [431 . Both are wel1-known techniques and
present a wide applicability, e.g. low-power temperature sensors [441. The
chopping technique as described in [431 is implemented by switching the
OTA's input and output, as shown in Fig. 3.11, which fits properly the pre
bias circuit architecture , i.e. it runs continuously and has no large capacitors
which could be used for offset sampling, as required in auto-zeroing [431.
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Figure 3.11: Chopping scheme used to compensate the OTA offset .

After two consecutive cycles , the average voltage over the bias resistor is then
b.VBE,bias. The main drawback of such technique is the ripple it causes at the
OTA's output. The lower the current ratio p is (and the voltage b.VBE,bias) ,

the higher the ripple and the residual offset after chopping are [241. Table 3.3
summarizes the expected ripple due to chopping for some values of p (with
b.VBE ,bias calculated at room temperature) . In order to reduce the total
number of current sourees and the power dissipated in the pre-bias (given a
unit current ), a small pis necessary. However, this implies a small b.VB E ,bias

and consequently a large offset residual that will appear over the generated
bias current. While this offset may not harm the generation of b.VB E in the
core, it will cause spread to VBE . In the latter case, a poorer non trimmed
sensor performance is expected.

Interesting to mention that with such offset cancellation scheme , while
b.VBE,bias is free from the offset , it still suffers from PNP transistors mis
match, that causes the approximation:

When the chop signal is 0, the voltage over the bias resistor is

VR,chop=O = V B E ,2 - VB E ,l - Vo s = b.VB E ,bias - Vo s

while, when the chop signal is 1, is

VR,chop=l = VB E ,2 - VB E ,l + Vos = b.VBE ,bias + Vos·

(
p I bias I S I ) ( )

b.VBE ,bias = V B E ,2 - V B E ,l = VT ln - I--Y-:- ~ VT ln p .
S2 bias

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)
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Table 3.3: Ripple amplitude (%) due to chopping versus the current ratio p
(an offset voltage Vo s = ±5mV is assumed).

=:EJ ~VBE @30°C I ripple (%)
2 17.9 ±28
5 41.6 ±12
10 59.5 ±8

One solution to this issue was proposed in [22]. By adding a second
bias resistor RIb = R Ia = R bias , placing the OTA input chopper at the
current sourees so to bias the transistors at 1 : pand p : 1 (while keeping
a multiplexer in place of the original chopper), both offset cancellation and
t ransistor mismatching are properly handled. This is shown in Fig . 3.12.
When the chop signal is 0, the voltage over the bias resistor RIa is

VR,chop=O = VBE,2a - VBE,la - Vo s = ~VBE,bias(1 : p) - Vos (3.43)

while when the chop signal is 1, the voltage over the bias resistor R Ib is

VR,chop=1 = VBE,2b - VB E,lb + Vos = ~VBE,bias(P : 1) + Vo s· (3.44)

After two consecutive cycles, the average voltage ~VBE,bias over the bias
resistors is

~VBE,bias
1

= "2 [~VBE,bias(1 : p) - Vos + ~VBE,bias(P: 1) + Vos]

~VT [In (PIbias I SI ) + In (PIbias I S2 )]
2 I S2 Ibias IS1 Ibias

= VT ln(p) (3.45)

(3.46)

for an ideal offset cancellation. In this way, the PNPs mismatching issue
was solved. With such arrangement, the bias current suffers even less from
process spread.

It is, however, the averaged value of VB E (whose average is performed by
the ~2; converter [22])

1
"2 [VBE,L + VBE.R] =

(3.47)
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R1a

!
chop

+
VSE,1

Figure 3.12: Chopping scheme used to compensate the OTA offset.

that actually has to be analyzed. The first term of (3.47) reveals that no
matching requirement between QL and QR nor between RIa and RIb is re-

quired, while the second term, also written as ~VT ( v:?n1p)) 2, gives the error
in VBE due to the OTA's offset.

Table 3.4 summarizes the estimated error in VBE (in °C) at room tem
perature" for three different current ratios p (assuming an OTA's offset
Vos = 5mV). Although a current ratio p = 10 gives the smallest error,
it requires one PNP transistor to be biased with a current 10 times larger
than the other. As mentioned, this eases (3 -mismatch since the current den
sity flowing through the PNP transistors is very different. Additionally, a
bias current one order of magnitude higher is definitely not appropriate in
terms of power consumption. On the other hand, p = 2 sets a circuit with
minimum power consumption (given the same unit current) but at the price
of the largest error (greater than the whole error budget available). A cur
rent ratio of 5 is a better trade-off, but attention has to be paid to the OTA
initial offset Vos. Interestingly, the current ratio p in the pre-bias set equal
to the current ratio m in the core may help improving (3-matching levels by
operating pre-bias and core circuits under more similar conditions, i.e. under
the same current ratios.

7 Although the worst case scenario is at -55°C, the best trade-off analysis is not af
fected.
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Table 3.4: Residual error due to OTA's offset evaluated at room temperature
for different current ratios p.

:=EJ error in VBE (0C)
2 ~ 0.25
5 ~ 0.05
10 ~ 0.02

3.6.4 Compensation for the finite forward current gain f3

As mentioned before , the PNPs are biased through their emitters. Because
VBE depends on the collector current instead of on the emitter current, the
voltage VBE ends up depending on the current gain (refer to Subsection
2.4.4 in Chapter 2). Since {3 suffers from process spread, so will VBE, causing
sensors to deviate from the average characteristic. Obviously, for high values
of {3, the collector current approaches the emitter current, i.e. I c ~ I E ,
which would minimize the problem. However, since the substrate PNP is
a compatible transistor in standard CMOS technologies, its {3 is relatively
small when compared with, for instance, a similar transistor in bipolar or
Bi-CMOS technologies.

In order to eliminate or at least to compensate the VBE dependency on
{3, some circuits have been reported in the literature [45][461. E.g. in the last,
a correcting current component of an auxiliary PNP IB = I E - Ic is added
to the emitter current of the primary transistor so to help to generate the
needed biasing. Because, ideally, the compensation should be implemented
without any extra biasing current, so to avoid increasing the front-end supply
current, this technique was not considered for implementation in this work .
On the ot her hand, the topology shown in Fig. 3.13 and proposed in [221
satisfies this requirement, since it is implemented simply by adding a resistor
R 2 in series with the base of transistor Q2 without any extra-biasing. The
key property behind this method is to generate a bias current that depends
on {3 in such way that, when used in the core, cancels the {3-dependency of
VBE. Because of the feedback,

or alternatively

- VBE,1 - VRl + VBE,2 + VR2 = 0 (3.48)

(3.49)

If the resistor R2 is set to p times smaller than Rs , i.e. R2 = lf;-- , .ó.VBE,bias
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or alternatively, if solved for l bias , in

(3.50)

(3.51)

This current, when applied to bias the PNP transistor in the core resu lts in

(3.52)

which is not dependent on {3 any more, if a perfect {3-match is assumed
between the PNP transistors [221. This means that a ~VBE :::::J 41.6mV
(assuming a current ratio p = 5 and room temperature) is corrected by
a factor /311' resulting in a ~VBE,bias :::::J 43.5mV (for a nominal (3 = 22
[28]). This enhanced value for ~VBE causes lbias to be larger, so to bias the
primary PNP with a proper collector current Ic , despite of such terminal
being not accessible. In the pre-bias circuit, a nominal (and (3-compensated)
bias current of lbias = 125nA requires bias resistor R, = 348kn. The resistor
R2 is then 69.6kn .

The full {3-compensat ion and offset cancellation scheme is shown in Fig .
3.14 (also in Fig. 3.15(a)) . It produces a highly accurate PTAT current,
which is mirrored to the front-end core, shown in Fig. 3.15(b). The power
dissipated is roughly set by the (1 + p) current sourees and ü TA supply
current. No extra current sourees specifically for this technique are needed.

3.6.5 Error due to mismateh in the eurrent sourees

The bias current l bias generated in the pre-bias circuit is mirrored to the
core . While the absolute value of the bias current is not important when
generating the voltage ~VB E , it is for VB E generation. In addition to the
errors addressed in former sections, errors in the bias current due to the
mismatch of current sourees in the core mayalso contribute to the total
spread of the voltage VB E . This is analyzed as follows.

A set of m current sourees is used to generate a coarse bias current ranging
form 1 to m t imes l bias , since one current souree is left for fine trimming (as
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Figure 3.13: ,B-compensat ion scheme. The bias current (in the pre-bias) is
generated depending on ,B in such way to cancel the VBE ,B-dependency of
Q3 (representing the front-end core) .
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Figure 3.14: Ful1 ,B-compensat ion and offset cancellation scheme .
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discussed later in Section 3.9). Because the current sourees are not ideal, a
bias current in the core can be written as

h iasJ = Ibias + b.Ibias,j = Ibias (1 + Oj) (1 '.5: j '.5: m) (3.53)

where Oj = ~:bia s ,j is the relative mismatch error of the i'" bias current with
btas

respect to the average bias current Ibias'
Since two current sourees are used as a nominal bias for the PNP tran

sistor (refer to Section 3.9.5), namely Ij1(1 '.5: jl '.5: m) and I j2(1 '.5: h '.5: m),
i, i- iz , the following voltage VBE results

= VT ln (Ibia s + b.Ibias,jl ~ Ibias + b. IbiasJ2 )

= kT ln ( 2Ibias (1 + b.Ibias,jl + b.IbiaS ,j2))
q Is 2Ibias

I
kT b.Ibias

~ VBE ~Ibias Jl 2 =0 + - -1--, . q bias

(3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)

here Af ~Ibias .iI +~hia• •j2w ere u bias = 2 .

The second term in (3.56) is an approximation to the absolute error intro
duced in VBE due to an error b.Ibias in the bias current'' due to amismatch
in the core . If, for example, a current mismatch ~hia . = 1% is assumed, an

bIa s
absolute error in VBE of about O.25mV is estimated which is about O.08°C
according to (3.14). If the overall inaccuracy is expected to be below O.IoC,
this error is seldom acceptable (unless VBE trimming is beforehand assumed).
However, for a low batch calibration inaccuracy (where no individual trim
ming is planned), it is important to avoid any error contribution to VBE.

DEM of current sourees when generating VBE, similar to that used when
generating b.VBE , is here proposed. Implementation is straightforward and
uses the same front-end circuitry.

3.6.5.1 Error due to mismatch in the current sourees with
Dynamic Element Matching

With DEM, every VBE cycle, a different combination of two current sources,
among m , is successively used to bias the left PNP transistor, while the
remaining current sourees are directed to the right one, resulting in a VBE

given by

v = V- ln (L:L=1 Ibias,l)
BE,1 T Is (1 '.5: l '.5: L) (3.57)

BIn fact an averaged error given the errors of two current sourees.
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where L:L=I I bias ,1 is the sum of two current sourees relatively to the [ th com

bination and L = ( ; ) = P!(:~p)! is the number of possible combinations.

T he resulting VBE 'S are thus averaged in time:

1 L

VB E ,avg = L L VB E ,I.
1=1

(3.58)

It can be shown that fust-order errors are canceled due to averaging, while a
second-order error remains'', which is bounded (in the same way as developed
in (3.22)) as follows

l
I kT ( flIbias ) 2

IVB E ,avg - VB EILlhia. =O < 2"- -/-.- ,
q bias

(3.59)

where ~hia . is the worst-case mismatch of a sum of two current sources.
bia s

This shows that now, for the same assumed relative mismatch of 1%,
the error contribution due to current sourees mismatch can be neglected
(i.e. error below mK). Obviously, the spread in the saturation current Is
dominates, such that the effect of DEM when generating VB E is not easily
observed. T his technique is effective though, while not visib le due to another
major cause of VB E spread.

3.7 Front-end implementation

The sensor front-end implementation is presented as follows. It is mainly
built from two circuits: front-.end core and pre-bias circuit, linked together
by means a sha red current mirror as shown in Fig. 3.15. An OTA is required
in the pre-bias circuit to enforce a PTAT voltage (flVB E ,bias) over the resistor
R 1a,b, generating thus a PTAT bias current I bias.

3.7.1 Front-end pre-bias circuit

Figure 3.15(a) shows the schematic of the pre-bias circuit. Two PNP tran
sisto rs with area A, biased at l :p current ratio by a set of (1 + p) P MOS
cascoded current sources, and a bias OTA are used to generate fl VBE ,bias .

This voltage is applied over a resistor R1a,b to generate a PTAT bias current
Ibi as. A chop signal is used for OTA chopping as explained.

9T hird and higher-order errors were neglected.
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Figure 3.15: Front-end schematic. (a) The pre-bias circuit and (b) the front
end core.

3.7.2 Front-end core

Figure 3.15(b) shows the schematic of the front-end core. Two PNP transis
tors with area 2A, biased at 1 : m current ratio by a set of (1+m) P MOS cas
coded current sourees (2fbias) are used to generate ~VBE and VBE (selected
via a multiplexer) . While in theory only one PNP transistor is necessary
[40], the generation of ~VBE would require in this case two cycles. The lack
of any PNP transistor mismatch is thus counter balanced by a more complex
circuitry, a longer ~VBE cycle and sampling errors related to VBE storing.
A digital control is used for chopping, DEM and trimming as discussed.

3.7.3 The bias OTA

An OTA is required to enforce a ~VBE,bias over t he bias resistor R1a,b, so
a PTAT current as given in (3.29) is generated. Since the OTA offset is a
major souree of error, it is chopped.

Fundamental requirements

Bandwidth, De gain (ADc) and power consumption are the most important
parameters of t he bias OTA. Proper bandwidth is required , so t he amplifier
can settle to the required accuracy within a given t ime for the specified ca
pacitance load CL (here given mainly by the estimated total gate-souree Ces
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Table 3.5: Bias üTA main target specifications. The load capacitance CL
was estimated from simulations.

Parameter

DG gain (dB) over corners
GBW= //rCr. @ CL ~ 10pF (kHz)

phase margin (0)

voltage supply (V)
total supply current (pA)

Value

~ 65
~ 100
~ 60

2.5 - 5.5
::; 2.0

capacitance of all core and pre-bias current-sources transistors connected to
the üTA output). Concerning the DG gain, a value high enough is necessary
to guarantee accuracy, so for instance, errors in VB E as given by (3.39) are
negligible . Both bandwidth and DG gain are dependent on the amplifier bi
asing level. A design decision of having an üTA with a total supply current
of 2/lA was established to allow some margin to have a front-end total sup
ply current not greater than 5/lA. This value is much smaller than that in
prior art and most of related works. Table 3.5 summarizes the main target
specifications of the üTA.

Topology

A folded cascode üTA with a chopped output is proposed. Since cascod
ing increases the amplifier output impedance, the required DG gain is now
achievable without increasing the 9m of the input pair transistor through
a higher bias current. Furthermore, because of the folded-cascode current
follower stage, the amplifier. provides an output-voltage swing independent
of the input common mode [47], so an appropriate bias level is set to the
core and pre-bias current sourees regardless of the input common mode set
by the PNP transistors.

However, not only the gain ADC but the gain-bandwidth product GBW
depends on the tail current. In the later case, the only option is to minimize
the output capacitance load seen by the üTA, so to have the required GBW
without increasing the tail current of the amplifier.

Because of the üTA's offset Vos, the chopping technique [431 is used.
While the input chopper is implemented externally, the output chopper is
built internally, as shown in Fig . 3.16. The initial offset voltage Vos,
nonetheless, is minimized by designing the üTA input pair deeply in weak
inversion, so matching is improved and the amplifier's offset reduced [41][111.
The weak inversion also helps to achieve the required 9m with a smaller bias .
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(3.60)

Ripple due to chopping

While chopping is used to cancel the amplifier offset, it causes ripple in the
bias current . A larger current ratio p can help reducing the ripple and the
error associate with it . But a larger p means more current sourees in the
pre-bias circuitry which increases the front-end supply current, as discussed.

Ripple filtering techniques might be considered to limit the ripple effect
after chopping. The conventional low pass filtering, however, using a large
capacitor at the output of the OTA (combined with its limited bandwidth)
is not indicated. First, because is requires a prohibitively large capacitor,
difficult to be integrated, and second, because it degrades the current ratio:
the mirror is not capable of defining accurately the current ratio while the
currents are varying (due to different loads the circuit sees in each side).
More recent approaches reduce the ripple due to chopping by using sample
and-hold filters [481 [491 which give better results. They might be considered
in the case where the error due to ripple, given a small p , is still too high
after chopping.

Design and implementation

The design of the bias OTA follows the well-known and classic OPAMP
design. Given the specified total supply current for the OTA, 4IB (refer to
Fig. 3.16) is set to 1.51lA while the remaining 0.51lA is used for biasing
(which gives a total 2.01lA amplifier). The input pair transistors are then
biased with IB = 0.3751lA in weak inversion (~ ~ 20V- 1, i.e 9m ~ 8118).
For an output load capacitance CL = 10pF (estimated from simulations with
the actual current mirror), a GBW of 100kHz is achieved.

Because of the OTA's low tail current, thermal noise was estimated. Ac
cording to [50], the power speetral density (P8D) of a simple OPAMP (valid
for the folded cascode if the noise due to the input transistors is dominant)
can be approximated by

v.2(J) = 16 kT [V2
]

n 3 9m Hz

where k is the Boltzmann constant and 9m is the transconductance of the
input pair transistors. The total noise contribution is evaluated by taking
this P8D shaped by the OTA first-order low-pass (2~ ~) filter resulting in

v.2 = ~ kT
n 3 CL' (3.61)

At T = 400K, for CL = 10pF, the estimated total noise contribution is about
30llVrms , or roughly O.01°e.
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Simulation Results

Figure 3.17 shows the simulated frequency response of the bias OTA for a
load capacitance CL = lOpF and a tail current of 0.75JlA. The nominal am
plifier's DC gain is 85dB , while the nominal gain-bandwidth product (GBW)
is 100kHz, with a phase margin higher than 60°. The OTA draws a total
current of 2.0JlA (about 40% of the total front-end current) as specified.

3.7.4 Front-end total supply current summary

The front-end total supply current can be determined after the current ratios
mand p, core and pre-bias currents and bias OTA current were set based
on specification requirements. For an inaccuracy smaller than O.l°C, oper
ating range up to 130°C, and actual PNP transistor sizes , the total supply
current found is below 5JlA . Obviously, this value is temperature dependent
(determined here for 30°G) since currents in this circuit are mostly PTAT.
Although improvements can be always expected, this value represents to the
best knowledge of the author a very good approximation of the minimum cur
rent required given the sensor specification and the addressed architecture.
Table 3.6 summarizes the supply current of all front-end building blocks .
Assuming VDD = 2.5V, the estimated total power consumption (at 30°G) is
12JlW. Such power dissipation allows labeling ofthis front-end as a lew-power
circuit, and suggests its use to build very-low power sensors.

3.8 Current mirror

The bias current accurately generated in the pre-bias circuit has to be mir
rored to the core. Because such function was found critical in the front-end
as already shown, a more detailed analysis is carried out here. The mirroring
procedure, because it is implemented with non-ideal current sources, often
introduces errors. Cascoding as previously mentioned diminishes the effect
due to the current souree finite output impedance. However, mismatches of
parameters such u; Cox, W, Land VTH result in mismatches between the
drain currents (for a given Yes) of two or more nominally-identical current
sourees [41], e.g. from the pre-bias to the core. Additionally, because of
the PTAT bias current (which implies a temperature-dependent bias point) ,
matching levels (and errors) are also temperature-dependent. This situation
is addressed as follows starting with typical mismatching models, A trade-off
among the three main performance specifications, i.e. power consumption,
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Figure 3.17: Simulated frequency response of the bias OTA: De gain and
phase.

Table 3.6: Front-end total supply current at 3aoe .

front-end circuit I current

core (1:5) 6 x (2 x 125nA)
pre-bias (1:5) 6 x 125nA
bias OTA 2I-LA
other bias a.51-LA
TOTAL 4.75I-LA

accuracy (or error) and speed (conversion time or bandwidth BW) is further
developed.

3.8.1 Device mismatch models

The mismatch of two closely spaced, identically designed MOS transistors has
been extensively investigated. The experimental data shows that threshold

voltage differences !::J.VTHand current factor differences !::J. (I-LCox ~ ) are the
dominant sourees underlying either the drain-souree current or the gate
souree voltage mismatch for a matched pair of MOS transistors [111 . These
random differences have a normal distribution with zero mean and a varianee
dependent on the device area W L [511:

(J"2 (!::J. \h ) = A~TH
T H WL
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(3.63)(U(~Jf))'

where W is the gate-width, L is the gate-Iength, and A VT H and AK are
technology dependent proportionality constants. Despite of some common
process parameter dependencies, experimental data shows a low correlation

between !::i.VT H and !::i. (/lCox ~) [11], so often they can be modeled as in
dependent random variables. Typical values for AVTH are in the range of 2
to 40 mV/lm while for AK are in the range of 1% to 5% /lm, for technology
nodes varying from 100 to 2500 nm [111.

3.8.2 Effect of device mismatch on analog design

Two types of errors are typically of interest in analog design . For the voltage
biased pair in Fig . 3.18(a), the current matching error !::i.IDs = IDS,2-IDS,l,
between the drain-souree currents IDS,l and IDS,2 of !vh and M2 respectively,
determines the circuit accuracy. The gate-souree voltage error !::i.Ves =
Ves,2 - Ves,l sets the accuracy in a current biased configuration, as shown
in Fig . 3.18(b). These errors can be expressed in terms of !::i.VTHand

!::i. (/lCox ~) of the matched device pair in saturation [41][111 10

( a(!::i. I DS) )
2

= (a(!::i.!f))
2
+ (9m )2 a2(!::i.VTH) (3.64)

IDS ~ IDS

2 1 (a(!::i.!f))
2

2
a (!::i.Ves) = (.JlJ:JJ....)2 ~ +a (!::i.VTH) (3.65)

jDS

where -fJis depends on the bias point (sometimes used in place of (Ves 
VTH)).

The best current matching is achieved by using a bias point with a small

j9
m or a large gate-souree overdrive, i.e. deep into st rong inversion while

DS
the best voltage matching is achieved for a bias point with a large .JlJ:JJ....j m or

DS
a low gate-souree overdrive, i.e. operation towards weak inversion. In both
cases, regardless of the biasing point, errors are smaller for smaller parameter
variations, which is achieved by making the devices larger (with greater area)
(refer to (3.62) and (3.63)) .

It is important to note that for gate-souree overdrive voltages of some
hundreds of mV, i.e. Ves - VTH < 0.5V, the contribution of the threshold

IOHere only the current error in a voltage biased circuit is of interest. Nonetheless, for
sake of completeness, however, both t::J.IDs and t::J. Vos errors are presented.
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Figure 3.18: Two biasing circuit arrangements: (a) voltage biasing circuit,
where transistor variations result in different drain-souree currents I DS and
(b) current biasing circuit, where transistor variations result in different gate
souree voltages.

voltage mismatch ~VTH to the voltage or current errors is dominant over

the current factor mismatch ~~![) contribution [11][511.
L

Furthermore, in the particular case of a voltage biasing circuit, the dom-
inant term ~VTH in the current error as given in (3.64) appears multiplied
by .1l!!.LI m which depends on the temperature since the bias current is PTATll.

D S

Therefore, regardless of the factor ~~![), the term (~) ~VTH in (3.64)

is then of main concern when determining the errors due to mismatch in
current mirrors over temperature.

3.8 .3 C ur rent mirroring over t emperature

In order to verify the mirroring characteristic over temperature, simulations
over temperature were performed. The circuit schematic used for this pur
pose is shown in Fig. 3.19. An ideal PTAT current souree with a temperature
dependency close to that used in the front-end was used. Simulation results
of the relative current error due to ~VTH (introduced by means of an ideal

voltage souree Vos) and ~ (JlCox ~) (introduced by means of variation in
Wand L) are shown in Fig . 3.20(a), (b) and (c) .

Fig. 3.20(a) shows that the current error due to the mismatch in the
threshold voltage of two transistors M; and M2 is strongly temperature de
pendent. This is predicted by (3.64). Because the current is PTAT, which is
achieved by modifying the bias point (i.e. the value of .1l!!.LI m ), higher mismatch

D S
is observed for lower temperatures where the value of .fEILI m is relatively larger.

DS

llThe transconductance (in strong inversion) gm = J2J.L(T)Cox îf .[Ds (T) is essen
tially constant with the temperature, since the mobility decreases with temperature (i.e .
J.L (T ) ~ J.LoT - n where n ~ - ~ (41)), partially compensating the PTAT bias current [DS.
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Figure 3.19: Circuit used for simulations to verify the effect of mismatch over
temperature in a current mirror.

For higher temperatures, when the bias current gets larger, 1lEJ...]m gets smaller,
DS

consequently a lower mismatch is obtained.
The errors due to variation in the transistor width or length on the other

hand are not temperature dependent. This is shown in Fig. 3.20(b) and
(c), also in good agreement with (3.64) . The small temperature dependenee
observed for variations in b.Wis indeed due to b.VTH caused by b.W because
of the cross-correlation between VTH and W [41]. Additionally, errors due
to variations in b.W and b.L (a 0.1% variation is assumed) are ab out 10
times smaller than the errors due to variations in b.VTH (offset voltages up
to ±lOmV were assumed) for transistors of nominal sizes of ~ = ~gt~ .

3.8.4 Impact of device mismatch on the performance
trade-offs of front-end

Three main performance specifications in most of analog circuits are often
the operation speed (or bandwidth BW) of the circuit, its accuracy (or its
inverse, the error or inaccuracy) and the associated power consumption [52] .
This is not different for the sensor front-end. Since the primary goal of this
work is to reduce the power consumption to minimum values set by accuracy
and speed requirements, it is important to find arelation among them so
appropriate trade-offs can be established.

The BW of a circuit can be related to the transit frequency fT of the
MOS devices , i.e. the BW is proportional to Ir = 9m/(21rCCs) where the
exact gate-souree capacitance Ces depends on the particular circuit: it is
(CCSl + CCS2) in the case of al: 1 current mirror or the sum of all capaci
tances Ces at the output of the bias OTA (appearing as an equivalent load
capacitance CL). Regardless of the case , the gate-souree capacitance Ces is
always written as a function of the oxide capacitance Cox and device area,
i.e. Ces oe CoxW L.

Because the power consumption P of a circuit operating from a power
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Figure 3.20: Current error (%) calculated as (I D2 - I Dl)/IDl as a result of
mismatch in (a) VTH (b) Wand (c) L.
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supply VDD is proportional to IDsVDD, the power consumption to the band
width ratio /w can be written as

(3.66)

If a low power consumption and high speed are the only concerns, the
current mirror has to be designed with minimum size transistors, so as to
minimize the capacitive load of the circuit. However, when minimum size
devices are used , the device mismatch increases, and the accuracy of the
current mirror is expected to degrade.

The DC accuracy of a current processing circuit, e.g. current mirror, is
set as the ratio of the maximum input current signal l in,rms (often a fraction
of the bias current IDs) and the input referred offset current los as given by
[nI

ACCDC =

ex

Iif'rm)
a los (3.67)

(3.68)

while for a voltage processing circuit, the DC accuracy is given by

Vinrms v'WL
ACCDC = (V; ) ex -A--·

a os VT H
(3.69)

In both cases, the accuracy is directly set by the device area.
By using the device area W· L isolated from (3.68) in (3.66), the following

ratio is obtained:

(3.70)

which if often used as Figure-of-Merit (FOM) for IC sensors cornparison-é as
the survey presented in Chapter 1.

The DC accuracy of the current mirror, where most of the sensor's ac
curacy relies on, fixes the power-speed ratio in the front-end. Moreover, the
trade-off between power consumption, bandwidth and accuracy is set by tech
nology constants, i.e. from (3.70) one finds that the power-speed-accuracy

12Somet imes written as p. Tc . InAcc2,where Tc is conversion time and InAcc2 the
square of inaccuracy or reiative error.
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trade-off is largely fixed by a technology dependent constant CoxA~TH' De
spite of some freedom while choosing bias point (.1l!!!...[m ) and VDD, the required

DS
power consumption for the current mirror to achieve a given accuracy and
speed is defined by technology.

The DC accuracy also fixes the tail current of the OTA used in the front
end, since the BW of this amplifier is directly set by its capacitive load, the
total gate-souree capacitance of all transistors used to implement the current
mirror under discussion.

3.8.5 Current mirror layout

The current generated in the pre-bias is mirrored to the core. Although the
sensor's accuracy greatly relies only on the bias current ratio m in the core ,
when generating b..VBE (and this can be successfully achieved using DEM), it
depends also on the ,B-compensat ion scheme, when generating VBE. In this
case, however, accuracy is not only dependent on the core, but relies also
on the mirroring performance (and overall mismatch of all current sources).
Additionally, mirroring is temperature dependent as explained.

In order to improve the sensor's accuracy without trimming, the current
sourees were merged together in a common centroid layout13 . This new
current mirror layout, which has reduced the current sourees mismatch, is
shown in detail in Appendix H, and compared with a the prior-art layout'" ,
as used in [221 .

3.9 Calibrat ion and trimming

Calibration and trimming allows the correction of those sensors that, for
different reasons, perform differently from the expected behavior, giving dif
ferent outputs for the same temperature. Despite of many efforts to diminish
the sourees of spread, which ultimately cause the sensors to deviate from the
ideal characteristic, (individual) trimming is often needed to correct or adjust
the sensor operation.

Before trimming the sensor, however, its temperature error needs to be
established by means of calibration. Since a major contributor to the total
cost of precision CMOS temperature sensors is the cost of trimming and
calibration [53], calibration has to be done preferabie once per sensor sample,
at or close to room temperature. Batch calibration, when the typical behavior

13Additionally, inter-DEM (DEM of all current sourees, and not only of those of the
core - intra-DEM) might be considered.

14T his layout was kindly supplied by the author.
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of all samples (population) is estimated by means of the calibration of some
samples can provide significant cost savings but this is usually at the expense
of an equally significant loss of accuracy.

Trimming requires extra circuitry, not to mention the fact that it has to
be effective over the entire temperature range instead of only at the cali
bration point. This requires the understanding of the trimming mechanism,
and parameters involved , so the senso r behavior after trimming is reason
ably known. For instance, to trim a linear (temperature) characteristic, two
points have to be fixed (which requires calibration at two different points) .
Fortunately, in the case of bandgap references, one point is already fixed by
physical constants: at OK the extrapolated curve of VBE (and VREF) inter
sect the vertical axis at the value of VBEO (the linearly extrapolated value of
VBE at T = OK) [32] . For this reason, the VBE characteristic can only rotate
around VB EO, meaning that a single trimming is enough to adjust this curve,
modifying the sensor output. It is worth mentioning that the success of the
one-step trimming is lost if any other non PTAT error sourees are present.

Temperature calibration, performed at room temperature (30°C), using
calibrated PtlOO resistors as absolute temperature references, instead of for
instanee voltage calibration [33] was chosen for this work. The slightly supe
rior results of such calibration technique justified this choice.

Following the same understanding as in [22] , and agreeing with the theory
presented in Chapter 2, the errors in VBE due to processing spread (and
fabrication spread, e.g. due to mechanical stress) were taken as dominant
(if errors in the readout circuitry are assumed negligible) . Therefore VBE

trimming was chosen as the trimming mechanism in this work.

3 .9.1 VB E trimming by P NP bias-current adjusting

Trimming in general adjusts the operation of a sensor by modifying a given
circuit parameter, e.g. a transistor or resistor bias current or voltage, width
or length, etc. There are several methods of doing this [22][32] . One in
particular is by trimming the voltage VBE. For instance, the voltage VBE

can be trimmed either by modifying the PNP transistor bias current Ibias or
saturation current Is (by altering the transistor emitter area). In both cases ,
the current density fiowing through the transistor is effectively modified,
which causes VBE to change, allowing proper adjustment.

Trimming VBE by modifying the transistor area is often implemented
by adding transistors in parallel with the main transistor (usually following
some sealing] [27] [32]. The main drawback concerns the switches in series
with the parallel-added transistors, whose voltage drop add to the transistors
base-emitter voltages.
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Figure 3.21: (a) Trimming of VBE by adjustment of the bias current l bias(the
five coarse modes are shown) . (b) The five PTAT bias currents used for coarse
trimming, defining the modes 1 to 5. The nominal bias current is set to two
unit current, i.e. l bias(O .5JlA, T = 300K).

Trimming VBE by modifying the bias current l bias (as shown in Fig. 3.21)
on the other hand, does not suffer with the voltage drop across the switches,
since the switches are in series with the high-impedance output of the current
sourees (refer to Fig . 3.23 for circuit details).
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3.9.2 Trimming capability

The amount of required trimming depends on the maximum expected sensor
spread. It is important to design the trimming circuit, so even the worst
sensors can be trimmed. However, trimming structures require area and
may consume power, explaining why in-excess trimming capability must be
avoided.

The calibration procedure, as mentioned, allows to determine the tem
perature error, the difference between the actual temperature reading Tdig

and the ideal (correct) temperature:

Tdig - 1ideal = A(J.l - J.lideal) (3.71)

with J.l and Tdig as given in (3.8) and (3.9), respectively.
In order to have a zero temperature error, the difference ts : J.lideal has to

be nulled, i.e.

_ allVBE allVBE _ 0
J.l - J.lideal - - -

VBE + allVBE VBE,ideal + allVBE

which results in the following condition

VBE = VBE ,ideal

(3.72)

(3.73)

if no errors but that due to the spread in VBE is present. In order to meet
the condition in (3.73), the voltage VBE has to be modified (named now
VB E .trim) by a PTAT correction (proportional to VT), so as to correct the
PTAT spread of VBE

VBE,trim = VBE + Vcorrection, (3.74)

ideally equal to VBE ,ideal' In practice, the amount of correction depends
on the maximum spread of VBE, which is difficult to estimate. According
to [28], a maximum spread of ±13mV (18VBEI ~ 1VT) is expected for a
PNP transistor (vpnp460, 460J.lm2) . This is about ±3.25°C at 300K since
a~E ~ O.25°CjmV. For a smaller PNP, a larger spread might be observable.
Fortunately, with a set of (1 +m) = 6 current sources, trimming up to ±6°C
(about ±20mV) is possible.

An estimation of the variation of the temperature with the bias current
can be obtained. First the derivative of the temperature (Tdig = AJ.l + B)
with respect to J.l is evaluated, resulting in

(3.75)
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Figure 3.22: Logarithmic dependency of VBE trimming by adjustment of the
bias current l bias.

Since variations in VBE affects 11- , the derivative of 11- with respect to V B E is
further analyzed, resulting in

a~VBE
OVB E = - 2 011- :::::J -2.37.011-

11-
(3.76)

since at 27°C

11- = a~VBE :::::J 0.67 = 0.531.
VBE + a~V B E 1.2

(3.77)

The derivative of VBE (as given in (3.1)) with respect to lbias provides the
last needed relation to estimate the variation in temperature given a variation
in the bias current:

VT
OVBE = -I-oIbias .

bias
(3.78)

For example, assume T = 300K and aalbias = 250nA (e.g. a jump in the
bias current from 500nA to 750nA). Since the geometrie average of l bias is
612.37nA , then OVB E = ~f2~J~ .250n = 1O.56mV which means 0 11- = -4.45m
and OT = - 2.58°C. Because VBE and l bias are related by a logarithmic func
tion, though, attention must be paid so a nearly-balanced trimming range is
available. This is depicted in Fig. 3.22.
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3.9.3 Trimming resolution

Because trimming does not provide a perfect correction, there is a residual
error after trimming. This residual, taking into account the maximum error
tolerated in VBE (as given in (3.14))

VREF
aVBE = VB E ,tr im - VB E ,ideal ::; -Y;-éT (3.79)

(3.80)

combined with the partial derivative of VBE with respect to l bias (finite (3
neglected)

aVBE VT
-

alc I c

sets the minimum needed trimming resolution given a bias current lbias and
an error contribution er

!:IJ < l bias VRE F (3.81)
u c_ VT -Y;-éT'

If l bias = 0.5J.LA , (the nominal bias current), er = O.Oloe, a maximum bias
variation below 1nA is required (at 300K, VREF = 1.2V). This specification
is relaxed for a larger error contribution. Even in this case though, such high
resolution is difficult to obtain with an integer number of current sources.
Bitstream modulation is used to provide the required resolution.

3.9.4 Bitstream trimming

Bitstream trimming [541 allows to define small steps of current, providing
conditions for high resolution trimming. The bias current of one current
souree is switched on and off, generating a current between 0 or I bias de
pending on the output of a digital modulator. Such modulator produces an
output signal whose time average is programmable. The same happens with
the generated current I f ine in this case given by

~ton 1
If ' - lbi - lbi

me - ~ton + ~toff as - 1 +~ 'as '
Etoff

The total trimmed current is then given by

(3.82)

I trim = l bias X j + Ifine (1 ::; j ::; m = 5) (3.83)

where the first term refers to the coarse trimming while the second refers to
the bitstream trimming. The coarse trimming generates a current from 1 up
to 5 l bias (in steps of l bias) while the bitstream or fine trimming generates a
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current from 0 to lbias. In order to generate the required resolution (lnA), a
D/ A converter with ~b~X ~ 255 levels is required, which can be implemented
by an 8-b first-order digital 6.~ modulator, as proposed in [221.

3.9.5 Trimming circuit

The trimming circuit uses the same (1 + m) = 6 current sourees used to bias
the PNP transistors, as shown in Fig. 3.2315 . Five are used as coarse steps,
modifying the bias current by 250nA when generating the VBE voltage, while
one is used for fine trimming, providing effectively steps of 1nA. When the
unit current l bias does not add to I tr im , it is then dumped in the other PNP
transistor. This is shown in Fig . 3.23(a). The same dumping mechanism is
used with the fine trimming (3.23(b)).

As a design choice, the system was set to present a superior performance
(where VB E is generated with the smallest non-linearity, refer to next section)
using two current sourees (coarse mode 2) as nominal bias for the PNP
that generates VBE. This allows one coarse step down and three up when
trimming. The main reason is to equalize the trimming capability, as shown
in Fig. 3.22.

3.9.6 Other trimming methods

Digital trimming methods are very attractive in the sense that they allow
the adjustment of the temperature reading T dig = AJL + B extemallyl" ,
usually at several temperatures (which in terms of design might mean more
relaxed specifications). Because in general plenty of processing resources
are externally available (e.g. a full microprocessor), trimming at several
temperatures is indeed acceptable, despite of the need to inform the many
correction parameters for each sensor when programming the temperature
related software.

The major problem of such method, however, is the need of calibration at
multiple temperatures too. This increases enormously the sensor production
and test time and thus its cost.

IST he trimming circuit also shares the same DEM circuitry (switches and part of the
digital control) , which allows a less complex front-end implernentation.

16 Although digital trimming can be implemented on chip, external trimming is much
more flexible, since it is all time (re-)programmable.
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Figure 3.23: (a) V B E trimming schematic. The digitallogic used to program
the trimmed bias current through the PNP transistors is also used for DEM
cont rol. The first current souree is bitstream controlled. (b) Detail of the
bitstream trimming.

3.10 Curvature correction

The base-emitter voltage VB E , as discussed in Chapter 2, is not an ideal
linear function of temperature. Many curvature correction techniques thus
have been reported in the literature so to compensate for the non-linearity
of VB E which impairs the design of high precision temperature sensors.

Some of these curvature-correction techniques use non-PTAT currents or
add a non-linear cancellation term to the bandgap voltage (or to VB E) ' A
good survey ab out all these methods are available either in [321 or [221.

A very common technique, probably because of its simplicity, consists
in biasing the PNP transistors with a PTAT current. It is well-known that
the curvature of VB E of a transistor biased at a constant current (m =
0, refer to Chapter 2) is larger than if biased at a PTAT current (m =
1). This can be understood by realizing that, when the voltage VBE start
decaying faster then if linearly dependent on temperature, the bias current
increases, compensating this decay to some extent. A bias current with the
same temperature dependency of that of the saturation current would be
better, but the complexity (and probably power) needed to generate such
bias current and implementation issues in standard CMOS technologies are
limiting factors of its applicability.
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Yet , another way of correcting the curvature of VBE is presented in [55].
In this situation, instead of having a temperature independent reference volt
age VREF (as given in (3.5)), a slightly temperature dependent reference
voltage is used. With such temperature dependency, the non-linearity in the
ratio J.l due to the curvature in VB E can be diminished (which turns into
a smaller non-linearity in the temperature reading Tdig and error) . Such
correction, called ratiometric curvature correction [22] is possible because a
linear temperature dependenee in VRE F is also souree of non-linearity in u,
This non-linearity, by proper design, can compensate for the second-order
non-linearity due to curvature of VB E. By precisely tuning the reference
voltage VRE F, the temperature reading has no second-order non-linear com
ponent, but only a remaining (residual) third-order term. This allows the
achievement of much more accurate temperature readings.

The implementation of the ratiometric curvature correction can be done
by designing the factor a a bit larger than the value given in (3.7), i.e. 8%
larger [53] or alternatively, like in [22], by slightly increasing the PNP biasing,
given a constant factor a. Although a different knob, it has the same effect.

3.10.1 Curvature correct ion and t r imming

Because trimming requires proper increasejdecrease of the bias current, it can
help finding the appropriate bias current so to compensate for the curvature
in VB E . This is obviously related to the size of the PNPs, and tuning is
done taking into account the current density fiowing through the bipolar
transistors.

Since the design decision was to set the nominal trimming current to
two unit current sources, a careful sizing of the PNP's was carried out so to
obtain a strong non-linearity cancellation with a bias current close to O.5J.lA
(which corresponds to the second coarse trimming mode) , as specified for
proper and balanced trimming. This is shown in Fig. 3.24. For trim = 2,
the error due to curvature in VEE goes down from ±O.6°C (with aquadratic
characteristic) to something below ±O.15°C (third-order characteristic).

Certainly, higher trimming modes would mean more relaxed trimming
resolution specifications, according to (3.81). However , higher modes would
also mean more power consumption when generating the voltage VB E, not to
mention an unbalanced trimming capability. Figure 3.25(a) shows the main
signals (VEE , a· .6.VBE , VREF and the bias current Ilnas) for trim = 2. The
smaller non-linearity in J.l (and error) , like mentioned, is related to the weak
but finite dependency of VREF with temperature (shown in detail in Fig.
3.25(b)).
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Figure 3.24: Non-linear temperature error for all five (coarse) trimming
modes, i.e. from tr im = 1 to 5 (bias currents ranging from 250nA to 1.25/LA,
in steps of 250nA) . The PNP area was designed to give the smallest error for
tr im = 2, i.e. lbias = O.5/LA (@T = 300K).

3.11 Conclusions

The fundamental concepts for bandgap references were addressed as they
provide the fioor for the implementation of temperature sensors based on the
ratiometric temperature measurement.

The current ratio m , the actual most relevant design parameter of the
PTAT voltage ~VB E , was extensively analyzed. Errors on this current ratio
were studied. The goal was to determine trade-offs so to be ab Ie to define it as
well as the bias current given accuracy and power consumption specifications.

Since the bias current spread, as discussed, adds to VBE spread, efforts
to design an accurate bias current were described too. The ,8-compensat ion
technique was presented in order to avoid the dependenee of VB E on ,8,
further reducing the VB E spread as well.

Based on the results obtained, the front-end implementation, comprised
of a front-end core and a pre-bias circuit (PMOS current sourees providing
bias to the PNP transistors plus a low-power OTA), was described. Efforts
to reduce the tail current of this amplifier were based on the reduction of its
output load, the front-end current mirror (PMOS current sources).

A current ratio of m = 5 sets the best accuracy and power consumption
trade-off. Interestingly, the current ratio p in the pre-bias set equal to the
current ratio m in the core may help improving matching levels by operating
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Figure 3.25: (a) Typical bandgap signals. For I bias = O.5pA, (trim = 2), the
reference voltage has a small positive temperature dependency. (b) Reference
voltage is shown in detail. Such slightly increase with temperature helps to
cancel effects due to curvature of VBE.
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the pre-bias and core circuits under more similar conditions, i.e. under the
same current ratios. A nominal bias current of 250nA at room temperature
was needed given accuracy requirements. For a final inaccuracy smaller than
O.l°e, the total supply current found was below 5J..LA.

Because of its importance for sensor performance, the front-end current
mirror was described too, and the mirroring operation over temperature an
alyzed by means of simulations using traditional device-mismatch models.
Results have shown that the performance of the current mirror is tempera
ture dep endent and explanation about was given.

Finally, calibration and trimming issues were addressed followed by the
the description of the curvature correction technique, explaining how the
VBE curvature is reduced when a slightly temperature dependent reference
voltage is used.



CHAPTER

~~ AID Converters 
Incremental Operation

This chapter addresses the design ofthe analog-to-digital (A I D) converter of
the smart temperature sensor. Such block is needed to process the front-end
analog output, i.e. ~VBE and VB E signals, generating a digital signal, whose
value is a digital representation of the temperature.

In principle, many A ID converters can be used. However , as it will be
presented, due to the particular application characteristics and needs , e.g.
narrow bandwidth and high resolution, incremental ~E converters (a partic
ular case of the well-known ~E converters) were chosen for this work. The
operation of a ~E converter is thus discussed after t he main design aspects
related to the application (conversion accuracy and power consumption) are
introduced and the A ID convers ion and ~E A ID converters fundamentals
reviewed. The chapter ends presenting the circuit level design back-ground
of the ~E A ID modulator .

4.1 Introduetion

In recent CMOS technologies, the speed, accuracy and power-consumption
trade-off imposed by mismatch considerations is about two orders of magni
tude more demanding than the relat ionship imposed by t hermal noise con
siderations [56][111. This trade-off is expected also in ~E A ID converters,
perhaps confirming that one of the most important reasons to use oversam
pling and noise shaping methods is the well-known relative insensitivity of
these techniques to the mismatch between components, which is quite a se
vere problem in modern technologies [561.

4
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Despite, however, of the relaxed demands on matching, to achieve a eer
tain bandwidth and resolution with an Lth-order ~~ converter, it is always
necessary to cope both with the thermal and quantization noise. Since the
thermal noise decreases 0.5 bit for each doubling of the sampling frequency,
while the quantization noise L +0.5 bit for the same frequency increase [561,
the main limitation of an A ID converter would be in principle set by the ther
mal noise which can only be decreased at the cost of capacitor area (larger
capacitors) and thus power consumption (due to larger loads). However, in
the case of precision smart temperature sensors, other errors have to be taken
into consideration. This is further investigated on the basis of the needed
requirements, as follows.

4.1.1 Requirements

The overall sensor accuracy and power consumption depends not only on
the front-end that generates ~VBE and VBE signals but also on the A ID
converter that converts these signals to a digital format, providing a digital
reading of temperature. Thus, it is very important to design it without
ad ding conversion errors. The accuracy and power requirements used to
derive specifications for the front-end are valid for the A ID converter too.

Accuracy

The specified temperature inaccuracy should be below than ±O.l°C over the
entire the military range, i.e. from -55°C to 125°C. This sets the overall
inaccuracy for the AID converter to below ±O.l°C, since the front-end also
contributes to this quantity. Taking into account the various sourees of errors
in the A ID conversion, e.g. sampling errors, offset voltages, errors due to
non complete settling or charge injection, it is acceptable the need of having
them canceled or reduced to negligible values, i.e. ±O.01°C. However, in
order to have a low-power conversion though, the amplitude of such errors
are allowed to increase, provided the final specified accuracy is achieved.

Power consumption

In an ideal scenario, the power consumption of the AID converter would be
negligible compared with that of the front-end, so the power consumed by
the sensor would be actually very close to that required by the circuit that
generates the temperature information. However, accurate data convers ion
is well known to dissipate power, even if at low conversion speed. Taking this
into account, the approach of this work was to design an AID converter ab Ie
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to meet the accuracy requirements (e.g. as good as the state-of-the-art accu
racy over the same military range) , while optimizing for power consumption.
In practice and based on the prior-art knowledge and technical reviews, such
approach resulted in the following specification for the modulator: power
consumption comparable to or at worse few times higher than the power
consumed in the front-end , i.e. current budget for the modulator of or below
approximately 15J.lA (for a supply voltage varying from 2.5 to 5.5V).

R esolution and effective number of bit s

The resolution required at the output of the A ID converter is set by the
temperature sensor. Because an inaccuracy below ± 0.1°e is needed, a res
olution of ±0.01°e might be recommended. In this case , the quantization
noise error can be neglected when compared to the accuracy requirement.
However, often a higher resolution means more energy for a conversion. It
is important to analyze if lower resolutions are accepted, i.e. if a rise in the
quantization noise does not prevent the accuracy specifications to be met
over the entire temperature range of operation.

When working with resolution, the Effective Number of Bits (ENüB) is
often adopted. A resolution of ±0.01°e, i.e. a Least Significant Bit (LSB) of
0.02°e, over a temperature range of 6000e will result in 3.~~ = 30,000 steps,
an approximate ENüB of 14.8 bits.

Bandwidth

The speed of conversion or conversion time Tc is the time needed for the
converter to complete a single conversion and generally fixes the maximum
allowable input sampling rate f s, i.e. f s = i e. The maximum number of
conversions per second, respecting the maximum sampling rate is known as
sensor bandwidth [571. As introduced in the first chapter, a temperature
sensor with a bandwidth of 10Hz is enough in most of the applications for
monitoring because of the thermal inertia and other thermal properties of
the integrated sensor package [221 . Application specific temperature sensors,
e.g. those for control systems, might be required to have a larger bandwidth.

4 .1.2 A ID converter architectures

In a smart temperature sensor, an A ID converter is required to provide the
temperature in a digital format , readily readable by most of digital systems,
e.g. microprocessor and micro-controllers. Which A ID architecture however ,
depends on the application and on the particular specifications that have to
be met .
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In ultra-low power applications, e.g. autonomous (sensor) systems, sen
sor networks [5] and other battery-supplied systems where there is a serious
lack of power for operation, low-power consumption is the most important
requirement and not accuracy (that comes often in second). In these appli
cations, sensors are required to dissipate low power in order to preserve the
system's operating lifetime. Total quiescent currents of 50f.lA [58] and below
are required.

Near-Nyquist converters like Successive Approximation Register (SAR)
A ID converters are the most indicated architecture [5] since they undoubt
edly provide the lowest power dissipation when compared to oversampled
converters. But such architectures have their accuracy strongly dependent
on capacitor matching (which are used to build the internal DIA converter
such architecture needs). That is why most of the designs based on SAR
architecture are often limited to 10 to 12 bits of resolution. Another issue
concerns the overall system's power consumption. If the entire sensor is con
sidered, the total power dissipation may not necessarily be smaller, especially
if more than 12 bits of resolution is required. SAR architectures are match
ing limited, and higher resolutions are attainable with larger devices and/or
expensive auto-calibration and trimming procedures [59][60], which increases
the area and power consumption. The anti-alias filter implementation com
plexity has to be accounted for too [5] .

If the application has a narrow bandwidth, ~E A ID converters have
proved to be the best choice. These converters exchange resolution in time for
that in amplitude by combining sampling at well above the Nyquist rate with
coarse quantization embedded within a feedback loop in order to suppress the
amount of quantization noise appearing in the signal band [61], not relying
then on matching. Other advantage is higher immunity against interferences
due to the oversampled operation. Despite of mixed solutions, where ~E

A ID converters are combined together with other architectures sometimes
referred as two-step converters [60], Extended-Counting [62] or Zoom A ID
converter [13] to get higher resolution and more energy-efficient operation,
higher orders ~E A ID converters have also been suggested with the same
advantages [63][64].

4.2 Analog-to-digital (AID) conversion

The process by which an analog signal is encoded into a digital representa
tion encompasses both the sampling of an analog waveform in time and the
encoding or quantization of it in amplitude. The minimum rate at which a
signal can be sampled is determined by its bandwidth fB , while the resolu-
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tion with which it is encoded establishes the amount of quantization error eq

that can be tolerated in the conversion [61].

4 .2.1 Sampling and quantization

Analog signals are continuous both in time and amplitude and their spectra
are limited in frequency (extending from Deto I» , i.e. the signal bandwidth)
as an effect of their continuity in amplitude. In this way, the sampling
operation is required to sample and hold a constant signal at the input of
the AID converter while the amplitude is being quantized (encoded) to a
given level.

The anti-alias filter is used to limit the bandwidth of the analog signal
to less than a half of the sampling frequency is, thereby ensuring that the
sampling operation will not alias noise or out-of-band signal into the base
band according to the Nyquist theorem, i.e. fs ~ 2fB.

Next to the sampling comes the quantization operation. A quantizer
eneodes a sampled continuous-amplitude signal into a set of discrete levels.
A quantizer that maps its input range into 2n output levels is referred to as
an n-bit quantizer. In a uniform quantizer, the input signal x is divided into
segments of equal width, each of which maps to a single output code. The
separation between the input levels is

(4.1)

where VFS is the so called full-scale input range.
Since the quantizer resolution is not infinite, it implies an error known as

quantization error and defined as the difference between the analog input x
and digital output y, i.e,

eq = y - x, (4.2)

once y is reconfigured in the analog domain [57]. Such error, appearing as
a sawtooth shaped waveform (for a ramp function as input), is inherent of
any AID converter. As long as the input x lies within the input range, the
magnitude of the quantization error of an ideal converter is limited to ±8/2
[65].

While the average of the quantization error eq is zero if this error is
assumed having equal probability P( eq ) of lying anywhere in the range ±8/2
(i.e. uniformly distributed from -8/2 to +8/2 with P(eq ) = 118 ), it has
though a mean square value (quantization error power) given by

(4.3)
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The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of a n-bit quantizer is then defined as
the power of a full-scale sinusoid! divided by the quantization error power:

SNR =

or , when expressed in dB, by

(4.4)

SNR = 6.02n + 1.76 [dB]. (4.5)

This well-known expression relates the SNR of an AID converter to the
number of bits or resolution of its quantizer. It gives the best SNR for an
n-bit AID converter [60]. Nonetheless, depending on the input signal, i.e.
for a reduced input signal, the SNR can be lower, case when the number of
bits n is named ENOB. Equation (4.5) shows that 1 bit increase in resolution
corresponds to a 6dB increase in SNR. However, while in Nyquist converters
the SNR of a converter is equal to the DR of its quantizer, in oversampling
AID converters, the DR of the converter can be much greater than that of
its quantizer [611.

4.2.2 Oversampling

Oversampling can be used to lower the quantization noise, thus increasing
the SNR and consequently resolution. It occurs whenever a signal is sam
pled at a frequency larger than twice its bandwidth fBo According to the
Nyquist theorem, no extra information is obtained, since the spectrum is only
widened. But it is exactly this widening the key advantage of oversampling,
since in this case the signal band occupies a smaller fraction of the Nyquist
interval, making possible to use digital cancellation on the relatively large
fraction of the quantization noise that is outside the band of interest [66]. In
ot her words , because the quantization error power, given by (4.3), remains
unchanged regardless of the sampling rate, the quantization error power den
sity must go down as the spectrum widens [57]. That is, for fs = ~, the
entire quantization error e~,rms equally distributed from 0 to fs/2 establishes
the power speetral density of the sampled noise S; (1)2

q

(4.6)

1( .Y.E:..2.) 2= ö
2 22 n

2-12 8

2T he power is assumed entirely in the right side of the frequency axis.
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This shows that the higher fs is, the lower the S; (J) is. In the case
q

of a Nyquist-rate converter, the total in-band noise power is exactly the
same quantization noise as given in (4.3), since l» coincides with fs/2. In
the case of an oversampled converter, where the sampling frequency is OSR
(Oversampling Rate) times higher than 2fB, i.e.

OSR = fS/ 2 ,
fB

(4.7)

if we restriet the bandwidth of the oversampled signal to Ie, a lower noise
power will be present inside the signal band given by

(4.8)

That is, oversampling reduces the in-band rms noise from ordinary quan
tization by the square root of the oversampling ratio [65]. In this case, the
SNR, formerly calculated in (4.4) is now given by

or , in dB, as

SNR = ~OSR22n
2

SNR = 6.02n + 1.76 + 310g2 (OS R ) [dB].

(4.9)

(4.10)

The SNR improvement resulting from oversampling is graphicaUy shown
in Fig. 4.1(a) and (b) by comparing the shaded areas. With OSR = 4,
the noise power density is four times lower (so four times lower is the to
tal power that faUs into the signal band) . This improves the SNR by 6dB,
which is the same of adding one bit to the quantized signal, Although it is
possible to arbitrarily increase the number of bits, this is at the expense of
a rapidly growing OSR, which severely restricts the system bandwidth, and
complicates the system design due to increased frequency operation (not to
mention the power consumption). To improve the SNR without compromis
ing the bandwidth, oversampling alone is not sufficient. A technique caUed
noise shaping is often used.

4. 2. 3 N oise shapin g

Noise shaping is used to further increase the conversion performance by high
pass filtering the quantization noise, displacing most of its power from low
frequencies where the input signal is placed to higher frequencies close to
fs/2 [67]. This is shown in Fig. 4.1(c). The actual remaining quantization
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Figure 4.1: Signal spectrum of a (a) Nyquist-rate converter, (b) oversampled
converter and (c) oversampled with noise shaping converter.

noise power inside the signal band depends on the type of filtering applied,
i.e. filter architecture and order and cut-off frequency.

Noise shaping or filtering is achieved by putting a feedback loop around
the quantizer as shown in Fig . 4.2. Probably the most known method of
implementing such feedback is the b.2: loop or modulator, as depicted, with
the loop filter setting the noise shaping characteristic. The input to the
circuit feeds to the quantizer via an integrator, and the quantized output
feeds back to subtract from the input signal. This feedback forces the average
value of the quantized signal to track the average input. Any persistent
difference between them accumulates in the integrator and eventually corrects
itself [68][651 . In ot her words , the loop controls the quantizer input in such
a way that the output tracks the input signal as close as possible.

The loop though cannot affect the heights of the steps the quantizer
outputs, but it tends to modulate the steps of the quantized signal to try
to average out the difference between the x and y signal [571 . Since the
quantized signal is oversampled, the output looks like a high frequency digital
noise superposed on the input signal. This increases the high frequency noise
of the quantized signal, but lowers the low frequency components.
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Figure 4.2: ~~ A ID converter. Noise shaping is implemented by a ~~

modulator. Low-pass filtering is needed to filter the high frequency noise at
the quantizer output out.

4.2.4 ~E AID converters

The loop filter of Fig. 4.2 provides gain while it determines the bandwidth
of the noise shaper. At low frequency, where the gain is high , the quantiza
tion noise is almost canceled. However, at high frequencies where the loop
gain is low, the noise is increased. However, this happens outside the signal
band JB . With a (digital) low-pass filter after the modulator (see Fig. 4.2) ,
that ideally cuts all frequencies over JB, the noise excess is thus filtered out.
Moreover , the low-pass filter also decimates the modulator output, the bit
stream y , providing a digital word as output. Such structure composed of a
~~ modulator and low-pass decimation filter composes the well-known ~~
A ID converter.

4.2.5 Incremental operation mode

Analog to digital converters used in instrumentation and measurement ap
plications (e.g. temperature sensors in the particular case of this work) often
require very high absolute accuracy and linearity, and very low offset and
noise. Low-power is also an important consideration. On the other hand,
the frequency band of the input signal is usually very narrow, a few hertz
wide [69]. Such specifications are fulfilled by incremental ~~ data convert
ers [70] due to its characteristics: very precise conversion with accurate gain,
high linearity and lowoffset [64]. For higher-order structures, the conversion
time can be relatively short [63][56].

Incremental data converters, though, operate differently from the tra
ditional ~~ A ID converters, in the so called transient mode (instead of
operating continuously) where the A ID converter converts an individual in
put sample at each time. Moreover , the input signal is usually a DC or a
near-to-DC signal, instead of an AC slgnal''. In general words, its operation

3Despite of the different operation, incremental ~~ converters are structurally similar
to the conventional ~~ converters, sharing thus in general terms, the same classical theory
of ~~ converters.
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is as follows [701[631: at the beginning of a new conversion, integrator(s) and
decimation filter are both reset. After, a fixed number of integration steps N
are performed (assuming a discrete-time integrator), which generates a N-bit
bitstream. The decimation filter has a response length equal to N used for
down-sampling with a decimation factor N .

Since for each sample, N bits are generated, the number of cycles N has
a similar interpretation of oversampling ratio in classical ~~ converters. The
exact number of cycles N though will depend on the required resolution in
bits which is set by the application but also on some particular AID converter
characteristics, e.g. modulator topology and order, decimation filter, etc.

4.3 ~~ modulators

A ~~ modulator (with a typical diagram shown in Fig. 4.3(a)) requires
the implementation of two transfer functions . In the case of a temperature
sensor, these functions are a low-pass Signal Transfer Function (STF) and
a high-pass Noise Transfer Function (NTF), both implemented with an ar
chitecture containing a loop filter H( z) and a coarse quantizer. Fig. 4.3(b)
presents the ~~ modulator with the quantizer replaced by its linear model.
In this model E( z) is an additive, uniformly distributed quantization er
ror and uncorrelated with the modulator input (the same characteristic of
a white noise). Since the quantizer is a non-linear circuit, and the error
can have strong correlation with the input, the model has limited applicabil
ity, and time-domain simulations are often necessary to verify the converter
operation. Nonetheless, the analytical analysis brings insight and good un
derstanding of the ~~ operation.

4. 3.1 .6.2: m od ulators with discret e- time loop filters

Consider the typical diagram of a ~~ modulator as shown in Fig. 4.3(a).
The modulator input and output in the z-domain are given by X( z) and
Y(z) , respectively while the signal E( z) models the quantization error. For
this system, the following equation relating the output Y(z), input X( z) and
noise souree E(z) can be written

Y(z) = [X(z) - Y( z)]H( z) + E( z) .

or, after isolating Y(z)

H( z) 1
Y(z) = 1 + H( z) X( z) + 1 + H( z) E( z)

(4.11)

(4.12)
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Figure 4.3: (a) ~E modulator and (b) ~E modulator with the quantizer
replaced by its linear model.

Assuming that both inputs X( z) and E( z) are not correlated, the output
of the modulator can be written as

Y(z) = STF(z)X(z) + NTF(z)E(z)

with the Signal Transfer Function (STF) given by

STF(z) = Y(z) = H( z) .
X( z) 1 + H( z)

and the Noise Transfer Function (NTF) given by

(4.13)

(4.14)

Y(z) 1
NTF( z) = E( z) = 1 + H( z) (4.15)

The STF(z) is expected to be one at low frequency, while the NTF(z)
zero, if the filter gain in the baseband is high enough. In this way, the mod
ulator output replicates the input, and the amount of noise power remaining
in the baseband is thus lowered. The STF( z) expresses how the input sig
nal is filtered by the modulator, but because this is a linear (distortion less)
operation [711, the STF(z) is not critical. In this way, is the NTF(z) the
defining parameter of a ~E modulator, since all major characteristics like
performance and stability are set by the NTF (z) . Both functions can be
arbitrarily synthesized. However, not all NTF (z)s are realizable, and if re
alizable, not necessarily will give stabie modulators.

4.3.2 Current estimation of a ~~ modulator

In this section the supply current of a ~E modulator is estimated to find the
modulator's power consumption given a supply voltage (or the energy per
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of a switched-capacitor integrator. Phases </>1 and </>2
are non-overlapping.

conversion, given a conversion time).
The supply current of a .ó.~ modulator is mainly given by the current

consumed by the integrators and by the comparator. Since at least one com
parator is needed, regardless of the modulator order, its analysis is skipped
here , but it has to be accounted for when determining the total modulator
supply current.

Figure 4.4 shows a simplified schematic of a switched capacitor integra
tor. The transconductance 9m of the operational transconductance amplifier
OTA , used to implement the integrator, serves as a current consumption
model for the integrator [671. It is given by

1
9m = -CCL

T
(4.16)

where T is the integrator settling time constant , when in closed loop , and
CCL the closed-loop capacitance during the integration phase. The closed
loop capacitance CCL is given by the open-loop capacitance COL

COL

(CL « CdI Cs)

(4.17)

(4.18)

where Cs, CL, Cl are the sampling, load and integration capacitors, respec
tively, divided by the (e.g. non-inverting) feedback factor {3 [721 (refer also
to Appendix F)

(4.19)
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i.e. CeL =~:

99

(4.20)

(4.21)

The settling time constant of the integrator during the integration cyc1e
determines the settling speed of the circuit. Because a number NT

(4.22)

of time constants r is required, for a first-order system (single pole), to settle
to a full precision (B bits) [56], it results that

1 Ts 1
r = NT "2 = ln(2B)2fs (4.23)

since half of the clock period Ts is usually available for settling". Combining
(4.16) and (4.23) finally results in

9m ~ ln(2B)2fsCs. (4.24)

For a CMOS OTA implementation, the transconductance of the integra
tor is directly related to the transconductance of the MOS transistor in the
input differential pair given by

9m 2=
ID Veff

which results, if solved for I D, in

ID = 9mVeff
2

(4.25)

(4.26)

where ID is the transistor biasing current, and Veil the effective transistor
voltage, which depends on the transistor region of operation.

Considering that the total OTA current is given by KOTA times the bias
current I D, and that higher order integrators have bias currents that can be
progressively scaled down relatively to the first integrator, and that the sum
of all sealing factors are given by K E.ó., the total current consumed by the
integrators can be estimated by combining (4.24) and (4.26):

Itotal = K.ó.EKOTA [ln(2B)fsCsVell] . (4.27)

Based on the estimation of the total current of a modulator, given by
(4.27), the following trade-offs can be a derived, which helps to understand
the power consumption in a ~E modulator:

4More accurate modeling has to take into account the slewing time [671.
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(4.28)

1. Use low-order modulators, i.e . smaller KtlE: however, since in a b.~

converter the power consumption is mainly due to the first integrator,
additional integrators often do not contribute significantly (KtlE ~ 2
is observed for high-order b.~ modulators [561 5 , e.g. [61]). Besides,
low-order modulators require more cycles for a given resolution, which
means a higher frequency is for the same conversion time, suggesting
that higher-order modulators have advantages;

2. Use topologies where KOTA is smaller, e.g. telescopic- versus folded
cascode, if a reduced output signal swing can be tolerated;

3. Minimize Vel I , e.g. bias the OTA input pair in weak inversion;

4. Minimize the sampling capacitor Cs: however, the sampling capacitor
cannot be reduced arbitrarily, since it is set by thermal noise constraints
as given by

1 kT
Nu. = OSRCs

and other requirements, e.g. matching requirements. Still, designing
the sampling capacitor slightly higher (17%) than the minimum size
may even give a less total power consumption [501;

5. Design for the minimum resolution the application needs;

6. Minimize i s: however, this is often prevented by resolution and con
version time requirements.

In practice, in face of many underlying trade-offs, design decisions are taken
to satisfy the most relevant application requirements, e.g. accuracy and
power consumption.

4.3.3 Charge balancing

Figure 4.5(a) shows the block diagram of a first-order b.~ modulator. Every
clock cycle , a charge is accumulated due to the integration of the voltage
present at the integrator's input

Vin - bSVREF (4.29)

ST his suggests that the first modulator typically consumes half of the total modulator's
power consumption in high -order loops. In the case, e.g. of a second-order modulator,
Kar. :::: 1.5 is expected.
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where Vin is the input signal, VREF is t he reference voltage and bs is the
bitst ream value (comparator output of the former D.L; cycle). Depending on
bs, either a voltage Vin

Vin = aD.VBE ,

when bs = 0, or a voltage Vin - VREF

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.33)

(4.32)

when bs = 1, is present at the integrator's input. This operation, when the
charge accumulated due to the integration of Vin is eventually balanced by the
charge accumulated due to the integration of Vin minus VREF, is commonly
referred as charge balancing [221.

Since Vin = aD.VBE and VREF = aD.VBE + VBE, an equivalent but
more insightful D.L; modulator block diagram is shown in Fig. 4.5(b), where
the front-end's output signals are emphasized as the modulator input. A
simpler and perhaps more efficient implementation though, introduced in
[22], is shown in Fig. 4.5(c). This type of implementation can be understood
realizing that the integrator's input, depending on bs, is either the value given
in (4.30) or the value given in (4.31), and therefore has the same function of
an analog multiplex, what is exactly represented in the picture. The main
advantage of such implementation is that no explicit VREF is needed, since
it is built internally.

Because of the modulator's feedback, regardless of the implementation
type, the average at the input of the integrator over time must be zero, i.e.

(1 - JL )TVin+ JLT (Vin - VREF) = 0
T

which results, if solved for JL, in

Vin aD.VBE
JL - -- - ---:-::-::------=--=--

- VREF - aD.V B E + VBE

which is actually how the temperature is measured (refer to ratiometric tem
perature measurement in Chapter 3).

4 .3.4 Dynamic range extension

Original VPTAT voltage aD.VBE (as shown in Fig. 4.6) covers a temperature
range from 0 to 600K while only about 200K is required (i.e. from 218K to
398K) . While the transfer function JL given in (4.33) is easily implemented,
it uses roughly only 30% of the available input dynamic range of the A ID
converter, since the extremes of the needed operating range correspond to JL
ranging approximately from 0.33 to 0.67.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Block diagram of a first-order Ll~ modulator, (b) a direct
implementation of the modulator emphasizing the front-end's output signals
and (c) a simpler and more efficient implementation (with no explicit refer
ence needed).
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Table 4.1: Relation between the input signal range, number of bits (ENOB)
for ±O.Ol°C resolution (L8B = 0.02°C) and number of convers ion cycles
(refer to Fig. 4.13) for a second-order ~~ modulator.

full-scale used required estimated # # cycles
temp. range (K) input range ENOB ~~ cycles reduction

0-600 180/600 (30%) 14.87b 245 0%
150-450 180/300 (60%) 13.87b 173 30%
200-400 180/200 (90%) 13.28 b 141 43 %

Since a smaller resolution (for the same accuracy) is required for the ~~
A/D converter if the input signal uses more of the available converter's input
dynamic range, where a lower resolution often translates to less power con
sumption per conversion (once the conversion takes less ~~ cycles), a more
efficient use of such dynamic range, at the expense of a more complicated
combination of VBE and ~VBE , has been proposed. First in [23] and lat
ter in [24] (refer also to [73]). The proposed new voltage, sometimes named
VTEMP, can achieve percentages up to 90% (as shown in Fig. 4.6).

Although very attractive and efficient, the VTE MP voltage as originally
proposed is in general indicated for first-order ~~ converters. This is because
the implementation of such voltage can be difficult in single-loop second-order
(or higher-orders) ~~ modulators. In such modulators, the available input
range is limited to 90% due to stability issues (while in practice, only 75%
is suggested in designs) [63] . A (new) VTEMP that uses less than 90%, e.g.
60% of the modulator's input range would be thus more appropriate.

Table 4.1 compares the former VPTAT with VTEMP of [24] and that pro
posed in this work (further addressed in this work) in the case of a second
order ~~ modulator in terms of ~~ cycles required given the specified reso
lution (which is a function of the used input voltage). All voltages are shown
in Fig. 4.6. Although presenting some differences , the goal is the same: to
modify the original VPTAT voltage to obtain the same conversion accuracy
within less ~~ cycles, which effectively might represent power savings.

4. 3.4.1 Composition of VTE MP

Classical VPTAT is simply a scaled voltage of ~VBE , i.e. a~VBE. Because
the reference voltage VRE F is partially build from this voltage, a very clever
charge balancing, implemented by multiplexing either a~VBE or VBE as
input to the A/D converter, is possible. The simplicity has price : it uses
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Figure 4.6: Original VPTAT , VTEMP as in [241 and here proposed mid-term
VTEMP·

(4.34)
J1. = VBE + ab.VBE .

only 30% of the input range of the A ID converter. The output J1. is given by

ab.VBE

The implementation of the new VTEMP is based on same ab.VBE, but
combines not only this voltage but also VBE in such a way to define a different
input signal, so more of the available input range is used . Several mathe
matical solutions are possible but practical aspects related to the physical
implementation put severe restrictions on the design of most of them. Gen
erally, the new VTEMP can be written as

VTEMP = (G - F)ab.VBE - FVBE (4.35)

where F and Gare two gains used to establish a linear combination of both
voltages. It is worth to mention that for F = 0 and G = 1, the new voltage
is in fact the classical VPTAT. For arbitrary F and G gains, the ratio J1. of
this new voltage with respect to the reference voltage is now given by

J1.
(G - F)ab.VBE - FVBE

(4.36)=
VBE +ab.VBE

- Gab.VBE - F(VBE + ab.VBE)
(4.37)-

VBE + a.b.VBE
Gab.VBE

-F (4.38)=
VBE +ab.VBE

I
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(4.39)

Figure 4.7: Charge-balancing model used to generate the new VTEMP.

that is an augmented version of the former VPTAT minus a constant, thus
also a representation of the temperature.

The voltage VTEMP is clearly more complex to implement (refer either
to (4.35) or to Fig. 4.7) . However, the same multiplexing used with the
classical method (so to build the reference voltage internally) can be used
here (not shown).

4.3.4.2 An optimized voltage VTEMP

While many solutions are possible for F and G, given a factor a, in order to
cover 60% of the input range with a = 166 , i.e. from 0.2 to 0.8VREF with
margin for trimming as well for the modulator operation (with no overload),
F and G are set to ~ and 2.0, respectively". The new voltage VTEMP, given
then by

3 1
VTEMP = '2a~VBE - '2VBE'

is shown in Fig. 4.6 and has the foUowing main characteristics:

1. it uses 60% of AID converter input range, compared with the former
30%, but it is more complex due to the other two gains that need to
be implemented;

2. it is fully compatible with the front-end architecture, since it uses the
same voltages a~VBE and VBE, although with a different sealing;

3. it is now sensitive to process spread, since the voltage VBE depends
on the PNP saturation current Is. This, however, leads to the same
spread in J.l because of presence of VBE in VREF.

6The factor Q = 16 is needed for a current ratio m = 5, as previously explained in
Chapter 2.

7While simulation results for F = 0.5 and G = 2.25 have shown the best performance
for a second-erder .ó.E modulator, the required .ó.E cycle length (when compared with
that of the PTAT voltage) was unacceptably long.
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4.3.4.3 Charge balancing for VTEMP

Because of the modulator's feedback, the average over time must be zero:

(1 - Jl)TVin + JlT(Vin - VREF)

T

(1- Jl ) (~a.ó.VBE - ~VBE) + Jl (~ a.ó.VBE - ~VBE)

which results , when solved for u, in

already derived in (4.36).
Every clock cycle thus, the integrated voltage is

3a.ó.VBE - VBE - bs (2(VBE + a .ó.VBE)) ,

which means for bs = 0

while for bs = 1

3a.ó.VBE - VBE - 2(VBE + a .ó.VBE ) = a .ó.VBE - 3VBE.

= 0

= 0 (4.40)

(4.41)

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)

This requires the implementation of the additional gain ±3, used to mul
tiply either a .ó.VBE or VBE, when bs = 0 or bs = 1, respectively. Also, it
requires a different and longer .ó.E cycle, since now, regardless of the value
of bs , both a .ó.VBE and VBE need to be integrated every clock cycle.

4.3.4.4 VTEM P implementation trade-off

Regardless of the implementation form, the result in (4.30) when compared
with (4.43) for bs = 0 or the result in (4.31) when compared with (4.44) for
bs = 1 states that, at best, the length of the original .ó.E cycle is doubled,
which nulls t he conversion time reduction obtained with the new VTEM P (ac
cording to what was presented in Table 4.1). This best situation is achieved
if the gain 3 that multiplies either a .ó.VBE or VB E depending on bs is im
plemented at the expenses of a higher integration gain (which turns into a
relatively larger front-end and integrators load). The worst scenario occurs
if the gain 3 is implemented by multiple integration cycles, in which case the
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Ll~ cycle is increased by a factor of 4 compared with the original VPTAT

cycle . Both situations are graphically presented in Fig . 4.8.
In conclusion, despite of using more of the A ID converter input range and

keeping compatibility with the front-end architecture, the implementation of
the voltage VTE MP is more complex. Power savings, due to the reduced res
olut ion that is required if the input signal uses more efficiently the available
A ID converter input range, are counter-balaueed by the more complex imple
mentation: longer Ll~ cycles (at least two times given the same architecture)
are needed which increase the conversion time. Furthermore, because of the
longer Ll~ cycle and associated switching activity, charge injection effects
are likely to increase. Such analysis suggests keeping the original and simple
V PTAT but with higher orders modulators that in general have less available
input range due to more aggressive noise shaping they provide, fitting thus
more properly the input signal that comes out of the front-end .

4.3.5 System level decisions when designing .6.~ modulators

In this work, the A ID converter is implemented using switched-capacitor
fully-differential integrators. The main reason behind these two choices is
directly related to the precision requirements demanded for the sensor. In
the following subsections, these decisions are briefly discussed.

4.3.5.1 Single-ended and differential structures

In terms of complexity, a single-ended structure provides a much simpler
implementation due to its single branch. For this same reason, this struc
ture uses half of the number of capacitors and switches of the differential
one (assume switched capacitor integrators). For the same capacitor in each
branch, this means a 3dB-lower noise floor, when compared to the differen
tial structure. However, for the same voltage supply, the output signal range
in a differential implementation is doubled relatively to the single-ended im
plementation. This means a maximum input signal 6dB-higher in the dif
ferential structure. Therefore, concerning the signal-to-noise ratio SNR, the
differential structure has a 3dB-higher SNR (up to 4.SdB higher in some
cases lSO]).

For the same SNR, the size of the capacitors used in the differential struc
ture can be halved, meaning for the same time constants, smaller switches
sizes. This is fundamental in precision applications, since charge injection
that comes from these switches - and introduces errors in the conversion 
are proportional to their sizes.
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Additionally, the differential structure helps to cancel the charge injected
during switching, since this charge acts like a common-mode signal, as well
to minimize other spurious effects like those that may come from the digital
circuitry (coupled through the substrate) or from power supply.

Despite of the common-mode feedback required in the differential imple
mentation, all ot her characteristics makes the differential structure strongly
required in precision applications.

4 .3.5.2 Continuous- and discrete-time realizations

Regarding the time domain, b.~ converters can be classified as continuous
or discrete-time converters. The fundamental difference comes from the place
where the sample-and-hold is placed, if before the quantizer, in the case of a
continuous-time, or if before the modulator itself, in the case of a discrete
time (when an anti-alias filter is required).

Table 4.2 shows a comparison between continuous- and discrete-time
modulators, presenting a brief a summary of some differences between them,
what is well reported in the literature. Switched-capacitor (SC) circuits allow
the implementation of the coefficients (of the loop filter) with lower spread.
Besides , coefficients do not need sealing. Additionally, since the characteris
tics of the loop filter in a continuous-time realization depends on the amount
of feedback, which is a function of time, continuous-time modulators are
very sensitive to timing, requiring particularly low-jitter clocks to perform
well. In contrast, switched-capacitor implementations work up to a frequency
limit, or in a given interval, around the nominal frequency. This allows the
use of simpler and lower-power oscillators, e.g. relaxation [69]. Besides , it
surely eases the implementation of the PTAT clock frequency technique (as
explained in Section 4.10) .

With regard to power consumption, continuous-time implementation may
result in lower-power implementations, but this is not in general, since some
architectures have better performance than ethers" . Taking the application
into account, i.e. a smart temperature sensor with high accuracy and low
power operation, switched-capacitors integrators were understood having an
overall superior performance. Consequently, they were chosen for this work.

4 .3.5.3 M od ula t or Order

The modulator order is another important design parameter. The higher the
modulator order is, the greater is the achievable resolution within a given

8Furt hermore, if lew-power operation is the most relevant specification, .6,r: A ID con
verters may even not he the indicated architecture.
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Table 4.2: Continuous- versus discrete-time modulators.

Discrete-time Continuous-time

Integrator type SC R.C, gmC
Coefficient spread low (capacitor ratio) high (absolute RC)
Anti-alias filter required not required
Jitter sensitivity lower higher
Clock sealing automatic coefficients need sealing
Power consumption low lower

number of .ó.:E cydes. This suggests the use of of higher-orders modulators
implementing the .ó.:E A ID converter. But the power due to extra circuitry
in the modulator (and decimation filter) needs to be accounted for. This is
analyzed as follows.

4.3.6 First, second and third-order ~~ modulators

In this section, first- , second- and third-order incremental .ó.:E modulators
are analyzed and compared in terms of number of cycles needed for a given
resolution. Power consumption is taken into account, using some of the
results already presented in Subsection 4.3.2.

4.3.6.1 First-order.ó.:E modulator

A first-order .ó.:E modulator results if the loop filter H( z) (as shown Fig. 4.3)
given by

Z- l 1
H( z) = 1- z- l = --1'z -

(4.45)

with a pole at DC, is used to realize the analog sampled-data integration.
The equation describing the circuit is

Z- l
Y( z) = [X(z) - Y( z)] 1 _ z- l + E( z)

which leads (if solved for Y( z)) to

(4.46)

(4.47)

By comparing (4.47) with (4.13), the Signal Transfer Function STF is found
as z-l while the Noise Transfer Function NTF as (1 - z- l ). The signal that
appears at the output is just delayed by one clock period while the noise is
passed through a difference which provides a first-order high-pass filtering.
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(4.48)

(4.49)

(4.50)

Analyzing the NTF in the frequency domain (after z is replaced by expÏ27rf Ts ,

Ts = Js) results

NTF(J) 1- exp- j27rf Ts

= 2j exp-j 27rf !f sin (27ff~s) ,

which shows the noise shaping a first-order ~E modulator provides. While

the quantization noise is amplified by 4, it is shaped by sin2 (27ff'lf) giv
ing rise to a significant attenuation of the low-frequency components of the
spectrum [66]. Restricting the bandwidth of the oversampled signal to [e , a
lower noise power will be present inside the signal band:

(fB 82 1
n~ Jo 12 f s/24sin2(7ffTs)df

82 1 3 2 2 7f2 1
~ 12 f s/2 f BTs = eq ,r m s 3 OSR3

since sin(7ffTs) ~ 7ffTs, for OSR» 1.
That is, oversampling with noise shaping reduces the in-band rms noise

from ordinary quantization by the square root of OSR3. The SNR in this
case is given by

(4.51)

or, in dB , as

SNR = 6.02n + 1.76 - 5.17 + 9.03log2 (OSR) [dB] (4.52)

which means that for each doubling of the sampling frequency improves the
ENOB by 1.5 bit.

Figure 4.9(a) and (b) plots the output spectrum of a first-order ~E mod
ulator when simulated with a sine wave and De input, respectively. The
noise shaping characteristic of 20dBIdecade is consistent with a first order
modulator (as well the harmonie content) . While this result shows the noise
shaping effect, in order to get higher resolutions using a I-bit quantizer" , it
is necessary to use a still fairly large OSR, since often the poorly shaped and
large tones can fall in the signal band, which impairs the performance of the
A ID converter [66]. Higher order modulators are thus often indicated.

The SNR in (4.52) expresses the performance of classical ~E A ID con
verters under the assumption of busy input signals, which is not the case for

9Since noise shaping does not decrease the D/ A converter linearity requirement, a two
level quantizer, which is inherently linear, is assumed (72).
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Figure 4.9: Simulated output spectrum of a first-order b.~ modulator (fft
of 8192 points) with a) a sine input at f = 0.01 and amplitude of i VREF

(used input range from 0.25% to 0.75% OfVREF) with and without Hanning
windowing and b) a De input of ~VREF .

a De input. Besides, in incremental converters such performance is rather
measured in number of bits, i.e. effective number of bits ENOB , despite of
its relation with the SNR. The ENOB of a first-orde r b.~ modulator can be
estimated using its time model as follows.

Resolution - Effective number of bits (ENOB) for DC input

The integrator input VA, as shown in Fig. 4.10, is given by
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reset

f bs
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Figure 4.10: Discrete-time model of a first-order .ör: modulator.

VA[n] = Vin[n]- bs[n]VREF

while the output given by

(4.53)

I:
I1

(4.54)

After n cycles after reset (Vintl [0] = 0) the output of the integrator is
given by

n- l

Vintl [n] = al L (Vin[k]- bs[k]VREF) (4.55)
k=O

where bs[k] = 0,1 is the comparator output, i.e. the bitstream value for the
cycle k.

Assuming Vin[k] = Vin, i.e. constant input (De signal), which is reason
able even if the input is varying slowly, the output of the integrator given in
(4.55) can be rewritten as

n - l

Vintl [n] = al nVin - al VREF L bs[k].
k=O

Rearranging this equation results in

(4.56)

1 n - l

= Vin - - VREF L bs[k]
n k=O

= Vin -lÎin (4.57)

IJ

where
1 n - l

lÎin = - VREF L bs[k]
n k=O

(4.58)
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is an estimate for Vin' Assuming±~ as a bound for Vintdn], also assuming
the loop stabie for all inputs, the limits on the error for Vin ean be written
as

(4.59)

or
__1_ VREF < lI; _ \Î; < _1_ VREF (4.60)

aln 2 - m m - aln 2 .

Comparing this error with the quantization error of an ideal A ID converter,
i.e. limited to ±~, where VLSB = ~~~f, the following results (if al = 1)

1 VREF VLSB VREF
~-2- --2- = 2.2nbit ' (4.61)

which allows to ealculate the effective number of bits ENOBlst,ideal (nbit)
that ideally ean be a achieved with a first-order modulator (assuming a
matehed decimation filter implemented aeeording to (4.58):

ENOBlst,ideal = log2 (n) . (4.62)

This result shows that for eaeh doubling of the number of cycles, 1 extra
bit of resolution is obtained. It is worth eomparing this result with the one
given in (4.52), where 1.5 bit is obtained for the same frequeney inerease.
In the case of an ineremental A ID converter, the input is a DC signal, and
beeause of this, very different from a busy signal. This means that the linear
model used for the quantizer is no longer valid, sinee the quantization error
in the case of a DC input ean have a st rong eorrelation with it [68J. This
explains the differenee. If a noise souree is added right before the quantizer,
a teehnique referred as dithering [63], a higher resolution in principle ean be
obtained.

Reealling to the result in (4.62), if a resolution of 15 bits is needed,
n = 215 cycles are required, which makes the conversion time of a first-order
AID converter unaeeeptably long (the energy per conversion would be high
regardless of a low power operation). The long conversion time ean be cir
eumvented by using a high operating frequeney, but this inereases bandwidth
requirements for the integrators, e.g. for a sensor with a bandwidth of 10Hz,
a doek frequeney of 328kHz is needed. This suggests the use of higher or
der modulators [63][64J . A seeond-order (and a third-order) ean reduee the
number of cycles due to the more aggressive noise shaping they provide.

4.3.6.2 Second-order Afl modulator

A second-order modulator provides the same resolution with mueh less doek
cycles than a first-order modulator. Although not clear from (4.27), a higher-
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order modulator, for a given conversion time, allows a significant clock fre
quency reduction and an associated reduction in power consumption [22].

While a first-order ~E has a very simple topology (and because of that
not really fiexible), a second-order (and also higher-order) modulator can
be implemented in different ways. A very common c1assification divides the
modulator in single-loop and multiple-loops (also called Multi-stage Noise
Shaping - MASH) architectures. Although the latter topology can implement
higher-orders modulators with inherent stability, since low-order modulators
have their outputs combined to cancel the noise of the first stage [60], they
are not fully compatible with the charge balancing developed in Subsection
4.3.310. The fact that the mismatch between the analog and digital parts
can prevent such modulators of attaining the predicted high performance is
another drawback. Because of that, single-loop architectures were considered
more suitable for this work.

Among the single-loop topologies [74] , it is worth to mention two in par
ticular: Cascade of Integrators with Multiple Feedback - Input Feedforward
(CIFB-IF) and Cascade of Integrators with Multiple Feedforward - Input
Feedforward (CIFF-IF) [75]. They are depicted in Fig . 4.11(a) and Fig.
4.12, respectively. In both topologies, the output of the integrators are not
dependent on the input signal!" , i.e. the integrators do not process the input
signal at all. Because of this, the voltage swing at the integrators output
is smaller and thus the distortion generated by the OPAMP. Additionally,
because of the reduced output swing, lew-power operation can be obtained.
Besides both topologies are fully compatible with the charge balancing pre
sented.

Perhaps the major drawback of both topologies compared to those with
out the distributed input-feedforward paths is the increased load the input
(i.e. the sensor front-end) has to drive, particularly large for higher orders
modulators [74]. In this case, the sampling capacitors have to be designed
small, respecting the minimum sizes required by the application, so to avoid
overloading the input. Luckily, the sizes of capacitors can be scaled down
as the modulator order increases. Despite of both architectures having sim
ilar performances, the CIFB-IF structure was chosen to avoid the passive
summation before the comparator the latter one requires.

IOBecause a'ó' VBE is only input to the first stage in a MASH architecture, an explicit
reference voltage VREF is necessary in the subsequent stages.

llIn the CIFB-IF architecture as shown , this is true only for the first integrator.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: Second-order CIFB-IF b.~ modulator. a) Canonical form and
b) equivalent form (al = bI and C2 = b2 ) .

Figure 4.12: Second-order CIFF-IF b.~ modulator (canonical farm).
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Resolution for a De input

The ENOB of a second-order modulator, as derived in the Appendix C, is
given by

ENOB2nd,ideal ~ 2log2 (n) - 1 (n» 1). (4.63)

This means that, for the same 15 bits of resolution, now only about 256
cycles are necessary. This number compared with the former 32768 cycles
needed with a first-order 6.~ modulator means is a huge shortening in the
conversion time (about 99%), which is the main motivation to use a second
order modulator to save power. Given the same sensor bandwidth, e.g. 10Hz,
an operating frequency less than 2.6kHz is now required.P

4.3.6.3 Third-order 6.~ modulator

Since is the first integrator in a second-order modulator the circuit that more
consumes (roughly 65% of the entire modulator's power consumption) , the
addition of a third integrator should add to a small fraction . On the other
hand, the conversion time with a third-order modulator can be further re
duced with respect to a second-order modulator for the same resolution due
to the more aggressive noise shaping a third-order modulator can provide.
Besides , the smaller available modulator's input range in a third-order mod
ulator fits better the classical voltage VPTAT and, in practice, a more efficient
use of the available input dynamic (up to 60%) is observed. The need for a
higher-order decimation filter is the main drawback of such approach. How
ever , such filters are digitally implemented and often dissipate less than the
modulator. It is this author's expectation that this choice provides indeed a
better accuracy-power consumption trade-off. A brief study was included as
follows as a proof of concept.

Resolution - ENOB

The ideal ENOB of a third-order modulator, as derived in Appendix C,
achieved after n cycles is

ENOB3rd,ideal ~ 3Iog2 (n) - 2.58 (n» 1). (4.64)

This means that, for 15 bits given as example, only about 58 cycles are
necessary compared with the former 32768 and 256 cycles needed with a
first- and second-order 6.~ modulator, respectively. Figure 4.13 compares

12In practice, a larger number of cycles and thus frequency might be needed. These
values though are still enormously smaller then those needed with a first-order modulator.
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the achievable (ideal) ENGB versus the number of Do L; cycles for a first-,
second- and third-order DoL; modulator.

The main drawbacks of higher orders modulators are the power consump
tion of the additional integrators and the more complex implementation of
the decimation filter , since the filter order follows the modulator order [631.
However, the estimated power consumption of a third-order modulator is
about only 15% larger than that of a second-order modulator, since it is
the first integrator the most power consuming circuit, while the number of
cycles required decreases by about 77% (for a resolution of 15 bits). This
clearly shows the advantage of a third-order modulator when compared with
a second-order one, probably enough to compensate the more complex deci
mation filter implementation.

Design of a third-order Do L; Modulator

In this section, some important aspects related to a third-order Do L; modula
tor, as shown in Fig. 4.14, whose system level design is detailed in Appendix
D, are presented. Because the input signal that comes from the front-end
uses only about 30% of the available A ID converter input range, a third-order
Do L; modulator fits better the input signal, where an input range normally
less than 75% of VREF, instead of 90% in the case of a second-order, is avail
able [631. Although this modulator was not integrated in any circuit and no
measurements exist , it is presented here as a concept to show that the same
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: Third-order CIFB-IF .ó.~ modulator. (a) Canonical form and
(b) equivalent form (al = bI, C2 = b2 and c3 = b3).

charge balancing and topology used with a secoud-order modulator is also
feasible with a third-order modulator (also with higher-orders modulators
having the same topology, i.e. CIFB-IF).

The simulation result (bitstream spectrum) is presented in Fig. 4.15.
This shows that a third order modulator, whose input range fits more effi
ciently the input signal (the voltage VPTAT), can successfully implement the
classical charge balancing as described. Taking into account also the lower
number of cycles for a given resolution, this makes a third-order modulator
even more affordable to implement lew-power temperature sensors. However,
the effect of the reduced number of cycles on DEM and thus on the sensor
accuracy needs to be analyzed. This is later commented in Section 4.6.2.
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Figure 4.15: Simulated output spectrum of a third-order ~~ modulator (fft
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Decimation filters are needed in DoE A ID converters. They attenuate the
quantization noise above the baseband, band limit the input signal, suppress
the out of band spurious signals as well the circuit noise , and re-sample the
signal at the Nyquist rate [57][76].

There are two main approaches for realizing digital decimation filters for
oversampling DoE converters: single-stage and multi-stage [60].

With large decimation factors (normally the case in incremental DoE con
verters), it is not convenient using a single-stage decimator but it is more
efficient performing the operation in successive steps, i.e. multi-stage, for
reducing the complexity of the high-frequency signal processing sections and
the power consumption [77][66]. In this case , a fitst-stage filter , e.g. Sinc''
filter (as follow addressed), removes much of the quantization noise such that
its output can be downsampled to , e.g. 4 times the Nyquist rate I» (= 8fB)'
Further decimation usually requires a filter that cuts off more sharply at the
edge of baseband [77] . The lower-rate output is thus applied to the second
stage filter, e.g. a cascade of half-band FIR filters [76][60], that performs the
final downsampling to the Nyquist rate (= 2fB).

Single-stage decimators, however, have simpler implementation and their
use with incremental DoE converters is also reported [63][22] . In this case,
the decimator performs the downsampling to the Nyquist rate f N in just
one step. The decimation filter is either implemented by a direct calculation
using cascade of integrators (WL) or Siné filters.

Although within the scope of this work, a power consumption analysis
of decimation filters (often close to ! of the total A ID converter power con
sumption) needs aspecific work and thus was skipped here . Considerations
on the chosen single-stage SincL filters, however, are presented with some
design considerations.

4.4.1 Direct calculation of the digital output

The conceptually simplest filter to produce the digital output of the incre
mental A ID converter is a cascade of integrators [63] implementing the for
mula given in (4.58) for a first order modulator or in (C.lO) and (C.27) for a
second- and third-order CIFB-IF topologies modulators 13 (refer to Appendix
C). While in a first-order modulator, this filter can be easily implemented as a
counter, digital integrators are needed for higher-orders filters. Fig. 4.16(a)
shows the normalized impulse response of three cascade-of-integrators fil-

13Because the formula is derived for a particular modulator topology, such filters are
sometimes referred as matched filters.
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ters, namely W I , W2 and W3 , derived for the topologies discussed, e.g. first,
second- and third-order CIFB-rF, respectively, while Fig. 4.16(b) shows their
simulated frequency response (magnitude).

Moreover , for higher-order incremental converters, because of the output
of the modulator which is not simply averaged, but repeatedly accumulated
by means of several integrators, a periodic noise (e.g. line frequency and
interference due to DEM and chopping) cannot be suppressed using a direct
implementation filter since the weighting process varies asymmetrically from
sample to sample. Other drawbacks are the highest weight they put on the
first samples and the poor frequency response. On the other hand Siné
filters can provide periodic noise suppression, since they have a symmetrical
impulse response, with the the highest weights in the middle. Furthermore,
such filters can preserve the rising speetral shape of the noise from the ~~
modulator, keeping most of its power at high frequencies [77] .

4.4.2 Filtering using Sine" filters

In a first-order incremental ~~ AID converter, the decimator is a simple
counter that is reset before each conversion. The counter averages out the
data from the noise shaper over the bitstream and converts (down samples) an
N -bit bitstream input to a single word (decimated result) . In other words,
the counter implements a common technique for smoothing a noisy data
sequence, i.e. sequence averaging over M adjacent data samples:

1 M -I

y[n] = M ?= x[n - i]
1=0

(4.65)

where N! is the decimation factor (M = N in case of a first-order incremental
~~ AID converter). Such filter is known as Sine filter'".

For higher order ~~ AID converters though, this simple and straight
forward Sine filter is not efficient since it does not provide sufficient noise
suppression to prevent a significant increase in the baseband noise floor [76] .
Higher order Sine filters, named Sine", are required. A Sinc'' filter is in
deed a cascade of L Sine filters. The corresponding impulse response in
the z-domain H( z) of an Lth-order modulator with a noise shaping function
(1 - z- l )L and its frequency response (magnitude) obtained by evaluating
H( z) for z = expÏ 21l"fTs , as shown in 4.16(a) and (b) for L = 1 to 3, are
expressed as

14T he Sine filter , also known as rectangular window , is not eoincidentally the same
matehed filter W1 •
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(
1 M-l ")L 1 (1- z-M)L

H( z) = M ~ Z-l = ML 1 _ z - l

and

IHU)I = _1_ (Si~CTrfMTs))L,
ML sm(1rfTs)
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(4.66)

(4.67)

respectively. The filter has (M - 1) zeros15 at frequencies k{7 , for k =

1,2, ... , M - 1 with the first notch ft at {7, hence considered the edge of the
stopband of the filter.

It is worth to mention that in incremental .6.E A ID converters, the order
of the filter needs to be at least as high as that of the modulator, but prefer
ably higher by 1 [77][65][631. This is explained by the fact that the slope of
the attenuation for the low-pass (decimation) filter should be greater than
the rising quantization noise, so that the resulting noise falls off at a relatively
low frequency [601. Nonetheless, observed measurement results with the dec
imation filter having the same order of the modulator presented comparable
performance.

Additionally, since incremental converter operates in a transient mode,
the transients of both analog and digital component blocks must settie suffi
ciently to achieve the specified accuracy [631. For the digital filter , this means
that all memoryelements must be filled with valid data, i.e. the filter must
be operated for at least LM - (L - 1) ~ LM clock cydes, in order to full
fill all registers. Because there is a minimum number of clock cydes N so to
achieve the necessary converter resolution, the following results:

N2: LM (4.68)

which sets the decimation factor, i.e. M = NIL. In other words , once the
required number of cydes N is determined according to resolution needs , the
needed decimation factor M is set (given the modulator order L).

4.4.3 Non-linear filtering

As discussed in Chapter 3, second-order non linearities can be compensated
by using a PTAT current to bias the PNP transistors and by properly choos
ing the bias value so the reference voltage VRE F is slightly temperature de
pendent. However, a third-order remaining non linearity (which is responsi
bie for a temperature error of about ±0 .15°C) appears once the second-order
non-linearity was removed. Therefore, a third-order curvature correction is

15The zero at De (z = 1) for k = 0 is canceled bya pole at the same location.
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needed to achieve an inaccuracy below O.l°e over the entire military range.
Such nonlinear correction can be implemented, for instance, as a look-up
table [22], since the third-order non linearity has a very systematic and pre
dictabie behavior, according to many observations done in many sensors. It
is out of scope to further discuss this topic in this work.

4.5 M odulat or error sourees

The A ID converter, in particular the modulator, has several error sourees
that, if not properly handled, will cause conversion errors impairing the sensor
performance. This is regardless of how accurate the front-end is. Therefore,
it is important to find how each error affects the modulator operation, looking
for techniques to keep the errors bounded according to what the application
requires.

The methodology here follows the same of that presented in Section 3.3
of the previous chapter. In this case, however , instead of focusing on the
minimum PNP bias currents, it focus on the minimum modulator's sampling
capacitors given accuracy requirements to reduce front-end's and modula
tor's load , allowing thus a low power operation. The same requirements as
described in Chapter 3 applies unaltered.

4. 5 .1 Offset error

Input (e.g. VBE or .6.VBE) sampling is a fundamental operation prior to
the A ID conversion. Therefore, it is important to perform it accurately.
One typical sampling error comes with the OPAMP offset, often part of the
circuitry used in the sampling operation. Because it adds directly the to
input voltage, the same limit given in (3.15) applies, i.e.

3mV 1
\VosI < -e - ET·° Q

(4.69)

This means that for ET = ±O.Ol°e and Q = 10, a maximum error (due to
offset) equal to ±3JlV is allowed. This value is much smaller than typical
offset voltages observed in eMOS OPAMPs [78], which suggests the use of
techniques for offset cancellation. Because of the very low offset required,
even the residual offset after offset cancellation might be of concern.

4 .5.2 Gain error due to capacitor mismatch

A gain error, on the other hand, is due to capacitor mismatch used to im
plement the integration gains of the modulator, e.g. in particular Q used to
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implement the relative gain between ~VBE and VB E. According to (3.16) ,
in order to prevent an error greater than êT, the relative capacitor mismatch
should be smaller than

I
u - U ideal I 2 at 1< -/o-êT

u ideal 3 oe (4.70)

which means that, for er = ±0.01°e, a maximum u mismatch of 0.0067% is
allowed. According to [281 , a 20J.lm x 20J.lm (~ 0.3pF) capacitor has a relative
mismatch of 0.11% which is far above the required value. This indicates that
such capacitor match cannot be achieved by precise layout techniques only.

Evidently, the relative error due to mismatch can be reduced by increas ing
the capacitor sizes, but this often happens at the expenses of increased front
end and modulator load , and in consequence, power consumption . DEM
technique is thus indicated to reduce the capacitor mismatch, avoiding gain
error with no or small impact in area and power.

4 .5 .3 Error due to non-complete settling time

Switched capacitor integrators, while insensitive to coefficient spread and
clock jitter, need time for proper settling. Otherwise, an error due to non
complete settling occurs, which adds to an error in the temperature reading.
The minimum time ts required for settling is given by

where NT
1

NT = ln(-) .
e

(4.71)

is the number of time constants necessary to settie within a given relative
error ê 16 and T is the time constant of the circuit given by17

T - (4.72)

(4.73)

16 Alternatively, the number of time constants necessary to settIe to a B bits is given
by NT = l n(2B). For B ::::: 15 bits, NT ::::: 10.

171n order to integrate ,6,VB E with a gain a times greater than the integration gain
used for VBE, a sampling capacitor a times greater is used. However , it is possible to use a
smaller capacitor, i.e . aes/No. , while performing multiple (No.) integration cycles within
a ,6,~ cycle .
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Figure 4.17: Maximum sampling capacitor Cs as a function of the error
contribution er and Ibias(JCLK = 10kHz, o = 16 and T = 300K).

where Ron is the switch on-resistance, VT is the thermal voltage and Ibias

is the smallest current used to bias the two PNP, when the front-end is
generating the voltage D.VBE.

Assuming that the time available for settling is equal or smaller than
a half-period of the system clock or Na shorter if multiple cycles are used
to integrate D.VBE, i.e. fFJ~ = 21cl~No' and that errors due to incomplete
settling have the same effect of o-mismatch errors (so the same limit can be
used here), the following condition

(4.74)

I1

IJ

results, which sets, given an operation frequency and an error limit (regard
less of Na), a maximum sampling capacitor for a given PNP bias current Ibias

or, alternatively, a minimum PNP bias current given a front-end load capaci
tance (modulator's sampling capacitors). For a clock frequency fclk = 10kHz,
e = 0.0067%, (±0.01°C) a capacitor nCs :s 50pF (at room temperature) is
required if Ibias = 250nA. For n = 16, this results in a Cs ~ 3pF. Figure
4.17 presents some results for Cs obtained from (4.74) for some values of
Ibias and temperature errors.
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4.5.4 Thermal noise

Thermal noise is a fundamental limit in circuit design. In order to estimate
the integrator's minimum sampling capacitor, the total (in band) thermal
noise power [501 [721 , i.e.

2 m kT
STh = N nCs /Na '

(4.75)

where m is a design factor and N the number of ~~ cycles per conversion ,
is set to the A/D converter's quantization noise 18 ,

SQ2 = VlsB.
12

(4.76)

(4.77)

For example, a reso lution of 15 bits ( LSB~ 0.02°C) gives a quant ization
noise of about 10.5J.Nrm s(VREF = 1.2V) . Assuming m = 4 and N = 300,
a capacitor nCs ~ 0.5pF (for Na = 1) is required. For such capacitor,
according to (4.74), settling time constraints imply a PNP bias cur rent of a
few nA (~ 2.5nA) , which is far smaller than, for instance, t he values found
in Chapter 3 taking other errors into account.

4. 5 .5 Error due to leakage current

Leakage is meanly due to the reverse-biased p-n junctions, found in t he drain
or souree-bulk junctions of switches as well as in the diffusion-bulk of MOS
capacitors. The leakage current rapidly increases with temperature (it ap
proximately doubles for every temperature increase of 11°C in silicon [60])
and is responsible for errors when allows the voltage stored in the integration
capacitors to leak. The charge lost within one clock cycle is

" Q I 'Tl Ileak
u leak = leak.!elk = -,--

Jelk

where Ileak is the leakage current and felk t he clock frequency (indeed Na
times felk if Na integration cycles are used) .

T he input-referred offset voltage error due to leakage Vleak is found divid
ing ~Qleak by the sampling capacitance nCs/Na (which is used to integrate
~VBE) , i.e.

Vleak = ~Qleak = Ileak .
nCs/Na nCSfelk

(4.78)

18 A common approach is to design the ~E A ID converter with its thermal noise slightly
higher than the quantization noise , so its overall noise performance is mainly determined
by the first one.
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If the MOS capacitor is written as o:Cs = CoWLand the leakage current
approximated by Ileak ~ IaW L19, where Co is the capacitance per area, Ia
is the leakage current per area and W L is the capacitor active area (which
sets roughly the capacitor leaking-junction area), (4.78) becomes

or, if solved for Ia,

IoWL Ia
Vleak = CoWLfdk = Cofdk

(4.79)

(4.80)

This result shows that technology parameters, i.e. Co and Ia, largely set the
the amount of error due to leakage given a clock frequency. Alternatively,
for a maximum input-referred offset of 3JLV used as a limit for Vleak (refer
to (4.69)), a clock frequency of fdk = 10kHz and a capacitance per area
Co = O. 75fF j JLm2 [28]), a maximum leakage current per area of 22.5aA/JLm2

is estimated. This value though is much smaller than typicalleakage currents
per junction area Ia (about 0.15pAj JLm2 at 140°C [28]) found in the present
technology and therefore gives the magnitude of the leakage problem at high
temperatures.

Obviously, this is a worst-case scenario since not necessarily the whoIe
leakage current is translated to b.Qleak (e.g. part of it may be subtracted
from the front-end bias current or be provided by the OTA). Additionally,
leakage is predominantly a common-mode effect in a differential architecture,
and mainly the mismatch between the leakage currents in both branches is
of concern. Furthermore, together with a system level chopping, discussed
in Section 4.8, a leakage current per area two orders of magnitude higher,
e.g. 2.25fA/JLm2 , is more realistic. Nonetheless, such current is still smaller
than Ia, suggesting that leakage is a major limiting factor of performance for
temperatures above 125°C. And because the leakage current increases as the
sampling capacitor increases, no improvement is observed if capacitor sizes
are increased.

Finally, it is worth to mention that the leakage effect can be reduced by
reducing the leaking time. This is achieved by increasing the system clock
frequency, reducing b.Qleak as dear from (4.77). Nevertheless, restrictions
due to other requirements, e.g. settling time, apply, limiting an arbitrary
clock frequency increase.

19ln the present technology, a minimum switch has a drain /souree area equal to 5.5J.tm2 ,

while, for instance, a lpF MOS capacitor has an area greater than lOOOJ.tm2 (for a capaci
tance per area of Co = O.75fFf J.tm2 [28)). In this sense, the leakage current in the switches
are neglected here. A different situation comes if double poly capacitors are used, when
the leakage through the switches may dominate.
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4.5.6 Error due to charge injection

Charge injection results from the switching mechanism. When a MOS switch
opens, part of the charge that is accumulated under the gate or transistor
channel (QchanneL) flows out through the transistor drain and source, modi
fying the charge stored in capacitors connected to the switch, often altering
the sampled voltage. This is shown in Fig. 4.18. Clock feed-through [76]
also contributes to the total charge injected, but it was not considered here.

Because the existence of MOS switches and sampling capacitors which
are typical of the so called switched-capacitor circuits, errors due to charge
injection often appear. In general, such errors can be minimized by using
large capacitors and minimum switches, but requirements set by conversion
or settling time can severely limit the use of large capacitors and switches
with high-ohmie Ron resistances. More interest ing is the fact t hat, once
errors due to offset were mitigated, charge inject ion errors are the remaining
problem [43], despite of differential architectures, minimum-size switches and
other advanced techniques [22] .

The total charge stored under the gate of a MOS switch is given by

Qchannel = C(Ves - VTh)

where C is mainly the gate capacitance given by

C= WLCox

(4.81)

(4.82)

where W L is the gate (or channel) area, Cox is the oxide capacitance per
unit area and (Ve s - VTh) is the effective voltage over the gate. For Cox =
2fF/ J-Lm2 [28] and a minimum switch (WL = l.OJ-Lm x 0.7J-Lm), the gate
capacitance is C = 1AfF. This results in a channel charge Qchannel ~ 2.5fC
for a Ve s - VTh = 1.8V20 .

This result means that, in order to prevent a voltage variation below the
input-offset voltage Vos, used as an error limit due to charge injection in t he
sampled 6,VBE, i.e. Verror = 3J-LV, a minimum sampling capac itor

exCS,min = Qchannel = 2.5f ~ 800pF
Na Verror 3J-L

(4.83)

or Cs ~ 200pF (for ex = 8 and Na = 2) is needed.
Techniques like delayed clocks (important to prevent the charge injection

dependency on the input signal) also help to alleviate the impact of charge
injection, preventing the charge of switches controlled by the delayed clocks

20W it h a supply voltage higher than 2.5V, charge injection can indeed present higher
values.
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Figure 4.18: Integrator circuit schematic showing the charge injection due to
switch opening. Phases <PI and <P2 are non-overlapping, while phases <Pld and
<P2d are both opening-delayed versions of <PI and <P2, respectively.

I' of migrating to the sampling capacitors, but with no impact over the charge
I1 injected by the remaining switches (refer to Fig . 4.18) .
I1 Integrators with differential architecture , on the ot her hand, can signif-
11 icantly reduce the effect of charge injection by a factor 10, since in this

architecture charge injection as leakage acts as a common-mode signal. In
this case a minimum capacitor C S ,m in ~ 20pF is expected. Advanced tech
niques, e.g. chopping of switches, are necessary though to further reduce the
error introduced by charge injection. If one order of magnitude reduction
is assumed once more, a minimum sampling capacitor Cs ~ 2pF is found.
Two orders of magnitude however are indeed too optimistic. A more real
istic factor, not greater than 80, is expected. For such factor , a capacitor
Cs 2: 2.5pF is needed.

4.6 T he sampling capacitor

The power consumed in a switched-capacitor integrator is generally propor
tional to its load . This load , or part of it is also load to the front-end. So,
in order to minimize the power consumption in the integrator and front-end ,
capacitor sizes need to have minimum values for which the required converter
resolution and bandwidth are still maintained. This approach often leads to a
modulator design for which the performance is limited primarily by KJ noise
in the first integrator [561. In this work, however, due to particular accuracy
requirements (often translated to matching needs), ot her error sourees like
charge injection and leakage are more prone to limit the sensor performance
than thermal noise.
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Table 4.3: Sampling capacitor size requirements due to main error sources.

Error sourees

Settling time (@a = 16)
Thermal noise
Leakage
Charge injection

Cs requirements (pF)

Cs s 3 (Ibias = 250nA)
Cs ~ 0.1

Cs ~ 2.5

4.6.1 Minimum size sampling capacitor

Given a conversion time and a temperature error contribution, the bias
current of the PNP transistors in the front-end and the modulator sam
pling capacitors are immediately related through settling time requirements.
Nonetheless, the design of the A ID converter follows ot her requirements, set
by thermal noise, leakage and charge injection, as previously addressed, that
turns into additional requirements to Cs. Based on all these requirements,
which are summarized in Table 4.3, a best trade-off sampling capacitor (for
the first integrator) was determined: 2.5pF. Smaller sampling capacitors, e.g.
close to 1pF, were used in some designs but with visible lack of performance
(refer to Chapter 5 for measurement results).

4.6.2 Designing all accurate capacitor - DEM

Dynamic element matching (DEM) as explained in Chapter 3 is a well-known
technique [36](37] used to improve the effective accuracy of a system. It is
particularly helpful when there are several nearly equal circuit elements that
can be dynamically interchanged over time (here the sampling capacitors
instead of the bias current sources), so mismatching errors are averaged out.
The effective accuracy is often some orders of magnitude higher than the
relative accuracy of such elements themselves [15], so a matching requirement
of 0.0067% can be obtained from typical levels of capacitor matching, e.g
0.1% [28] [35].

Figure 4.19 shows how the sampling capacitors are dynamically inter
changed. Every VBE cycle , a capacitor CS,j

CS,j = Cs +~CS,j = Cs (1+ <Sj) (1 ~ j ~ a) (4.84)

where <Sj = ó.g:i is the relative mismatch error of the ï" capacitor with
respect to the average capacitance Cs, is used as the sampling capacitor,
while the remaining capacitors are switched out of the circuit. The capacitor
selection is digitally controlled and occurs in between the non-overlapping
phases rPl and rP2, avoiding disturbing the integration operation. In a ~VBE
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Figure 4.19: First integrator schematic showing a capacitors used to set an
accurate 1 to a capacitor ratio (relative integration gain). Switches (digi
tally controlled) are used to dynamically interchange the capacitors, so to
implement DEM. Clock phases cP! and cP2 are non-overlapping.

cycle, all capacitors are selected, resulting in a parallel capacitor aCs , which
is a times the average capacitor Cs.

Because
ct

:L8j = 0,
j =!

mismatching errors are completely averaged out every a ~r; cycles. However,
according to [22], if the number of VBE cycles is not a multiple of a, there
will be a remaining gain error after N cycles, bounded as

I
a - aideal I< va8

- N max
aideal

(4.86)

where 8m ax is the worst- (or initial) case mismatch, i.e. alll8j l < 8m ax ' H, for
example, a = 8 and 8m ax = 0.11%, at least 3N = 130 ~r; cycles per conver
sion are needed to obtain a mismatching error below 0.0072% (o-mismatch
requirement at T = -55°C, when a VBE cycle happens approximately once
every 3 ~r; cycles since J.L = l)·

Interesting to mention that matching requirements, setting a minimum
number of ~r; cycles, prevent in practice the use of modulators with orders
higher than three. For instance, while a third-order modulator needs a few
tens of cycles (58) to achieve a resolution of 15 bits, 130 cycles are still
needed to keep mismatching errors bounded to the level given in (4.86). A
third order though is still acceptable since a sampling capacitor in the order
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of, e.g. 2.5pF, carefully laid out, have better match than 0.11% due to larger
area compared to a 20j.lm x20j.lm capacitor (80 = 0.11 %) [28].

4.7 Opamp offset cancellation - (enS)
Autozeroing

(4.87)

(4.88)(A» 1).

As discussed in Subsection 4.5.1, an offset error smaller than 3j.lV (as given
in (4.69)) is needed to meet the sensor's accuracy requirements. Because
this value is much smaller than typical offset voltages observed in CMOS
OPAMPs, some form of offset cancellation is necessary. In face of the total
current budget specified for the modulator, the offset cancellation technique
has to be simple, avoiding additional nulling amplifiers (chopper-stabilization
[24][78]) that increase complexity and often contribute to the total amplifier's
current consumption.

Autozeroing [24][43][78], instead of chopping - used for offset cancellation
of the front-end bias OTA (refer to Subsection 3.6.3 of Chapter 3) , is chosen
for the modulator. This is because of its implementation which is simple, not
requiring another amplifier. But also because it employs the same sampling
capacitor, used to sample the A ID converter input signal, to also sample and
store the OPAMP's offset Vos (i.e. input offset sampling).

The open-loop autozeroing offset cancellation principle is not well suited
to high-gain amplifiers, since a small offset voltage can cause the amplifier to
saturate [43]. A closed-loop configuration (e.g. with the amplifier in unity
gain) is then usually preferred to sense the amplifier's offset. A particular
case of autozeroing is the well known Correlated Double Sampling (COS),
which is shown in Fig. 4.20. During the sampling phase <Pl, the amplifier is
in unity-gain feedback. Assuming that the open-loop gain A of the amplifier
is much larger then one, i.e. A» 1, the sampled voltage Vs across the
sampling (and offset storage) capacitor Cs is21

A
V; - --Ytos

m l+A
~ Vin - Vos

(4.89)

(4.90)

VS,.p2

During the integration phase </J2, this voltage, added of Vos is available
for amplification. The capacitor C int is switched in the feedback path and
Cs is discharged to the virtual ground voltage V_ which results in

1
-Vos + A Vint

~ -Vos (A» 1)

21 Charge injection effects due to switching were neglected.
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if the offset voltage is assumed constant during both phases. A charge asso
ciated with an offset-free voltage ~Vs given by

~Vs
1 1

= Vin+ 1 + A Vos - A Vint
~ Vin

(4.91)

(4.92)

is then transferred to the capacitor Cl, leading to the desired relation between
Vin and Vint. A problem of such scheme is that during phase <pI the amplifier
output is pulled to Vos and the OPAMP must have a high slew rate and fast
settling time to enable Vint to slew back and forth at each clock transition.
But its simplicity (and expected low-power consumption characteristic) and
offset-cancellation effectiveness justified its choice.

A more serious problem, however, occurs if the amplifier has a finite DC
open-loop gain A, which results in a non-zero differential voltage Vd at the
input of the OPAMP, when in practice offset cancellation is not ideal and a
residual offset appears22 . According to (4.91) , in the presence of a typical
offset of ±5mV [78], a DC gain larger than 65dB is needed so a residual offset
smaller than 3J.LV is achieved23 • This shows the importance of an amplifier
with a very high gain so to guarantee that errors due to offset (and other
errors introduced after the first integrator when referred to the input) are
negligible. Charge injection though, as mentioned, aft er offset cancellation
is one major limiting factor of performance.

4.8 8ystem level chopping

Dynamic offset-cancellation techniques can be distinguished in two main
groups: autozeroing and chopping. The fundamental difference between
them is the way the offset is handled. While in the autozeroing technique the
offset is sampled first and subtracted in the next phase (what makes this tech
nique appropriate to sampled systems) , the chopping technique modulates
the offset to higher frequencies , so it can be removed by low-pass filtering
[241. Despite of differences, these techniques and their variants, e.g. CDS,
ping-pong, chopper-stabilization, etc., have the same functionality greatly
succeeding in canceling the offset.

However, whether autozeroing or chopping, offset residuals often appears.
They may have different causes , depending on the technique used, but the

22 Leakage, given by the last term in (4.91) has also a negative effect [22].
23 A more conservative condition for the OPAMP DC gain of aB-bit resolution A ID

converter is given by A d B = 20l09(2B
) . For B = 15 bits, a DC gain larger than 90dB is

needed.
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'-- V int

Figure 4.20: Autozeroing scheme used to cancel the offset of the first inte
grator of the modulator [43]. Clock phases ePI and eP2 are non-overlapping.

consequence is the same: after offset cancellation, there is still a remaining
offset that, depending on the application, can degrade the system perfor
mance. In the particular case of this work, an offset voltage of tens of J-lV
is still not acceptable, since inaccuracies due to offset below O.OI°C are only
achieved with offset voltages bounded to some units of J-lV. Some further
offset cancellation is then needed.

Some techniques like Nested-chopping [24][79], Three Signal [7] and other
system level chopping techniques have been reported as further offset- (as well
as charge injection) cancellation methods, since they in general handle the
common cause of these residuals: switches mismatch.

The same system level chopping as reported and implemented in [22]
was used in this work too. The main reasons behind such choice are the
error cancellation levels it provides, effectiveness that is fundamental for high
accuracy applications, and mostly important the implementation simplicity,
suited for 6.~ modulators without increasing power consumption.

lts operation can be explained referring first to a chopped autozeroed
integrator, as shown in 4.21, which is the same of a chopped amplifier, except
for the state inversion (capacitors switching) the integrator needs [70].

The residual offset VOS,res that eventually appears in one integration
capacitor, e.g. On», due to the offset Vos and other mismatching errors
(charge injection and leakage), after a half conversion when chop = 0, is
canceled by a residual offset that will eventually accumulate in the other
capacitor CIla(whose position is exchanged with CIlb) during the remaining
conversion when chop = 1. Since chopping of an autozeroed integrator occurs
at a much lower frequency than the autozeroing operation, errors due to
charge injection are considerably smaller (e.g. typicallya 100 times smaller)

I
I

I

•
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Figure 4.21: Schematic of a chopped autozeroed switched-capacitor integra
tor.

and the residuals are then expected to be below /-LV.
System level chopping operates in a very similar way. However, instead of

having the last chopper right after the first integrator, this chopper is placed
at the output of the modulator, after the comparator, as shown in Fig. 4.22.
The second (and other integrators, if present) must have choppers too, so to
perform the state inversion as needed. In this case, ot her errors that might
occur inside the modulator, not necessarily in the first integrator, are also
canceled.

4.9 ~~ m odulator implementation

Figure 4.23 shows the schematic of b.~ modulator (CIFB-IF) of the sensor's
A ID converter. Two differential OTAs implement the switched-capacitor in
tegrators (in cascade) that together with a track-and-latch comparator com
pose the modulator. The input is feed-forwarded to the second integrator
(refer also to [8][221).

Because of the importance of the first integrator in the modulator's over
all performance, special care was given to it . This includes dynamic offset
cancellation techniques (autozeroing and chopping at system level), DEM
and a very precise analog design at the circuit level, despite of ot her tech
niques used to increase performance at the circuit level, e.g. gain boosting
[80] . In this work, efforts are done in the sense to keep the benefits the ar-
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Figure 4.22: Schematic of the second-order ~E modulator with system level
chopping in detail. The modulator input Vin (either ~VBE or VBE) is the
front-end output (chopped second integrator is not shown).

chitecture provides in terms of accuracy, while reducing the power consumed
to meet the the sensor's specifications.

4.9.1 Integrators

Fundamental requirements

Bandwidth and DC gain are the most important parameters of an Oper
ational Transconductance Amplifiers (OTA) to be used in a SC integrator
[67][221. With regard to bandwidth, the amplifier loaded with all the ca
pacitive paths has to set tle to the required accuracy in the available time.
In terms of DC gain, a value high enough, under all operating conditions
and process corners, is necessary to guarantee negligible leakage in the first
integrator and to ensure that errors introduced aft er it can also be neglected.

Another important requirements concern power consumption and noise.
This is particularly important in this type of application, a highly accurate
temperature sensor. Given the same gm, a simple OTA, i.e. with a small
number of current branches, often translates to a lower-power design. This
also often means a smaller number of transistors contributing to the amplifier
noise, so the total input referred white noise of the OTA is reduced.

Other requirements usually apply. They are normally related to input
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Figure 4.23: Schematic of the second-order LlE modulator (CIFB-IF) . The
modulator input (either LlVBE or VBE) is the front-end output (system level
chopping is not shown).

Table 4.4: OTA main target specifications for the LlE modulator's first in
tegrator.

Parameter Value

De gain (dB) over corners 2: 100
GBW= 2;3 @ CL = lOpF (kHz)

phase margin (0)
2: 200

2: 60
input&output common-mode range (V) 1.2

supply voltage (V)
total supply current (JlA)

2.5 - 5.5
s 5.0

and output common-mode voltages, input and output range, among others.
Depending on the application, they have to be checked for compliance with
the amplifiers specifications.

Table 4.4 summarizes the main target specifications of the OTA used to
implement the first integrator of the LlE modulator.
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Operational amplifier topologies

Several structures and classes of OPAMPS can be used to implement the
integrators of the modulator. For instance, class-AB amplifiers show less
static power consumption for a similar settling time than class-A amplifiers.
However, they are more complex to implement, since usually two stages are
required: a static-biased input stage and a class-AB output stage [67]. Fur
thermore, a second stage might require an additional common-mode feedback
control [61], which can counter balance the initial power consumption advan
tage. A two-stage OTA with level shifting can be another option, but with
the drawback of a smaller bandwidth when compared to a single-stage struc
ture [56]. Since bandwidth is a critical parameter, single-stage amplifiers
are usually preferred to implement the integrators. Techniques like gain
boosting can help providing means for such single-stage structures to achieve
the required high DC gain .

4.9.1.1 First integrator

The first integrator is built around a gain-boosted telescopic OTA with a
PMOS input pair, as shown in Fig. 4.24. Compared to the more commonly
used folded-cascode topology, the telescopic topology offers better power effi
ciency at the expense of reduced input and output swing and higher minimum
voltage supply [471 . Gain-boosting [81][80] is required to achieve a DC gain
high enough, over all process corners and operating conditions, to ensure
negligible errors due to sampling and leakage.

Since the telescopic structure only needs half the supply current of the
folded version for the same maximum output current and 9m, a noticeable
power saving is possible. This makes such structure very attractive for low
power designs. A disadvantage, though, is a minimum supply voltage one
saturation voltage higher than the folded version. Another drawback, since
input and output now share the same branch, is a very limited output swing ,
not to mention that the common-mode input voltage cannot cover much of
the output voltage range. For a full-scale input-signal excursion, this would
require smaller modulator's sealing coefficients, so to avoid overloading the
integrators, which in practice means a smaller conversion resolution for the
same clock periods [63]. However, the output limited swing is not an issue
in this particular application, due to the characteristics of the input signal
that uses roughly only 30% of the modulator's input range. With regard
to the input and output common-mode levels, this was effectively addressed
by using PMOS transistors (with high threshold transistors, available in the
targeted technology) in the amplifier's input pair. Although not as fast as
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their NMOS counterparts, they allow the design of a telescopic amplifier
with equal input and output common-mode voltages, which is required to
implement the integrator's CDS scheme (as shown in Section 4.7).

One advantage of the telescopic structure concerns the noise. The extra
noise and offset of the extra current sourees in the folded cascode stage are
not present in the telescopic topology. Taking this into account and the fact
that the limited input and output swing (which could have impaired the
telescopic structure) are sufficient to the application, the telescopic structure
was confirmed as a very competitive topology to be used in this work.

D esign and implementation

The design of the OTA starts from its bandwidth requirements for complete
settling, i.e, settling for an inaccuracy below O.OI°C. The time available for
settling is equal or smaller than a half-period of the system clock (assuming
a duty cyde of 50%), i.e.

Telk 1
Tsettling ~ 2 = 2felk· (4.93)

where f elk is the operating frequency.
The settling time constant T , during the integration phase, which deter

mines the settling speed of the integrator, is given by

Cel
T = RCel = - (4.94)

9m
where 9m is the integrator's transconductance and Cel the closed-loop capac
itance determined from the open-loop capacitance divided by the feedback
factor !3fb, i.e. Cel = CoL/!3fb(refer to Appendix F). If a settling of B bits is
required, then a number NT = In(2B ) of time constants T is necessary, i.e.

Cel
Tsettling = NTT = NT-. (4.95)

9m
The input transistors of the OTA were designed with a large 9m/ I D ratio

to push the gain-bandwidth of the amplifier, loaded with Col, to the value
imposed by settling requirements with a minimal drain current I D , i.e. the
input transistors were designed with a large aspect ratio to push them in
weak inversionê". In this region , the transconductance 9m over the drain
current ID is approximated to (refer to Appendix E)

9m 1
= (4.96)

ID nVT '

24Since the input capacitance Cp should be minimized (or the gate area given by W ·L) ,
a small channel length is normally used.
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(4.97)

where n ~ 1.5 is the slope factor. Combining this result with (4.93) and
(4.95) gives

I _ ln(2B)2felkCel
D- !lID.

ID

which relates the minimum biasing given the amplifier's load capacitances.
For a 7;- ~ 20 (weak inversion), f = 10kHz, B = 15b, Cel = Cotl f3 ~

28pF (Cs = o:CS,min = 20pF, Cl = 10pF and CL = 2pF), a minimum
ID = 0.3j.lA is required flowing through the input pair transistors of the
OTA25. In order to have a certain margin for a complete settling (but also
because simulations over all corners and operating conditions have revealed
this need), a transistor current ID = 0.75j.lA was used, which gives the OTA
a tail current of 1.5j.lA. A current of ID = 0.75j.lA, which is 3 times the
front-end 's bias current, assures that settling time is then mainly determined
by the front-end 's current. Although a similar bias in both circuits would
be more power efficient due to a more balanced driving capability, a guaran
teed performance of the amplifier was only achieved with the increased bias.
Figure 4.24 shows the gain-boosted fully-differential telescopic-cascode OTA.

Gain-booster amplifiers

In general terms, a single-stage cascode amplifier provides no more than 80dB
of DC gain, which is not sufficient for this particular application. In order
to achieve a DC gain well above 100dB with a only one stage, gain-boosting
is required. The gain-booster OTAs are shown in Fig. 4.25. They are fully
differential folded-cascode OTAs . The input common-mode voltages for both
were derived from the tail node from the main amplifier. The main care was
to limit the power consumption, which is in general easily achieved since these
amplifiers do not need to be fast compared to the main amplifier. Attention
was paid to the settling characteristic of the main OTA which required care
with the doublet [801 (small compensation capacitors Cc = 500fF were used).

The switched-capacitor common-mode feedback control

The common-mode voltage at the input of the amplifier is set by its output
(both input and output common-mode voltages have the same value, 1.2V)
during the sampling phase, when the amplifier is in unity-gain feedback. The
output common-mode voltage, however, has to be controlled inside the OTA .
This is accomplished by the common-mode feedback-control circuit, whose

25This result agrees with that presented in (4.74) if VT is used instead of 0/;;- and
B = 14b , which is equivalent to an error e = 0.0067%.
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Figure 4.25: Schematics of the gain-boester amplifiers. (a) p-side amplifier;
(b) n-side amplifier.
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Figure 4.26: Telescopic üTA simulated frequency response: DC gain and
phase.

function is to compare the output common-mode voltage with a reference.
The comparison is implemented by means of a differential pair, as shown in
Fig. 4.24. The output common-mode voltage and the reference are provided
externally, by a switched-capacitor (SC) common-mode control [47][821 and
a bandgap, respectively (both are not shown). Since the SC common-mode
control is placed at the output of the amplifier, an additional capacitance
load has to be taken into account, during the design, to avoid insufficient
settling time due to the overload.

Simulation results

Figure 4.26 shows the simulated frequency response for the telescopic üTA
for an approximate total open-loop capacitance of lOpF and tail current of
1.5/lA . The amplifier's nominal DC gain is 135dB, while a 100dB over all
corners and operating conditions ( from 2.5 to 5.5V and from - 55°C to
125°C). The amplifier's nominal gain-bandwidth (GBW) is 200kHz, with a
phase margin of 60°. The input and output common-mode level is 1.2V, for
a 800mV voltage swing at the output. Including the boosting amplifiers and
biasing, the üTA draws a total current of 5J..lA .
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4.9.1.2 Second integrator

The second amplifier is a simpIe folded-cascode due to its availability during
the tape-outs. However, a simple telescopic-cascode (like the first integrator,
but without gain boosting) is recommended since it has lower power con
sumption as discussed previously, as well it meets the common-mode levels
and signal-swing requirements for this application.

Since most of the errors introduced by the second integrator are attenu
ated by the gain of the first integrator, no offset cancellation, DEM or gain
boosting were used. The total current consumption of the second comparator
is 3J.LA, a value that can significantly be scaled down in regard to the actual
first integrator current consumption.

4.9.2 Comparator

The used comparator is implemented as a track-an d-latch stage, preceded
by a pre-amplifier [221 . The underlying reason behind this architecture is as
follows: the pre-amplifier is used to obtain higher resolution and to minimize
the effects of kickbacké'' to the output of the second integrator , which may re
sult in limited accuracy [601. The output of the amplifier is still much smaller
than the voltage levels needed to dr ive the digital circuitry. The track-and
latch stage then amplifies this signal further during the track phase, and
again during the latch phase, when the positive feedback is enabled. The
positive feed-back generates the analog signal into a full-scale digital signal.
The total current consumption of the comparator is 5J.LA. The response time
is lJ.Ls. While no sealing is applicable to the comparator (as expected to the
integrators) , a specific design for the comparator might help reducing the
modulator's power consumption without any loss of performance.

4 .9 .3 Bandgap

The LU~ modulator does not requ ire any explicit reference voltage, since this
reference is built internally by the cha rge balancing mechanism, as explained.
However, a stable reference voltage or bandgap is required to provide the
common-mode level to the integrators of the modulator . Even though this
circuit has a similar st ructure to that of the front-e nd, the bandgap was
designed apart from it. T he main reasons were:

• to remove from the front-end any ot her function not related to VBE and
~VBE generation, keeping in it only the sensor's most critical functions;

26Charge transfer either into or out of the driving circuitry when the track-and-latch
stage goes from track to iatch mode.
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• to reduce the the total capacitance at the bias OTA output (largely
set by the input gate-te-souree capacitances Gcs of the PMOS current
sources), by dropping the bias needed for the bandgap, so a lower-power
OTA design was possible given the same bandwidth constraints;

• to avoid switching-effects in the modulator's common-mode signal, due
to a bandgap built inside a chopped front-end.

Details of the implementation of the bandgap are given as follow. The spec
ifications were mainly related to the stability of the bandgap voltage within
the temperature range and low-power consumption. The current budget to
such circuit was set to 1.5J..lA at room temperature, less than 10% of the
modulator's total supply current.

D esign and imp lementation

The bandgap schematic is shown in Fig. 4.27. It is composed of a core,
defined by transistors M o, NIs, M 7, M9 and resistor Rl that provides a
PTAT current I. This current is used to bias a PNP transistor in series with
a resistor R2, so a temperature-independent voltage Vbg is established.

Two separate identical current sources, defined by the transistors Mo and
M s in saturation, provide the current I to transistors M7 and M9. These
current sourees are controlled simultaneously by the amplifier (M6 ) in such
a way that the current sourees operate under equal bias conditions. The
influence of the finite output impedance of the devices in the bias current I
is thus essentially eliminated [831.

Transistors M7 and M9, and the resistor Ro define the following equation:

VRO + VCS7 - VCS9 = 0 (4.98)

(4.99)

The current in the transistor M 7 (or M 9 ) , both operating in weak inver
sion is given by (refer to Appendix E)

ID7(9) = 10 (~) 7(9) exp (V~~;)) exp (-~;(9)) .

Since VS7 = VRO, VS9 = 0, VG7 = VC9 and ID7 = ID9 (enforced by the
current mirrors) , it is straight forward to show that

(4.100)
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Figure 4.27: Bandgap schematic.

or VRO = VTln(4) if (f)7 = 4· (f)g· This voltage, when applied to

the resistor Ra sets the PTAT current IPTAT = VT ln (4) / Ra. A current
h = k· IPTAT is then used to bias the P NP transistor, so a voltage VBG is
established:

VBG = -VBE + hRl. (4.101)

Because (4.101) is a sum of a CTAT voltage with a PTAT voltage, it is at
first order temperature independenté".

Simulation results

Figure 4.28 shows the bandgap simulation resu lts . T he voltage VBG ~ 1.27V
(as shown in Fig . 4.28(a)) is within ± 1.5mV from -55°C to 125°C. Since
this voltage is not chopped, simulation result s have shown a modulator with
a settling characteristic much more similar to a first order system. Moreover ,

27T he exact ratio RilHo to achieve such characteristic can be determined by simulation
or by taking 8VBG/8t = 0 at the temperature of interest. The advantage of using a
simulator is that it takes into account second- and higher-order effects .
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Figure 4.28: Banddap simulated DC response (temperature sweep). (a)
Bandgap voltage VBG and (b) PTAT bias current J.

the common-mode voltage built from a bandgap gives to the A ID converter
insensitivity to oscillations in the supply voltage.

4.10 PTAT doek frequeney

The front-end bias current is PTAT. As discussed in Chapter 3, biasing the
PNP transistors with a PTAT current reduces the curvature of VBE . This
allows to build the reference voltage VRE F with a smaller non-linear compo
nent , so more accurate measurements can be achieved.

However, because of the front-end PTAT bias current, the total settling-
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Figure 4.29: Simplified schematic of the front-end and Ll~ modulator's first
integrator. The sampling capacitor Cs appears as a load to the front-end.

time of the SC modulator is temperature dependent. This is easily under
stood since the modulator's sampling capacitors (represented by Cs in Fig.
4.29) are indeed the front-end output load: the lower (higher) the tempera
ture is, the lower (higher) the front-end driving current and the slower (faster)
the charging of Cs are. Moreover, the smaller the bias current (for a lower
power consumption) is, the more visible is this effect.

As a result, the use of a constant sampling clock frequency leads to er
rors either at low temperatures, due to insufficient time for settling, or at
high temperatures due to increased leakage within the long sampling period.
Depending on the accuracy requirements for a given temperature range and
bias current (power consumption), the sensor's operation under a fixed clock
frequency is likely not to meet the specifications. It is worth to mention that
the PTAT current itself does not cause this effect, but together with a low
bias current, which introduces a slewing time not negligible when compared
to the total settling-time.

In order to minimize such errors, the sensor uses a sampling clock with
a temperature-dependent frequency. At low temperatures, the frequency
is lower than its nominal value, allowing more time for settling, while at
high temperatures, it is greater, reducing leakage errors by shortening the
sampling period. The sensor, despite of having a conversion time that is now
temperature dependenté", maintains its accuracy over the full temperature
range.

The success of this approach, however, is strongly dependent on the cor-

28This is easily solved at the system level (by realizing that the same happens with
the sensor at the circuit level when operating with a fixed clock frequency) by defining a
measurement time based on the worst case conversion time, i.e. at the lowest temperature.
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reet establishment of two main parameters: the nominal (or center) frequency
and its slope (in Hz;oC) . The nominal clock frequency of 11kHz at room
temperature was established based on the best trade-ofI for a fixed frequency
operation as discussed previously in Section 4.5. The frequency slope was
established as follows, assuming that the total set tling time is given by

ts = tslewing + tsettling, (4.102)

at room temperature, is 25% due to the slewing time29 , what usually agrees
with standard designs [721, i.e.,

tS ,27 = 0.25ts + 0.75t s (4.103)

(4.104)

The slewing time is dep endent on the bias current, which defines the slope
of the sampled voltage Vs given a sampling capacitor, and on the magnitude
of the sampled voltage step, defined either by VBE or .6.VBE, depending on
the .6.E cycle. The settling time on the ot her hand depends on the time
constant 7.

Accounting these dependencies, the following model

h ias,nom VS,temp 0 2 f ( ) 0 7 0t s ,temp = I V . 5t S,27 + 7 . 5tS,27 = 1. tS,27
bias,temp BE,nam

was used to set the nominal frequency f nam = 1j tS,27, where l bias,temp and
VS,temp are the actual bias current and and sampled voltage (e.g. VBE)
at a given temperature, and f(7) is a modeling factor relative to the time
constant, ideally equal to 1.

The slewing time is then directly estimated from l bias,temp and VS,temp at a
given temperature. The settling time, which ideally should be approximately
constant, presented a variation of ±20%, according to simulations, mainly
due to the variation of the PNP transistor's output impedance. The switches
resistance Ron were not modeled.

For a front-end nominal PTAT bias current Inam = 250nA with a mini
mum value of 0.63Inom at - 55°C and a maximum value of 1.54Inam at 125°C ,
and a nominal voltage VBE,nam of 0.55V at room temperature, with a max
imum value of 0.73V at - 55°C and minimum value of 0.32V at 125°C , the
estimated total settling time, at low temperature, is

1 0.73
tS,- 55 = 0.630.55 . 0.25ts ,27+ 1.2· 0.75ts ,27 = 1.42t s ,27 --+ 0.7f nam, (4.105)

29T he exact ratio is usually of difficult establishment , but it agr ees roughly with the
present case for the particular bias current and accuracy levels (t hat set the number of
t ime constants needed for settling). Specific derivation can be found in [221 .
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Table 4.5: PTAT clock frequency - System operating clock as a function of
temperature (or front-end's bias current).

temp. (0C) ~IJQ]JQ] (27)30I~I 110 I 130

freq. (kHz)~ 11 ~115.25 117.5

with respect to the nominal value, while at high temperature is

1 0.32
tS,125 = 1.54 0.55 . 0.25ts,27 + 0.8 . 0.75ts,27 = 0.69ts,27 ---t 1.4fnam· (4.106)

These results agree reasonably with the front-end's bias current variation
over temperature. The frequency variation of 50Hz;oC or 1kHzj20°C (except
at the high end of the temperature range) as shown in Table 4.5 was called
PTAT clock frequency. It does not mean, however, that the frequency should
vary accordingly to the bias current, but that, for this particular case, the
same variation of the bias current should be applied to the system clock so an
equivalent amount of time is available for the converter while processing its
input, regardless of the temperature. The PTAT clock frequency is certainly
not required if the slewing time is negligible with regard to the settling time
nor will give an appropriate result if the slewing time is much greater than
the 25% of the total settling time assumed here.

Because of the model's simplicity, measurements with other slopes were
performed, but they presented no superior performance. For instance, a
smaller frequency variation was not enough to compensate the different set
tling times due to the PTAT bias. On the other hand, a more strong fre
quency variation ended causing problems mainly at high temperatures due
to the lack of integrator's bandwidth.

Measurement results using the PTAT clock frequency showed the same
system performance in the middle of the temperature range, as expected, but
presented great improvement at the low and high ends of the temperature
range. For instance, compared to the use of a fixed (11kHz) clock frequency,
this technique leaded to a 50% reduction in the sensor's batch-calibrated
inaccuracy at the low end of the temperature range, proving its efficiency.
This is shown in the next Chapter 5.

4 .10. 1 Implementation of the P TAT doek frequeney

The PTAT clock frequency was implemented at the system level, by setting
the modulator's clock frequency accordingly to the temperature of the ther
mal chamber (used for measurements). In practice, the implementation of
a PTAT clock frequency oscillator will rely in the design of a Voltage Con-
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Figure 4.31: A simpIe implementation of the doek generator (whose fre
quency is PTAT) . The VCO contral signal is the PTAT voltage ~VBE gen
erated in the front-end .

tralled Oscillator (VCO) whose contral voltage might be efficiently derived
from the PTAT voltage ~VBE , like depicted in Fig. 4.3l.

Due to the low-frequency system operation, the implementation of a
PTAT doek frequency oscillator has relatively low complexity and might
require negligible extra power consumption compared to that of a simple
oscillator. In addition, VCOs can be implemented with relaxation and ring
oscillators. Since the sensor is based on a SC modulator, a ring oscillator
could be used, since phase noise is not important for accuracy but settling.
The relaxation oscillator, however, may allow better tuning and controlabil
ity through ~VBE signal. Regardless of the case , this topic is out of the
scope of this work.
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Conclusions

In this chapter the b.~ A ID converter, used to process the analog front
end output, i.e. b.VBE and VBE voltages, generating a digital signal, whose
value is a digital representation of the temperature, was exposed. A b.~

A ID converter was chosen based on the main sensor requirements, initially
described, like accuracy, power consumption and bandwidth. While some
Nyquist-rate architectures like SAR have important advantages in terms of
speed and power consumption when compared to b.~ converters, there is
lack of resolution, which is required in highly accurate temperature sensors.

After the A ID converter fundamentals were presented, an optimized
charge balancing, specifically developed for the b.~ A ID converter, based
on a PTAT-like voltage, i.e. VTEMP, was proposed. The main motivation
was to use more efficiently the available A ID converter input range, relaxing
the A ID resolution requirements, with a further and natural reduction of
the convers ion time. Although the new voltage VTEMP is feasible, its im
plementation is more complex than the implementation of the classical and
well-known PTAT voltage b.VBE: the longer b.~ cycle required now cancels
the benefits of the smaller needed resolution.

Despite of many b.~ architectures, a second-order CIFF-IF architecture
was chosen. One of the major advantages of such architecture is the fact that
the first integrator does not process the input signal. This reduces the inte
grator's output swing and distortion. With respect to the modulator order,
first-order b.~ A ID converters were definitely ruled out, since the number
of cycles needed for a given resolution is too high, e.g. 32768 cycles for 15
bits. For a 10Hz sensor bandwidth, a sampling frequency of about 328kHz is
needed, which means a prohibitive integrator's bandwidth in terms of sup
ply current (power consumption). A second-order A ID converter, chosen
for this work, requires in theory approximately only 256 cycles for the same
resolution (and a clock frequency of about 2.6kHz for the same sensor band
width). The increased performance, however, occurs at the expense of a more
complex circuitry.

A third-order b.~ A ID converter was investigated with no further circuit
implementation. Because the first integrator in a second-order modulator is
the circuit that more consumes (roughly 65% of the entire modulator's power
consumption), the addition of a third integrator should add a small amount to
the total modulator's power consumption. On the other hand, the conversion
time with a third-order modulator is reduced by about 77% with respect to
a second-order modulator for the same resolution due to its more aggressive
noise shaping. Remarkably, the smaller available modulator's input range
in a third-order modulator fits better the classical VPTAT, and in practice a
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more efficient use of the available input dynamic (up to 60%) is observed. A
practical implementation is suggested to verify indeed its superior expected
performance.

Errors sourees in the .ó.~ A ID converter's modulator, e.g. offset and gain
errors, errors due to capacitor mismatch, non-complete settling time, charge
injection, etc. were analyzed. The goal was to determine accuracy and
power consumption trade-offs in the modulator so to be able to set design
specifications for it, while establishing the capacitor sizes and integrator's
bias currents. Error cancellation techniques, e.g. DEM for device mismatch,
correlated double-sampling (CDS) - autozeroing for üTA offset cancellation
and system level chopping, were also addressed, showing how these techniques
can improve the performance (accuracy) of the sensor with a small or no
increase on power consumption.

Based on the results obtained, the circuit design of .ó.~ modulator, com
prised of two integrators, a comparator and a bandgap, was presented. Spe
cific details about the design of the amplifier of the fust integrator, a fully
differential gain-boosted telescopic-cascode amplifier with a WOdB DC gain,
GBW = 200kHz and a total supply current of 5f.1,A, were given. Also were
given details about the design of a 1.27V bandgap.

Finally the PTAT technique was presented in order to cope with prob
lems caused by the low PTAT PNP bias currents. Since in this situation, the
use of a fixed sampling clock frequency leads to errors either at low temper
atures, due to insufficient time for settling, or at high temperatures due to
increased leakage within the long sampling period, a variabie operating clock
frequency, adaptively adjusted accordingly to the absolute temperature, was
used. Measurement details are given in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER

Rea Iizations

In this chapter, measurement results ofthe developed smart temperature sen
sors are presented. They were all fabricated in a standard 0.7j.Lm CMOS pro
cess (AMISO.7usx: [28]) with linear capacitors and high-ohmie poly resistors,
at IMECjBelgium via Europractice, and mounted in ceramic Dual-in-Line
(DIL) packages. Because the designs are based on the same architecture, a
general system description is briefly given, before going into particular char
acteristics and measurement results of each design. Design decisions and
tradeoff were extensively addressed in the former chapters.

The first design reduced the power consumption of the sensor, as de
scribed in [8][22], by reducing the PNP transistors bias current and the
~~ modulator's sampling and integration capacitors, so to keep the sen
sor bandwidth in 10 conversions per second. While the power consumption
was lowered, a non-PTAT temperature error characteristic was observed in
this sensor. The next design , named micro-power Front-End, addressed this
issue with further reducing the power consumption. A temperature sensor
with a trimmed inaccuracy (one-point ) of ±0.25°C (±3a) from - 55°C to
125°C was obtained.

The third (and last) design added to the micro-power front-end a low
power A jD converter (while improving the front-end current mirror perfor
mance too). This circuit resulted in a micro-power precision smart temper
ature sensor with a batch calibrated inaccuracy below ±0.25°C (±3a ) from
-70°C to 130°C and one-point trimmed inaccuracy below ±O.l°C (±3a )
from -55°C to 125°C , with a total supply current of 25j.LA (at 2.5V and
30°C).

5
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Figure 5.1: Smart temperature sensor block diagram (the Pt100 resistor
and R to T converter are not part of the sensor but the temperature error
measurement setup used to find the temperature error).

5.1 System description

Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of the smart temperature sensor. It is
built mainly of a (sensor) front-end and a ~E A ID converter. The front
end generates the VBE and ~VBE voltages which are further processed by
the ~E A ID converter. The ~E A ID converter consists of a second-order
switched-capacitor modulator and an eff-ehip decimation filter. A band-gap
provides the common-mode voltage to the modulator's differential circuitry.
In addition, the PTAT clock generator provides a temperature-dependent
operating clock frequency supplied to the front-end ~E A ID converter. Dig
ital circuitry for trimming and DEM control as weU other auxiliary circuits
are also part of the sensor. A Pt100 sensor used as temperature reference
(e.g. needed for calibration) is also shown.

Figure 5.2 shows a more detailed schematic of the smart temperature
sensor. The front-end block comprises the bipolar core and the pre-bias cir
cuit. The first generates the voltages VBE and ~VBE by biasing the PNP
transistors with a PTAT current. The PTAT current is generated in the pre
bias circuit with help of an OTA and then mirrored to the bipolar core. The
second-order modulator samples these voltages foUowing the charge balanc
ing as explained in Chapter 4, integrating either VBE or ~VBE depending
on the bitstream bs value. In doing this, proper integration gains are set in
the first and second sampling capacitors arrays, named Cs and CSf. DEM
and chopping (partially shown) as weU autozeroing schemes, as discussed in
the last chapter, are also detailed.
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Figure 5.2: Smart temperature sensor circuit diagram. (PI(<PFl) and <P2(<PF2 )
are two non overlapping clocks and chop is the system chopping control.
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5 .1. 1 Measurement description

All measurements were performed with standard instrumentation equipments,
sometimes manually operated (usually for checking purposes) , but most of
the time automatically controlled by programmabie measurement software
routines. During the measurements, the sensors were always attached to a
3Kg aluminum (Al) block where calibrated PtlOO resistors (sensors) were
also assembied together. A thermal chamber with freezing and heating capa
bility from -70°C to 180°C allowed the temperature characterization. The
purpose of the aluminum block was to filter thermal variations inside the
chamber, in the order of O.loe, due to internal air convection, but also to
help keeping the PtlOO resistors at the same temperature of the sensors un
der test. During measurements, the data collected was saved to a comp uter
for post processing (temperature error analysis).

5.2 First design: lowering the power consumption

5.2.1 Overview

The first design [841 reduced the power consumption of the sensor as originally
described in [81 .

In this design two modifications were introduced: the first was the PNP
bias reduction from l/lA to 250nA and a corresponding resizing of modula
tor's sampling capacitor, from 5pF to 1.25pF and integration capacitor, from
20pF to 5pF. The fundamental idea was to reduce the biasing in the front
end , automatieally reducing the power consumed in that block, since most
of the power consumed there is due to PNP biasing. In order to keep the
same conversion rate, the front-end load , i.e, the sampling (and integrating)
capacitors was resized too. The A I D converter was not addressed.

Table 5.1 summarizes the target specifications of the first circuit . While
the inaccuracy was specified to be the same as the state-of-t hc-art at t he
design time, the power consumption and area were required to decrease. All
ot her specifications like conversion time (lOOms) remained unchanged.

5.2.2 Implementation

The current in the bipolar core lllias was reduced by decreasing the geometrie
ratios of its PMOS current sources. No care about matching was taken into
account of these resized current sourees with those of the pre-bias circuit.
The initial belief was that most of the accuracy was relying in the current
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Table 5.1: Target specifications summary of the first circuit (based on the
performance results of [8][22]).

Parameter Value

Process O.7J.lm CMOS
Area < 4.5mm2

Non-trimmed inaccuracy s ±O.5°C
(±3a) (batch calib.) -55°C to 125°C
Trimmed inaccuracy ±O.l°C
I-point trimming (±3a) -55°C to 125°C
Convers ion time 100ms
Resolution (lOOms) O.Ol°C
Supply voltage 2.5 - 5.5V
Supply current (cont. op .) < 75J.lA

Table 5.2: Performance summary of the first circuit.

Parameter Value

Process O.7J.lm CMOS
Area (estimated) 4mm2

Non-trimmed inaccuracy ±1.5°C
(±3a) (batch calib.) -55°C to 125°C
Trimmed inaccuracy ±l°C
I-point VE E trimming (±3a) -55°C to 125°C
Trimmed Inaccuracy ±O.3°C
I-point trimming, digital @30°C (±3a) -55°C to 125°C
Supply voltage 2.5 - 5.5V
Supply current (cont. op.) 55J.lA

match inside the core. The sampling capacitors C S! to C So: and integration
capacitor Cl of the first integrator were resized accordingly.

5.2.3 Experimental results

Table 5.2 shows the performance summary of the circuit. Non-trimmed and
trimmed inaccuracy results over temperature are shown graphically as fol
lows.
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Figure 5.3: Measured temperature error after batch calibration, untrimmed
(16 samples with average and ±3a limits) .

5.2.3.1 Batch calibration results

Figure 5.3 shows the measurement results for 16 devices after batch calibra
tion (unt rimmed error), along with the average error and ±3a limits. The
inaccuracy is ± 1.5°C, mainly due to higher spread between samples when
compared to [8]. Also, instead of the expected PTAT spread in inaccuracy
due to the PTAT spread of VBE , the data shows a CTAT (complementary
proportional to the absolute temperature) error. One explanation is that a
voltage ~,inj , due to an under-estimated charge injection, added to ~VBE,

modifies JL in (3.8). Because it adds to ~VBE, and ~VBE is smaller at low
temperatures, it causes a CTAT spread of the error. A second reason is due
to the increased current sourees mismatch. Because only current sourees in
the core were resized (i.e. made smaller), poorer match is expected in the
core and, much worse, from the pre-bias circuit to the core. This mismatch
causes also a CTAT error and worsens the ,B-compensation scheme . Added
together, this may have caused such a large observed temperature errors
when compared to [8] .

5. 2.3.2 Trimmed results

Figure 5.4 shows the temperature error of 8 samples after trimming at 30°C
using the VBE method as proposed in [8][27]. Because the untrimmed error
has a CTAT behavior, this method is not effective, as discussed in Chapter
2, since it only corrects the PTAT spread of VBE. The resulting error has
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Figure 5.4: Measured temperature error aft er individual trimming at 30°C
(8 samples with average and ±3a limits).

then the typical butterfly characteristic.
Better results than those obtained with VBE trimming were obtained with

digital trimming which is ab Ie to correct PTAT and non PTAT errors. This
is shown in Fig. 5.5(a), where an inaccuracy below ±O.3°C is observed.

It is worth to mention that the former results were obtained after re
moving the third-order curvature error (that contributes with an error of
about ±O.15°C) and the systematic error due to leakage , at the high-end of
the temperature range. If not, the results, for instance, presented in Fig.
5.5(a) become those given in Fig. 5.5(b), where it is clear the third-order
curvature and the leakage effect: the inaccuracy increases from ±O.3°C to
approximately ±O.4°C.

If higher accuracy is needed, a two-point digital calibration is suggested,
despite of the higher associated cost . Together with a systematic curvature
correction, an error below ±O.l°C was found over the full temperature range
(not shown) .

The sensor draws a total current of 55J1A (at 3.3V, 30°C). This represents
a power reduction of 22% with respect to [8], despite of the poorer accuracy,
further addressed in the next designs. Regarding the PNPs bias currents in
the bipolar core, the total current was reduced by 75%.
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Table 5.3: Performance summary.
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Parameter

Process
Area

Non-trimmed Inaccuracy
(±3<7) (batch calib.)
Trimmed Inaccuracy
one-point (±3<7)
Supply voltage
Supply current (cont. op.)

5.3 A micro-power front-end

5.3.1 Overview

Value

O.7j.Lm CMOS
4.5mm2

± O.8°C
-55°C to 125°C

±O.25°C
-55°C to 125°C

2.5 - 5.5V

In this circuit, the front-end was designed to have a low power consump
tion, given the accuracy requirements over the full temperature range and
a maximum operating temperature. Design decisions were mostly detailed
throughout Chapters 3 and 4.

5.3.2 Description

In orde r to have a low-power front-end, efforts were done in the sense to have
a small total number of current sourees used to bias the PNP transistors,
while having a unit current bias value set by accuracy constraints.

The front-end core and pre-bias circuit were designed with (1+m) = (1+
p) = 6 current sources. This is sufficient to establish a 1:5 current ratio, when
generating !::i.VBE, in both circuits, and sufficient to bias the PNP transistors
when generating VB E, with appropriate margin for trimming, without lack
of accuracy. This was discussed with detail in Chapter 3.

By design ing a low-power OTA in the pre-bias, a front-end with a total
supply current smaller than 5j.LA was possible.

5.3.3 Experimental results

After fabrication, 15 samples from one batch were measured and character
ized. Table 5.3 summarizes the main results obtained.
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5.3.3.1 Batch calibration

Figure 5.6 shows the measured temperature error (PTAT frequency with
f nom = 11kHz and third-order curvature compensation) aft er batch calibra
tion (untrimmed error) with a conversion time of 2048, 1024 and 512 ~~
cycles" , for 15 samples along with the average error and ±30" limits. Mea
surements show an inaccuracy below ±0.8°C from -55°C to 125°C. This
overall performance (set by the worst case error at 125°C) is regardless of
the conversion time, if 512, 1024 or 2048 ~~ cycles, and presents for all cases
roughly the same dominant (PTAT ) behavioré , as depicted. However, at the
low-end of the temperature range, slightly different performances can be ob
served (clearly more visible after trimming, as discussed as follows). In spite
of the higher batch calibrated inaccuracy, trimmed inaccuracies not smaller
than ±0.3°C are expected, mainly due to the non-PTAT error components
present.

5.3.3.2 Trimmed results

Figure 5.7 shows the temperature error after trimming (PTAT frequency
with fnom = 11kHz and third-order curvature compensation) . The results
are comparable in terms of accuracy. However, the error shaping (butter
fly shaped) is different and this is due to the available converter resolution.
With 2048 ~~ cycles per conversion, the A ID conversion resolution is higher
(at the price of a longer conversion time obviously) , so a better trimming is
achieved at the calibration temperature, i.e. at the calibration temperature
the error is strongly reduced (refer to Fig. 5.7(a)) aft er trimming, increasing
the error explosion mainly at the high-end of the temperature range. This is
not observed for a conversion time of 512 cycles when the trimming perfor
mance is affected by the lack of resolution, which is the case shown in Fig.
5.7(c). In this case , the smaller performance at the calibration temperature
causes the temperature error to have a more uniform behavior over tempera
ture, which might be interesting in some applications when compared with a
very small inaccuracy only at the trimming point. Additionally, at the low
end of the temperature range, the lower performance of a conversion with
2048 ~~ cycles is explained by its initial (untrimmed) poorer inaccuracy
and also possibly by the relatively lower effectiveness of VBE trimming at
low temperatures.

1Different conversion times were carried out in order to better investigate issues on
reso!ution and accuracy characteristic over temperature.

2While the PTAT behavior is dominant, non-PTAT errors are present.
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Figure 5.8: Measured temperature error (a) without DEM of current sourees
during VBE cycles and (b) with DEM (4 samples selected at random, 1024
~~ cycles and PTAT frequency).

5.3.3.3 DEM ,of current sourees in VBE cycles

DEM of current sourees in VBE cycles was implemented and tested in this
design. Figure 5.8 compares the obtained results without and with DEM for
4 arbitrary samples. In the former case , two fixed current sourees are used
to generate the PNP bias current, while with DEM a different combination
of two current souree is used every VBE cycle. As explained, the results are
comparable, with a slightly better performance when DEM is active. This is
expected, since it is the PNP saturation current Is the dominant souree of
VBE spread.
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Table 5.4: Target specifications summary for the fifth circuit.

Parameter Value

Process O.7f-Lm CMOS
Area :::;4.5mm:l

Non-trimmed inaccuracy :::; ±O.5°C
(±3a) (batch calib .) -55°C to 125°C
Trimmed inaccuracy ±O.l°C
one-point (±3a) -55°C to 125°C
Resolution (100ms) O.05°C
Supply voltage 2.5 - 5.5V
Supply current (cont. op.) :::; 25f-LA

5.4 A micro-power precision smart sensor

5.4.1 Overview

The last design comprises essentially the micro-power front-end, successfully
designed according to what was presented in the last section, and a low-power
second-order ~~ A ID converter (primarily achieved by lowering the power
consumption of the first integrator).

Table 5.4 summarizes the target specifications of this circuit. Like in the
former designs, the inaccuracy has to be the same as of the state-of-the-art,
but achieved at lower-power consumption, i.e. with a supply current smaller
than 25f-LA at room temperature. All other specifications like conversion time
(100ms) and resolution remained unchanged.

5.4.2 Description

In this design , two major modifications were done. The first was the layout
improvement of the current sourees used to bias the PNPs in the front-end
core. With a totally different layout and the current sourees of the core
and pre-bias circuitry in common centroid, matching levels were strongly im
proved, as well mirroring characteristics over temperature. This is, accord
ing to the author's belief, the most fundamental modification that allowed
to reduce VBE spread so a small batch calibrated inaccuracy was achieved
compared with the former design (refer to the measurement results). Details
about the current sourees layout are given in Appendix H.

The second modification was the design of a high-gain low-power amplifier
to implement the first integrator ofthe modulator. This amplifier was already
detailed in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.5: Performance (measured] summary for the fifth circuit.

Parameter Value

Process 0.7j.Lm CMOS
Area 4.5mm2

Non-trimmed Inaccuracy
(±3u) (batch calib. )
Trimmed Inaccuracy
one-point (±3u)

±0.25°C
-70°C to 130°C

±0.1°C
-55°C to 125°C

Resolution (1O~. , 3.3V)

Supply voltage 2.5 - 5.5V
Supply sensitivity (@30°C) 0.05°C jV
Supply current (cont. op.)
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Figure 5.9: Measured power spectrum of the bitstream for a random sample
(1024 bits, 4 times averaged, no windowing, PTAT frequency with f nam =
11kHz).

5.4.3 Experimental results

After fabrication, 20 samples from one batch were measured and character
ized. Table 5.5 summarizes the main results obtained. Figure 5.9 shows
the measured bitstream power spectrum for a random sample, with no win
dowing , 4 times averaged, PTAT frequency with nominal frequency f nam =
11kHz at room temperature.
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5.4.3.1 Initial characterization

Realizations i
I

An initial characterization of some sensors are needed to perform the batch
calibration' . The results of the characterization of these samples may then
be extended for all devices. Fig. 5.10(a) presents the nonlinear temperature
error for 4 samples, after linear fitting (using the least mean square approach) ,
for all five coarse trimming modes. The linear fitting results are used to derive
the linear and scalar coefficients , A and B , respectively, so the bitstream
average J.L can be translated to a digital temperature reading as given in (3.9) ,
i.e. T dig = AJ.L + B . For the second coarse trimming mode, the coefficients
found were A = 578.68 and B = -278.56.

The results are in good agreement with the simulation results presented
in Fig. 3.24 of Chapter 2, showing the second mode as the one having the
smallest nonlinear error, as designed. Fig . 5.1O(b) shows this mode in detail,
where a remaining third-order curvature of about ±O.I°C is clearly visible" .
At the high end of the temperature range, leakage introduces a considerable
deviation from the ideal shape, even under a PTAT frequency scheme, luckily
without increasing the error, since its effect is in opposition to the effect of
the remaining third-order curvature, for this particular trimming mode.

5.4.3.2 Batch calibration results

Figure 5.11 shows the measured temperature error (PTAT frequency with
nominal frequency f nom = 11kHz and third-order curvature compensation)
after batch calibration (unt rimmed error), along with the average error and
±3u limits. Measurements show an inaccuracy below ±0.25°C from - 70°C
to 130°C with VDD = 2.5-3.3V (± 0.3°C with VDD = 5.5V) . This perfor
mance (set by the worst case error at 130°C) is regardless of the conversion
time, if with 512, 1024 or 2048 cycles (VDD = 3.3V) . However, the error
behavior is different , varying from a closely temperature independent (TI)
to a PTAT behavior, as compared in Fig . 5.11(a), (b) and (c) . One possible
explanation is due to an increased error at low temperature due to charge
injection. A longer conversion might allow errors due to charge injection
to accumulate during more time. Because the PTAT voltage is small at low
temperature, this type of error is likely to cause more problems at the low-end
of the temperature range (what it not observed at the high-end temperature I

range). Another explanation may be related to the system level chopping,
which might have less performance in a longer conversion, particularly at low

3W hile this initia! characterization is necessary (and it was performed) in all former
designs, it is on!y presented (and detailed) here for the last design.

4For other modes, the second-order non linearity can add up to ±O.4°C .
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temperatures. While a formal explanation was not found and it is missing,
the measured error characteristic visibly changed with the number of cycles
per conversion.

5.4.3.3 Trimmed results

Figure 5.12 shows the temperature error (PTAT frequency with f nom =
11kHz and third-order curvature compensation) after trimming at 30°C.
The best results come for a conversion time of 1024 cycles, a tradeoff be
tween resolution and accuracy. With 2048 in: cycles per conversion, the
A ID conversion resolution is higher (at the price of a longer conversion time
obviously), so a better trimming is achieved at the calibration temperature,
i.e. at the calibration temperature the error is strongly reduced (refer to
Fig. 5.12(a) ) despite of an increase error at higher temperatures. This is
not observed for a conversion time of 512 cycles when the trimming perfor
mance is affected by the lack of resolution, which is the case shown in Fig .
5.12(c) . Additionally, the temperature independent error characteristic ob
tained with 2048 ~~ cycles per conversion does not allowan effective VBE

trimming, since VBE trimming corrects efficiently only PTAT errors. While
VBE t rimming would probably work better with 512 cycles, since a more pro
nounced PTAT error characteristic is observed in this case , it is prevented by
the limited resolution due to the shorter conversion time. Thus, the best per
formance observed comes for 1024 cycles, when a temperature error ±0.1°C
(±3cr) from - 55°C to 125°C is achieved, which matches the state-of-art per
formance reported in [81 but at 3 times less power consumption.

In addition, for sake of comparison, Fig . 5.13 presents the same measure
ment results aft er trimming but without third-order curvature and leakage
correction. The inaccuracy gets worse in all cases, i.e. 2048, 1024 and 512
~~ cycles, as expected . The best performance, with an inaccuracy below
±0.15°C from - 55°C to 125°C , comes for the same case as with curvature
correction (i.e. conversion time with 1024 ~~ cycles).

Limiting the trimming deepness

This procedure was rapidly developed to improve the achievable trimming
performance when the VBE trimming method is used with sensors having a
temperature independent error behavior, like that shown in Fig. 5.11(a)5.
Performing V BE trimming of such sensors is not efficient, and the error after
trimming, often butterfly shaped, is still high" . This is mainly because en-

SW hile this pro cedure may need more study, valuable results were obtained.
6 A digital offset correction surely would give better results .
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Figure 5.11: Measured temperature error after batch calibration
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Figure 5.14: Measured temperature error with a limited trimming deepness
at 30°C (4 worst devices) , for a conversion time of 2048 6.~ cycles (20 samples
with average and ±3a limits).

forcing a non-PTAT untrimmed error characteristic to go to zero at 30°C by
means of a PTAT trimming will cause the error to strongly increase at the
lowand (mainly) high ends of the temperature range.

By limiting the trimming performance at 30°C of those sensors with the
worst performance (highest batch calibrated errors), i.e. stopping the trim
ming with an error bigger than the minimum error the trimming procedure
would eventually find or, still in ot her words, not fully correcting the sensor
operation, has a similar effect of trimming it at a higher temperature, e.g.
50°C in this case. This can be shown in Fig . 5.14. The poorer trimming
at room temperature does reduce the butterfly effect and allows a more uni
form error characteristic over the temperature range. For instance, with this
method an inaccuracy below 0.15°C was obtained instead of 0.2°C as previ
ously reported for 2048 6.~ cycles. Surely, this method requ ires a previous
characterization (and understanding) of the sensor behavior.

Trimming capab ility

Some measurements were performed to check the trimming capability of the
sensor. Table 5.6 presents the measured results under different trimming
conditions obtained for a random sample". The results are in a good agree-

7Sensor #8, A = 578.68 and B = -278.56, @30°C, 29.607°C according to PtlOO
resistors, 512 6.E cycles .
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Table 5.6: Measured sensor trimming capability with 5 current sourees used
as coarse-step trimming. The coarse trimming range is [-5.86,+4.491 (a small
extension is possible with the fine trimming) .

trimming bias current decimated temperature .ó.T(°C) with
mode # (nA) bitstream (0C) respect to mode 2

1 250 0.54029 34.10 +4.49
2 500 0.53252 29.61 0
3 750 0.52793 26.94 -2.67
4 1000 0.52489 25.19 -4.42
5 1250 0.52241 23.75 -5.86

ment with theory, as given in Appendix B (e.g. refer the value calculated
there of aT = -2.58°C and that measured of .ó.T = -2.67°C of the third
with respect to second mode). Recalling to the trimming of the 20 samples,
the maximum current variation required were - 2

1535250nA~ -12.7nA and
+ 2~5250nA ~ +8.8nA from the nominal value 500nA of the second coarse
trimming mode. Therefore, these values are surely under the sensor trimming
capability.

5.4.3 .4 PTAT doek frequeney ver sus fixed doek freq ueney

Figure 5.15 compares the sensor's performance obtained with a PTAT clock
frequency (Jnom = 11kHz) and with a fixed clock frequency (J = 11kHz)8.
Because in the middle of the temperature range, the operating frequency is
the same, the performance is comparable, as indicated by the ±3a limits
(the dashed lines are for a fixed frequency operation). Differences appear at
the low and high ends of the temperature range, showing how an adaptive
clock frequency can successfully cope with issues that come with a PTAT
bias current, e.g. temperature dependent settling time and signalleakage, as
explained in Chapter 4, helping the sensors to have a more PTAT behaved
temperature error characteristic, which is important for one-point trimming
for VBE spread. However, the PTAT clock frequency technique works prop
erly up to 130°C, since a linear variation of frequency cannot compensate
errors that come from an exponentially growing leakage further then this
temperature. This is given in more detail as follows.

8Because the batch ealibration results differ in both cases, different sealing factors A
and B were used so to properly compare the two cases.
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5.4.3.5 Measurement at 150°C

The 20 samples were tested up to 150oe. At these temperatures, however,
the PTAT doek eannot eompletely eompensate for the exponential rise in
leakage current", Frequencies higher than that defined by a PTAT charac
teristic are needed. Table 5.7 shows some frequencies used at 150oe. The
measured results show a systematie non-linearity varying aeeordingly to the
doek frequeney used. For instanee, at 150oe, a systematic error (in average)
of -o.goe, -0.5°e and ooe (±0.25°e, ±3a limits are not shown) is observed
for doek frequeneies of 20kHz, 25kHz and 35kHz, respectively. This is graph
ieally shown in Fig . 5.16. Beeause of the nature of sueh error that presents
a very systematie behavior like the third-order eurvature also has (indeed
very visible in the Fig. 5.16), the same non-linear filtering used to handle
the eurvature ean be used to eompensate for leakage at 150oe, which might
extend the sensor's operating range with inaeeuracies below ±0.25°e, as it
is the case for temperatures up to 130oe.

9 A nonlinear frequency oscillator is needed to suppress the effect of leakage at high
temperature, which implementation might be complex.
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Table 5.7: PTAT clock frequency - System operating clock as a function of
temperature (or front-end bias current) . At 150°C , a 35kHz is needed to
prevent leakage errors of introducing large temperature errors.

temp. (0C) I from -50 to 130 I 150

dock frequency (kHz) I 7.5-17.5 (PTAT) I 20, 25, 35
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Figure 5.16: Measured temperature error up to 150°C with three different
frequencies : 20kHz, 25kHz and 35kHz. (20 samples with no third-order
curvature correction).

5.4.3.6 Chip micrograph

A micrograph of the temperature sensor is shown in Fig . 5.17 where some
main building blocks are detailed. The chip does not include the decimation
filter, some digital circuitry used for testing and the frequency-dependent
oscillator (used to implement the PTAT frequency) in order to keep flexibility
while testing the sensor, e.g. easiness while programming number of cycles,
chopping frequency, c óarse and fine trimming, DEM of current sourees and
capacitors, operation frequency, etc. The circuit has a total area of 4.5mm2 .

5.4.4 Benchmark

Table 5.8 summarizes the performance of the last two designed sensors and
compares them with other academie and commercial designs (refer also to
the survey [10] presented in Chapter 1). The micro-power smart sensor has
a 2 times smaller batch-calibrated inaccuracy from -70°C to 130°C and
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Figure 5.17: Chip micrograph of the temperature sensor.

the same trimmed inaccuracy but at 3 times less power consumption when
compared to the state-of-art sensor at the time of publication[8]. Some recent
works reporting designs published aft er this thesis project was completed
were included for sake of a more updated benchmark.



Table 5.8: Inaccuracy, continuous supply current and operating range comparison of some smart temperature sensors.
FOM (energy x error%2 in nJ%2) column mostly calculated with data from [10].

Reference Inaccuracy Supply Operating FOM Remarks
(0C) current range (nJ%2)

(/-LA)
Bakker [44] .± l °C (max) -40°C to 120°C l.7k 2-point trim. (3 samples)
Tuthill [40] ±l.5°C (max) Ik -55°C to 125°C 100 I-point wafer level (6 samples)
Pertjis [8] ±0.5°C (±3u) 75 -55°C to 125°C batch calibration (24 samples)

±O.l°C (±3u) 231 I-point trim. (cal. with Pt100)
Vroonhoven [18] ±0.5°C (±3u) 500(est.) -55°C to 125°C 2300k no trim. (16 samples)
ADT7301 [85] ±l°C (max) > 190 O°C to 70°C 46k -
TMP275 [58] ±l°C (max) 50 -40°C to 125°C 44k -
This work, ±0.8°C (±3u) 39 -55°C to 125°C batch calibration (16 samples)
Section 5.4 ±0.3°C (±3u) l.lk I-point trim. (cal. with Pt100)
This work, ±0.25°C (±3u) 25 -70°C to 130°C batch calibration (20 samples)
Section 5.5 [9] ±O.l°C (±3u) -55°C to 125°C 76 I-point trim. (cal. with Pt100)

Souri [13] ±0.25°C (±3u) 6 -40°C to 125°C 82 I-point otrim. (19 samples)
Vroonhoven [86] ±0.2°C (±3u) 600(est.) -55°C to 125°C 926k no trim. (16 samples)
Sebastiano[12] ±0.5°C (±3u) 8.3 -70°C to 125°C untrimmed (16 samples)

±0.2°C (±3u) 190 I-point trim.
Souri ±0.25C (±3u) 4.6 -30°C to 125°C batch calibration (19 samples)

±0.2°C (±3u) 49 I-point trim.
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5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, measurements results of five designs of a CMOS smart tem
perature sensor were presented. Alt hough having a similar core, each one has
its own characteristics and thus contribution. In this sense , despite of the
former sensors having somewhat a low performance, each one was an effective
step towards the last sensor, remarkable for its non trimmed inaccuracy be
low ±O.25°C over an extended military temperature range, i.e. 200°C from
- 70°C to 130°C . Since trimming is a major cost contribution of a sensor, the
achievement of such untrimmed low inaccuracy with a total supply current
of 25f.lA is certainly a major achievement , enabling this sensor for a great
number of applications. This is reinforeed by the benchmark presented at
the end of this chapter.



CHAPTER

Conclusions

In this final chapter and end of work, aft er having worked with different
variants of a temperature sensor design, and struggled against accuracy loss
under power constraints, and also carried out many measurement-results
analysis, the main findings are listed. In addition, original contributions are
given with regard to the prior-art [221[81 and current reported literature. As
a final contribution, some future work in this field is suggested.

6.1 Main findings

The design and measurement of five sensors have revealed some and corrobo
rated other important design aspects of integrated temperature sensors. The
main findings of this work are listed below:

• In spite of other temperature sensing elements (recall to Table 2.1 in
Chapter 2) , substrate PNP transistors (a bipolar transistor which is
compatible with standard CMOS technology), are still the "best choice
for implementation of low-power, precision and absolute temperature
sensors (Chapter 2)

The PNP area of 10xlO J..lm2 in the final sensor design is approxi
mately 5 times smaller than the area reported in the prior-art, and
the obtained inaccuracy levels are similar (trimmed results) or bet
ter (batch-calibrated results) when compared to it. This stresses the
fact the PNP transistor performs very well as temperature sensing el
ement. Besides , temperature sensors recently developed in submicron
technologies using bipolar transistors [131[871[121 have also shown very

6
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promising low-power and accurate temperature sensor operationl ;

• A non-ideal ,B-compensation due to a ,B-mismatch has the same physical
effect on V B E of that of ,B-spread: it causes VBE spread. Since the 13
mismatch (which is an on-chip variation) is smaller than the,B spread (a
chip-to-ehip variation), a small contribution to VBE spread is expected
though (Chapter 2)

However, while the VBE spread due to the saturation current Is is
strongly process related and cannot be handled, VBE spread due to
a non-ideal ,B-compensation can, e.g. by improving PNPs ,B-matching
levels and guaranteeing an accurate ,B-mirroring from the front-end
pre-bias circuit to the core;

• In spite of having current ratios mand p in the core and pre-bias,
respectively, independent from each other, by setting them equal im
proves PNPs ,B-matching levels in the sensor front-end (Chapter 3)

Although the current gain 13 in vertical PNPs is weakly dependent on
the biasing for some current decades (AMISO.7/l,ffi [281 but also in ot her
technologies [15][29]), a small variation is always expected for different
bias. Therefore, using the same current ratio in the core and in the
pre-bias circuit wilt help reducing errors caused by PNP ,B-mismatch.
This is likely due to the fact that the PNP transistors in both sides are
operating under more similar conditions, i.e. current ratio and bias .
Also, a factor 1:5 causes the left and right transistors to operate under
less bias difference when compared to ratios like 1:10, as in the prior-art
and ot her works reported in the literature;

• A high performance (over temperature) front-end current mirror is
needed to get batch-calibrated sensors with low inaccuracies (Chap
ter 3)

Since current sourees mismatch is temperature dependent, by better
laying out the front-end current mirror, and placing the current sourees
of the core in between the current sourees of the pre-bias (common een
troid technique) helps to reduce temperature effects over the mirroring
function. This reduces PTAT errors resulting from the current sourees
mismatch while avoid introducing other non PTAT ones, e.g. due to the
,B-compensation scheme. Efforts in the front-end current mirror helped
significantly the achievement of batch-calibrated (without individual
sensor trimming) inaccuracies below ±0.25°C (±3u) over 200°C;

lIn the latter, however, a bipolar NPN transistor was used instead, available in a
double-well CMOS technology.
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• The PTAT bias current used to set more accurately the PNP's bias
currents, thus causing a PTAT spread on VBE (as opposed to other
bias types, e.g. TI or CTAT) , but also used to diminish the VBE

curvature, by reducing temperature errors due to VBE non-linearity
over temperature, has two main drawbacks (Chapter 3 and 4):

-The first one is the temperature-dependent CMOS current-mirrors
matching levels. Since the current mirrors have in essence a constant
9m over temperatureé (less than 2% variation from the nominal value ,
~ 660nA/V at 30°C , according to simulations performed at -55°C,
30°C and 125°C) , a PTAT bias current causes the ratio IBm to de-

btas
crease as the temperature increases (about ±50 % from the nominal
value). Since matching levels are dependent of this ratio (inversely pro
portional to IBm ) the consequence is a current mirror performance that

bIas

is affected by the temperature, providing a poorer (or better) matching
at lower (or higher) temperature.

-The second one is the temperature-dependent settling time, since the
front-end sensor has a driving capability, due to the PTAT current,
dependent on the temperature. Often the common approach or solution
is to design the system doek for the worst case , i.e. lowest temperature,
but this is undesired in case of stringent power constraints, since it
means waste of power at higher temperatures; the inverse is lack of time
for settling if adequate time is set at high temperature (Chapter 4) . An
adaptive frequency (PTAT frequency) was proposed as a solution for
the later case, while the worst case scenario adopted for the former ,
despite of layout improvements as discussed;

• PNPs bias reduction and A ID converter's sampling-capacitors sealing
down were shown to enhance circuit non-idealities which might degrade
sensor's performance when not canceled or compensated by some circuit
technique (Chapter 3 and 4)

The PNP saturation current (estimated to a hundred of pA at higher
temperatures), in the presence of a low bias current (some hundreds
of nA) , act degrading significantly the current ratio mand hence an
accurate PTAT voltage generation and ratiometric temperature mea
surement. Additionally, the A ID converter's capacitors sealing down
(so to keep the sensor's bandwidth unchanged given the lower bias cur
rent) may degrade the sensor's accuracy by increasing the sensitivity of

2T he variation of 9m due to a PTAT bias current is compensated by the variation of
the mobility JL . that decreases with the température.
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the A ID conversion to charge injection and signal leakage effects. Ad
vaneed instrumentation techniques, though, effectively work with the
main drawbacks resulting of the smaller bias currents and capacitors.
Without such techniques, however, it would be difficult to obtain tem
perature errors of O.I°C over the military range (while having a power
consumption below a hundred of I.lW).

• The modified (but more complex) voltage VT EMP , thought for a more
efficient use of the available A ID converter input range, while imple
mentable, is in practice not effective to reduce power consumption
(Chapter 4)

While the voltage VT EMP uses more efficiently the available A ID con
verter input range, its longer .6.~ cycle cancels the benefit of the smaller
needed conversion resolution (and hence number of .6.~ cycles), since in
the best scenario, the length of the original .6.~ cycle is doubled, given
the target architecture addressed in this work. In addition, errors due
to charge injection are prone to increase because of the more complex
.6.~ cycle the voltage VTEMP needs ;

• .6.~ A ID converters are the most suitable data converters for accurate
smart temperature sensors, in addition to their ability to operate at
low-power (Chapter 4)

This finding reaffirms what was stated in [22] while it makes it more
general, as it takes into consideration not only the achievable perfor
mance in terms of accuracy, but also in terms of accuracy under power
constraints. However, it does not stand if a low- (or ultra-lew) power
characteristic is the most important specification of a sensor, in which
case other architectures like SAR (Successive Approximation Register)
or Algorithmic will result in less energy per conversion. Furthermore,
mixed approaches like Extended-Counting [62] or Zoom A ID convert
ers [13] will also result in more energy-efficient solutions, though still
relying on .6.~ architectures;

• With respect to the modulator, there is still margin for third-order ar
chitectures, since the input signal .6.VBE hardly uses i of the available
input range of the A ID converter. In addition, a discrete-time imple
mentation fits better the particular needs of the application (Chapter
4)

In this sense, a more aggressive noise shaping with a third-order mod
ulator is possible, having in theory advantage in terms of energy per
conversion with no issues on stability due to the higher filter order.
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Besides, because discrete-time (switched-capacitors) modulators can
work more accurately with crude clock oscillators (when compared to
continuous-time modulators), the proposed PTAT frequency technique
may have a simpler implementation in the former case.

6.2 Original contributions

In order to design a precision low-power temperature sensor, error sourees
and accuracy trade-offs needed to be systematically addressed, either by
circuit or system level techniques, in all design steps. Regardless of the step,
original design approaches combined with prior knowledge and optimization
resulted in some contributions, that to the best knowledge of this author, are
original. They are :

• Establishment of some critical accuracy-power consumption trade-offs
present in the design: front-end and D.~ A ID converter, which allowed
to set small and close-to-minimurn bias currents in this circuit given
accuracy requirements (Chapter 3 and 4)

A minimum PNP bias current is set given a maximum temperature
error contribution to the final accuracy. In addition to current ampli
tudes, current ratios, both in the front-end core and pre-bias circuit,
were also derived. Particularly in the pre-bias, a current ratio of 5,
equal to the current ratio in the core , was found more appropriate in
terms of accuracy and power consumption. In the D.~ A ID converter,
a minimum OTA tail current (first integrator) was set given a minimum
sampling capacitor set by accuracy requirements;

• Mismatching analysis over temperature of current sourees in the front
end (Chapter 3)

Because of the PTAT current used to bias the PNP transistors, mis
matching levels of CMOS current sourees are temperature dependent
and so does the mi'rroring and the l3-compensation scheme performance.
Due to the importance of the mirroring in the front-end, simulations
were performed to better understand and characterize this function in
the front-end;

• Balanced trimming (Chapter 3)

Based on the prior knowledge , a more balanced trimming range is set
if two (of five) unit current are used to bias the PNP transistors. Al
though the trimming resolution is unbalanced due to the logarithmic
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dependenee of VBE on the bias current hias, a balanced trimming ca
pability (of about ±5°C) is available;

• Dynamic Element Matching of current sourees in VB E cycles (Chapter
3)

In addition to DEM of current sourees in ~VBE cycles, already re
ported, DEM of current sourees in VBE cycles was introduced. Two
current sourees (of five) are used in a VBE cycle. By using in every
VBE cyde a different combination of two unit current sources, an ef
fective smaller bias mismatch is achieved when generating VBE, which
helps improving the sensor's batch calibrated performance, which is
mainly and ultimately set by the PNP's saturation current spread;

• PTAT clock frequency (Chapter 4)

A temperature dependent (PTAT) operating clock frequency was pro
posed to avoid the drawbacks of the PTAT current used to bias the
PNP transistors. The PTAT clock frequency can be implemented with
a temperature dependent oscillator or with a Voltage Controlled Os
cillator (VCO) whose control may be derived from the PTAT voltage
~VBE . By modifying the clock frequency accordingly to the tempera
ture, an improved operation performance over the temperature range
is verified given tight accuracy and power constraints;

• Temperature error characterization versus the number of ~E cycles per
conversion (Chapter 5)

Measurement results obtained for different conversion times, i.e. num
ber of ~E cycles per conversion (given thus the same nominal operating
frequency) have shown different temperature error characteristics and
the trade-off resolution and accuracy;

• Trimming deepness (Chapter 5)

Limiting the sensor trimming (correction) at the calibration tempera
ture may improve the sensor's overall performance (over temperature)
when a PTAT trimming method (VBE trimming) is used to correct a
non PTAT, e.g. TI temperature error characteristic. Although not a
formal method (it is much more a way to cope with the limitations of
VBE trimming in face of TI temperature errors), a superior performance
over temperature was obtained, despite of an expected larger error at
the calibration point. A prior knowledge of the sensor's characteristics
is needed though;
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• Establishment of a new state-of-the-art batch-calibrated (non-trimmed)
inaccuracy, i.e. ±O.25°e (±3a) over a wider military temperature
range, i.e. -70oe to 1300 e (Chapter 5)

Since most of the error sourees were canceled by design (following the
knowledge developed in the prior art), the remaining main error is
that due to VBE spread. Specific efforts to reduce this spread were
carried out, e.g. current mirrors improved layout (more compact and
nested common-centroid), attenuating the temperature dependenee in
the mirroring function as well the ,8-compensat ion scheme. In addition,
using the same current ratios in the core and pre-bias circuits might
have contributed to reduce spread.

6.3 Future work and perspectives

It is not seldom, at the end of a work, to have some implementation ideas left
over. They are thus mentioned here as future work. Perspectives, unlikely,
are more a projection, having always a degree of guessing. The reader is
asked to take this into account.

6.3.1 Future work

Some suggestions for fut ure work are given below:

• Ultra-lew power smart temperature sensor design

Given the trend for autonomous systems [161 and sensor networks
[5][88], it is important to think of ultra-lew power temperature sen
sors (without a major concern for high accuracy). In such energy- and
power-restricted systems, the ability to run and provide a temperature
reading under less strict accuracy requirements, however, dissipating
continuously , e.g. 1f-lW or less, is certainly welcome.

• On-chip PTAT-frequency oscillator design

In order to implement the PTAT clock frequency technique needed to
counter-balance the drawbacks of the PTAT current used to bias the
PNP transistors in the front-end, an on-chip PTAT-frequency oscillator
IS required. Such oscillator can be implemented with a veo, widely
applicable and a fundamental building block in many systems [891. Al
ternatively, a relaxation oscillator with a temperature dependent bias
ing can pro duce the needed PTAT output clock frequency. Regardless
of the case, the power dissipated by the oscillator should add a small
fraction of the total temperature sensor power consumption.
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• Decimation filter design

Whether an on-chip decimation filter is more advantageous or not (since
an off-chip filter is more flexible and can be tuned to a particular sensor
application) , it is convenient to have it internally available. A mecha
nism though to bypass it , in the presence of an external filter , has to be
included, A more specific and careful work about lew-power decimation
filters for smart sensors is missing.

• Third-order CIFF-IF ~~ design

A third-order incremental ~~ A ID converter, instead of a second
order one, might result in a smart temperature sensor with a smaller
power consumption and same accuracy levels reported here. In addi
tion, the combination of ~~ architectures with other architectures, e.g
two-step converters [60], Extended-Counting [62][901 and Zoom con
verters [131 might result in even less power consumption, solved stand
ing low-accuracy issues .

6.3.2 Perspectives

Sensors of all colors and flavors for measuring a large variety of physical
quantities are widely available and already in use in many applications. And
there is no doubt the demand for sensors will continue increasing for many
years. The question is then not if sensors will be needed, but how to provide
the accuracy required by many applications, with the power consumption,
bandwidth, cost , etc. required by many others. The answer seems to be in
the correct and efficient exploitation of circuit and system level techniques
to cope with the sensor's electronics non-idealities.

This work is one example where high performance was achieved by a
systematic error cancellation, in addition to an optimization of the criti
cal accuracy-power trade-offs present in the design. For instance, various
mismatch-related errors were eliminated through the use of precision layout,
dynamic offset cancellation and dynamic element matching (DEM). Further
more, errors caused by incomplete settling and leakage were reduced by the
use of a temperature-dependent clocking scheme (PTAT clock frequency).
The less amount of trimming was possible by keeping the VBE spread to
minimum values set by the fabrication process technology.

Of course, newer CMOS technologies may provide more performance, by
offering higher-quality lithography or by means of a more controlled fabri
cation steps (with reduced spread of process parameters). But newer tech
nologies are in general more expensive while typically sensors have to be
low cost , usually a tiny fraction of the total system price. This re-states the
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need for the development of techniques capable of coping with the e1ectronics
non-idealities, so sensors will continue meeting the applications needs .
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ApPENDIX A

PN P transistors-mismatch
effect on ~VBE

The substrate PNP transistor (in the front-end) biased through the emitter
with a eurrent l bias provides a voltage VBE given by

( (
I c ) ( l bias )

VBE T) = VT In I s(T) + 1 ~ VT In I s(T) (A.I)

where VT = k~ is the thermal voltage and I s is the saturation eurrent.
A voltage ~VBE = VBE,2 - VBE,l proportional to absolute temperature

(PTAT) is obtained by biasing two PNPs Q1 and Q2 at 1 : meurrent ratio,
i.e. m = l bias,2 = (m+ Llm)hias' l , where m is the error in the eurrent ratio

h ias.1 hias.1
due to bias eurrent mismateh. Provided errors due to mismateh in the bias
eurrents (~m = 0) and PNP transistors are negligible (IS,l = I S,2) , this
voltage is given by

~VBE(T) = VT In(m). (A.2)

(AA)

However, if PNP transistors are not matched as well the bias eurrents, this
voltage is more aeeurately written as

~VBE,21 (T) - VBE,2 - VBE,l

= VT In (17;:/ ) = VT In ((m +~m)Ibias I S,l) .(A.3)
l b.as,l l bi I s 21 as ,

8 ,1

The error in the eurrent ratio ean be solved (or strongly redueed) with
DEM , when ~VBE,21 is given by

( ) (
m l bias I s 1)

~VBE,21 T = VTln -1-'- -1' .
bias S,2
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But the error due to the PNP transistors mismatch cannot . One solution is
to switch the currents l bias,l and lbias,2, biasing Q1 and Q2 at m : 1 current
ratio, estab lishing a second ~VBE ,12 given by

= VTln ( m l bias I S'2) .
l bias IS ,l

(A.5)

(A.6)

An averaged ~VBE can be computed by adding together ~VBE,21 and
~VBE,12

~VBE ,21 +~VBE,12

and dividing it by two, i.e.

= VT ln (mlbias ' l .~) +
I S,2 lbias,l

VT In ( m l bias,l . I S,2 )
Is ,1 lbias,l

2VT ln(m) (A.7)

~VBE,avg = VTln(m) (A.8)

This result shows that the effect of the PNP transistor mismatch was can
celed.
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ApPENDIX

Trimming capability

The sensitivity of T with respect to VBE is given as

äT _ VREF '" 0.25°C
aVBE - - ----r- '" mV @T = 300K, VREF = 1.2V. (B.1)

For a trimming capability of [4.49, - 5.86]O C, as needed and measured (refer
to Table 5.6 of Chapter 5), i.e. b.Ttotal ~ 10.35°C or ±5.17°C (if the range is
centered) , a tatal trimming of 4mVr Cx ± 5.17°C= ±20.68mV (Ib.VBEI~
41.36mV) is needed for VBE.

Since the voltage VBE is given as

VBE = VTln (~~) ~ VTln (I~;s) (B.2)

(where the effect of the finite (3 is neglected) , a VBE variatien (b.VBE) due
to spread in Is (b.Is ) can be written as

(
Imas )

VBE ± b.VBE = VT In I s =f b.Is

( Imas ) (b.Is)VT ln ---y;- - VT In 1 =f ---y;-
which gives

±b.VBE = -VTln (1 =f ~~s) . (B.4)

For b.VB E = ±1.6VT = 41.36mV, (B.4) results then

b.Is b.Is
a) exp( -1.6) = 1 - ---y;- =} ---y;- Imin= 0.8 (8.5)

b.Is b.Is
b) exp(+1.6) = 1 + ---y;- =} ---y;-Imax= 3.95 (B.6)

B
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In order to eompensate the spread in Is of 3ö~: = 4.95 :::::: 5, a minimum
eurrent ratio of 5 is required for h ia s, which is the eoarse trimming eapability
proposed. The fine trimming allows an extra margin, sinee the bitstream
controlled eurrent souree ean be programmed from 0 up to I bias '



ApPENDIX C

Second- and third-order
incremental ~~ modulator

ENüS

C.l Second-order ~~ modulator

C .1.1 Discrete-time model

The two integrators inputs VA and YB, as shown inf Fig. C.1(a) or (b), where
the equivalent model is presented, are given by

VB[n] = Vintl + b(Vin[n]- bs[n]VREF) 0

while the two outputs given by

(Col)

(Co2)

Vintl[n] = VÏ1itl[n -I] + al VA[n -I]
= Vintl[n -I] + al (Vin[n -1]- bs[n -l]VREF) (Co3)

and

Vint2[n] = vindn - I] + a2VB[n-I]
= vindn - I] + a2Vintl[n - I] +

a2b(Vin[n -1]- bs[n -l]VREF). (CA)
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integrator1

(a)

integrat or2

(b)

Figure C.I : (a) Discrete-time model of the second-order ~~ modulator and
(b) its equivalent model.

C.1. 2 Resolution - Effective number of bits (ENOB)

The output of the first integrator after n cycles is given by

n-l

Vintl[n] = al L (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF)
k=O

(C.5)

where bs[k] = 0,1 is the comparator output, i.e. t he bitstream value of
former cycles. The output of the second integrator aft er n cycles after reset
(Vint2[O] = 0) is given by

n-l n-l

vint2fn] = a2 L Vintl [i] + a2bL (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF)
1=0 k=O
n- l 1-1

= a2 L al L (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF) +
1=0 k=O
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(C.12)

(o.u)
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n- l

a2bL (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF) (C.6)
k=O

Assuming once again Vin[k] = Vin, (C.6) can be rewritten as

where
n- l l- l n- l

D2[n] = al L L bs[k] + bL bs[k]. (C.8)
1=0 k=O k=O

Rearranging equation (C.7) results in

Vint2 [n] lI; 1 v: D [ ]
a2(!al( n-1)n+bn) in - (!al(n-1)n +bn) REF· 2

n

= Vin - Vin (C.9)

where
A 1

Vin = ( ) VREFD2[n]
!al(n - l)n + bn

is an estimate for Vin. Assuming±~ as a bound for Vint2fn], also assuming
the loop stable for all inp uts (what does not necessarily stands for all values
of a2, al and b due to stability issues) , the limits on the error for the estimate
of Vin can be written as

_YIU.L. I <
2 a2 (4al(n- l)n+bn) -

Vin - (!al (n!l )n+bn) VREFD2[n]

< YIu.L. I .
- 2 a2(4al(n- l)n+bn)

From these limits, the equivalent LSB voltage is given by

VLSB VREF 1
-2- - -2- a2 (!al(n - l )n + bn)

which allows to calculate the effective number of bits nbit. ENOB2nd ideal that
ideally can be a achieved with a second-order A ID converter (VLSB ~ ~f,f):

ENOB2nd,ideal = log2 (a2 (~al(n - l)n + bn) ) , (C.13)

or, if al = a2 = b = 1, as

ENOB2nd,ideal :::::: 2log2 (n) - 1 (n» 1). (C.14)
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C.2 Third-order ~~ modulator

C.2.1 Discrete-time model

The three integrators inputs VA, VB and Va of a third-order ~~ modula
tor, as shown in Fig.C.2(a) or in Fig.C.2(b), where its equivalent model is
presented, are given by

VB[n] = Vintl[n] + b(Vin[n] - bs[n]VREF) ,

and

while the three integrators out puts are given by

Vintl [nI Vintl [nI + al VA [nI

= Vintl[n] + al (Vin[n]- bs[n]VREF) ,

(C.15)

(C.16)

(C.17)

(C.18)

Vint2[n] = vindn -I] + a2VB[n - I]

= Vint2[n - I]+ a2Vintdn - I] +
a2b(Vin[n - 1]- bs[n -l]VREF) (C.19)

and

Vint3[n] = Vint3[n - I] + a3VC[n - I]

= Vint3[n - I] + a3Vint2[n - I]+
a3b2 (Vin[n - 1] - bs[n - l ]VREF) ' (C.20)

C.2.2 Effective number of bits (ENOB)

Following the same procedure of the last section, t he out put of the first
integrator after n cycles aft er reset (Vintl[O] = 0)) is

n-l

Vintl[n] = al L (Vin[k]- bs[k]VREF)
k=O

(C.21)
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where bs[k] = 0, 1 is the eomparator output, i.e, the bitstream value of
former eycles. The output of the seeond integrator after n eycles after reset
(Vint2[0] = 0) is

n - l n- l

vint2fn] = a2 L Vintl [i] + a2bL (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF)
1=0 k=O
n - l 1- 1

= a2 L al L (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF) +
1=0 k=O
n-l

a2bL (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF)
k=O

The output of the third integrator aft er n eycles after reset (Vint3[0] = 0) is
given by

n-l n -l

Vint3[n] = a3 L Vint2 [m] + a3b2 L (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF)
m =O m =O

= a3 fo (a,~ al~ (V;n[kJ- bs[kjVREF) +

a2bE(Vin[k] - bS[k]VREF)) +

n-l

a3b2 L (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF)
k=O

n - l m-ll-l

= a3a2al L L L (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF) +
m =O 1=0 k=O

n- l m-l

a3a2b L L (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF) +
m =O k=O

n-l

a3b2 L (Vin[k] - bs[k]VREF)
k=O

Assuming onee again Vin[k] = Vin, (C.23) ean be rewrit t en as

(C.23)

( (
( 2)( 1)) n-l m-ll-l )

Vint3 [n] = a3a2al n - 3~ - n Vin - fo ~Ebs[k]VREF +

((( 1)) n-l m-l )
a3a2b n ~ n Vin - fo Ebs[k]VREF +
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or as
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(C.24)

where

(C.25)

n- l m - l l - l n-ll-l n-l
D3[n] = a2al L L L bs[k] + a2bL L bs[k] + oz L bs[k]. (C.26)

m =O 1=0 k=O 1=0 k=O k=O

Rear ranging equation (C.25) results

where

= Vin - "Cin

V. 1 v: D[]
in = ( (n-2 )(n-l )n) + b ( n-l )n) + b ) REF 3 na2al 3! a2 2 a3 2n

(C.27)

is an estimate for Vin. Assuming±~ as a bound for Vint3[n] , also assuming
the loop stable for all inputs (what does not neeessarily stands for all values
of a3, a2, al , band bI due to stability issues), the limits on the error for the
estimate of Vin ean be written as

_1 VR EF <
2 (U3U2Ulen 2 )1~ l)n) +U3U2b(~) +u3b2n)

Vin - ( en 2)(n l )n)~ b(E!E)+ b ) VREFD3[n]
U2 Ul 3! U2 2 U3 2n

< 1 VR E F

- 2 (U3U2Ul ( n 2);~ l)n )+U3 U2bCn 21)n )+u3~n)

From these limits, the equivalent LSB voltage is given by

VLSB 1 VREF 1 VREF

-2- = "2 2nbit ="2 (a 3a2a1Cn-2)~ï-l )n) + a3a2b C n-;l)n) + a3b2n)
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which allows to calculate the effective number of bits nb-it , ENGB as

or , if a3 = a2 = al = 1, as

(C.28)

ENGB3rd,ideal ~ 31og2(n) - 2.58 (n» 1). (C.29)
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Design of a th ird-order
Cl FB-I F .6~ modulator

The high-pass transfer function of the quantization noise NTF is actually
the starting point of any loop filter synthesis procedure. The NTF(z) is
designed to have all zeroes at z = 1, e.g.

D

(z - 1)3
NTF(z) = D(z) , (0.1)

so in practice the converter can be used for various oversampling ratios, which
might be the case depending on the sensor applications.

While the numerator of the NTF( z) set the zeroes, the function D(z) of
the NTF , set the poles of the system, which have to ensure stability of the
modulator, while shaping as much quantization noise away from De as pos
sible. Using a digital filter software to design a third-order high-pass digital
filter (e.g. synthesizeNFT Matlab [71]) where the pass-band is adjusted until
the peak of NTF is less than l.4INTF(z)1 < 1.4, which guarantees stability
[91][72], the following NTF is found

NTF(z) - (z - 1)3 (02)
- z3 - 2.3741z2 + 1.9294z - 0.75321· .

Substituting (0.2) in H(z)

H()=l-NTF(z)
z NTF( z)

l Interest ing to see that the zeroes of the NTF(z) are the poles of H (z ).

(0 .3)
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H( z) = 0.6259z2 - 1.0706z + 0.4679.
(z - 1)3

(D.4)

The next step is to ehoose the structure of the modulator, in this case
CIFB-IF topology, as previously shown in Fig. 4.14(a) . T his topology with
the input feed-forwarded is the same of that diseussed for a seeond-order,
obviously adapted for a structure with one additional integrator. The benefit
is the same: it allows the implementation of the charge balaneing diseussed
previously, sinee it ean be modified to an equivalent structure, as shown in
Fig. 4.14(b). But it also helps to reduee the amount of the signal X( z) seem
at the output of intermediate integrators (first and seeond ones) .

From the architecture , the two loop-filter functions L I (z) and Lo(z) ean
be derived:

=

Lo(z )

= z ~ 1 [-b3+ z~ 1 ( - b2+ z~ 1(- bI)) ]

b3z2+ (a3b2 - 2b3)z - a3b2 + a3a2bl + b3
(z - 1)3

Z~ 1 [C3+ z~ 1 (C2+ z~ 1al) ]

C3z2 + (a3C2 - 2C3)Z - a3C2+ a3a2CI + C3

(z - 1)3

(D.5)

(D.6)

(D.7)

The NTF(z) = I _lU and STF(z) = 1~21 are thus given by

and

which requires al = bI for an STF(z = 1) = 1.
The eoefficients bi are found by deriving from the architecture, the trans

fer function from the output Y( z) to Vint3(U(Z)), exaetly the function L1
and equating it to -H(z) as given in (D.3). By eomparison, the following
eoefficients are found: b3 = 0.6259, b2 = 0.1812 and bI = al = 0.0232 (with
a2 = a3 assumed equal to 1). System level simulations are performed to
verify the modulator operation, paying attention to the output of the in
tegrators, so the dynamie sealing of eoefficients ean be performed, which
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will ensure that all nodes have approximately the same power level, with
no clipping. Using a sine wave input, with amplitude varying from 0.25% to
0.75% of VREF , the eoefficients found aft er sealing and rounding are b: = 0.5,
b3 = 0.5, bI = a l = 0.5 and a2 = 0.125 and a3 = 0.25.
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Weak • •mversion

ApPENDIX

operation

E

The drain current of a MOS transistor operating in weak inversion (saturated
in weak inversion) is given by [921

ID = IDo exp (:~T) {exp (-~s) - exp (-:;) } (E.I)

where

IDO== Is exp ( :;;) (E.2)

is the leakage current appearing for Ve = 0, written as a function of the so
specific current Is defined as [931

Is = 2nf.LCox (~) vi , (E.3)

which , at a given temperature, depends essentially on the aspect ratio (~)of
the device , slope factor n and mobility f.L. The parameter IDo is not well
controlled since it depends exponentially on VTO' Any device biasing should
avoid dependenee on such parameter. The voltages Ve , Vs and VD are the
gate, souree and drain voltages, respectively, all referred to the bulk voltage
(p-substrate or n-well).

For VD - Vs > 4VT to 5VT , the device is said in forward saturation, and
(E.I) simplifies to

ID= IDoexp (:~T) exp (-~s) (E.4)

since the (reverse) component of the current associated to Ve - VD is negli
gible . It is usual to write (E.4) as

ID = 10(~) exp (:~T) exp (-~s) (E.5)
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where

Weak inversion operation

10 = 2nJlCox viexp ( ~~o ) , (E.6)

so the aspect ratio of the device appears explicitly in the expression of the
drain current ID.

The transconductance 9m is given by

which results in

BID 1
9m == BVe = nVTID

9m 1
ID = nVT·

(E.7)

(E.8)
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Integratar's apamp laad
capacitances

Settling errors are introduced either on sampling or integrating phases. Nor
mally, the capacitive load of the amplifier during the integration phase is
larger than the load during the sampling phase [67], so the former phase
places the worst-case scenario, and determines the settling time properties
of the integrator.

The open-loop capacitance is expressed as

F

C - C Cl(Cs + Cp)
OL- L + CI +(Cs + Cp)

(F.l)

where Cs, Cl , Cp and CL are the sampling, integrating, amplifier's par
allel input and output capacitances, respectively. CL represents the drain
capacitance of the transistors in the output stage and all other capacitances
physically connected at the integrator's output during the integration phase.
CL has great importance since it adds to the open-loop capacitive load at
the output of the integrator.

The closed loop capacitance is given by

CeL = COL (F.2)
G

where G is the feed-back factor , which depends on the amplifier's configura
tion, i.e. if non-inverting

or inverting

Cl
G non - inver tin g = Cl + Cs + Cp

Cl
G inver t in g = Cs + Cp

(F .3)

(FA)
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configuration. For example, the closed-loop capacitance of a non-inverting
amplifier is given by

CL(Cs + Cp)
CCL,non- inverting = Cs + Ce + CL + C . (F.5)

. I
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Self-heati ng

Self-heating in temperature sensors holds for a rise in the sensor's operating
temperature due to an internal heating source. Since it modifies the sensor's
temperature, it should he prevented or limited to avoid measurement errors.
For instance, if the sensor circuitry dissipates a given amount of power, an if
this power increases the sensor's temperature, the measurement is likely to
he not accurate.

Because the exact rise in the sensor's temperature depends not only on
how much power the sensor consumes, hut also on ot her factors like pack
aging type and the way the package is mounted, the most effective way of
handling self-heating is through prevention, hy design, keeping the sensor 's
power consumption limited to a given level, so the rise in temperature is not
ohservahle or , if ohservahle, negligihle for a particularly application accuracy.

An attempt to estimate worst-case scenarios due to self-heating and as
sociated measurement errors can he made from the die-to-amhient thermal
resistance (h A(K jW). This means that , to prevent a circuit temperature rise
!:i.T , a maximum power P = ~ can he consumed [22]. Typical values of ()J A

t1J A

for the most common plastic packages are 200KjW [94][95] meaning that a
power consumption not greater than 50JLW is required to prevent a tempera
ture rise of O.Ol°e, for example. Better scenarios are expected if the allowed
!:i.T is higher, or if the sensor is mounted in contact with a thermal sink. For
instance, in this situation, for the same package , ()JA is 50K jW, and a power
consumption as great as 200JLW is allowed for the same temperature rise. In
this case , however, an extra thermal delay was added to the system due to
the thermal sink. Anyway, self-heating should he prevented, otherwise the
measurement's accuracy might end depending on external factors.

In this section the self-heating is investigated. Not hecause self-heating
is expected to he present in the actual sensor, hut hecause in one par-

G
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Table G.1: Typical values for the thermal resistance ()JA(junction to ambient)
of some packages for two different mounting condition.

()JA[OC/W] I still air I clamped to a heat sink

T046 metal 400 24
TO-92 plastic 160 55

Ceramic DIL 8-28pins 110-55 -
SO-8 220 55

Table G.2: Supply voltage, measured current and estimated power per device,
and measured temperature rise (in °C) due to self-heating.

VDv(V) l e c(mA) Pdiss(mW) ~T(°C) @ 30°C
2.5 0.06 ~ 0.15 -
3.3 0.25 ~1 -
5.5 0.92 ~5 0.1

ticular taped-out design , a chain of two inverters with fioating input was
added. This chain does not present any function, but because of the current
l e e = VDD/(Ron,p+ Ron,n) that fiows through them, from VDD to ground,
it acts as a heating souree inside the sensor, and the self-heating effect can
be estimated.

The procedure to evaluate the self-heating is as follows. Because of the
inverter area, appropriate values for l e e (and Pdiss) were established for
VDD = 2.5 - 5.5V (and for the PMOS and NMOS transistors sizes used in
the inverters). These values are summarized in G.2. The chain of inverters
was placed very close to the PNP transistors and PNP biasing CMOS current
sourees (the most temperature sensitive circuits).

The analysis was as follows. Four sensors (with the chain of inverters
inside each) were measured over temperature for VDD = 2.5 - 5.5V. These
measurements! (for devices 0 and 2) are shown in Figure G.1(a). From these
curves it is already clear that self-heating is present when VDD = 5.5V,
which appears as an up-shift on the error when compared with the error for
VDD = 2.5 - 3.3V. Although part of the effect could be also attributed to a
limited PSRR, it is excessively high for the actual design.

After the initial characterization, the heating sourees of devices 0 and 1
were removed (through laser blasting) , and measurements were performed
again. The results (for devices 0 and 2) are shown in Figure G.1(b) .

For VDD = 2.5V and 3.3V, the temperature error for all devices is mainly

1batch calibrated.
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Figure G.!: Temperature error for devices 0 and 2. (a) Situation where both
circuits have the heating souree inside. (b) Situation where device 0 does not
have the heating souree anymore, while device 2 remains unchanged.
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the same2 values initially observed. However, for VDD = 5.5V, the strong
up-shift is not more visible for circuits 0 and 1 (whose heating sourees were
removed) . This clearly confi.rms the effect of self-heating.

Self-heating in this sense appears primarily as an off-set in the measure
ments, meaning a rise in the internal temperature, as expected. This off-set
is higher at higher temperatures (for all devices), meaning a slight rotation
in the error characteristic. Two explanations are identified: first, the error
spread is PTAT (due to the PTAT spread of VBE) and a rise in the inter
nal temperature cannot change this behavior. Second, the heat-transfer is
helped at lower temperatures, which helps to alleviate the self-heating effect
at lower temperatures, making it relatively stronger at higher ones.

The conclusion is that, for sake of the sensor characterization, appropriate
measurements are possible with voltage supplies up to 3.3V. Important to
note that VDD = 5.5V had to be be avoided, since other measurements have
shown that the sensors, aft er a self-heated condition, go in a cooling phase,
and if the time for cooling is not respected, measurements can contain errors
due to this effect .

It is worth mentioning that the observed error spread among the devices,
with or without self-heating, is mainly constant, since the off-set is roughly
the same for all them. In other words, if temperature spread among the
devices is plotted instead of the absolute error, the results would have been
the same and self-heating effect would have not appeared. Spread curves are
simply very misleading because they do not show what is happening.

In measurements, self-heating was observed for heating powers close to
mW, when the sensor is attached to an aluminum block heating sink. As
suming the sensor lying in still air, such power dissipation is expected to be
prohibitive.

2For VDD = 3.3V, a weak self-heating effect (below D.D5°C) is visible. The author
would like to interpret 3.3V as the limit supply voltage for self-heating, above which self
heating is not more negligible.
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• •
preersion

layout

H

Mismatch of the current sourees deteriorates significantly the sensor's perfor
mance. DEM technique strongly reduces mismatching effects , but the final
result depends on the initial matching level. In order to reduce the mis
match of current sourees in the front-end , as weIl to diminish the mirroring
dependenee over temperature, so as to improve the ,B-compensat ion scheme,
a new layout was proposed. While the common centroid cannot be seen in
Fig. H.I, since it is a partial view of the current mirror, the new layout of
current sourees can be compared with the one as in the prior art [221 1 . Three
main differences (in addition to the common centroid) can be observed in the
new layout, that to a great extent improve the layout regularity (and layer 's
continuity) of current sources, which helps to reduce the mismatch of current
sources, helping to compensate for the smaller area of the new transistors.
Theyare:

• there are no met al lines in between the transistors;

• the gates of the both transistors are continuous and;

• the layout of the current sourees are not mirrored.

The absence of metallines in between the transistors keeps the region among
the transistors more uniform, which helps to reduce mismatch. This is in
addition to the fact that without the metal lines the transistors are doser
and controlled by continuous gate lines. Since the new transistors are thinner
and there is no metal line in between, the gate resistance is not of concern

lT he layout was kindly provided by the author.
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Table H.l: Comparison between sizes of the main transistor used in the
current sources. Tl is the main current souree transistor while T2 is the
cascode one.

Tl (mirror transistor) T2 (cascode transistor)
as in [221 t his work as in [221 t his work

W(/lm) 10 4.4 10 4.4
L(/lm) 40 64 1 1
A(/lm:t) 400 ~ 282 10 4.4

(considering the gates are short-circuited by external metal lines). Finally,
because the layout mirroring is not used now (which in general has to be
avoided [35]), better matching level is expected in the latter case .

Table H.l summarizes the sizes of t he t ransistors used. Despite of a
smaller area, the new transistors seem to perform bet t er. This can be ex
plained, as just mentioned, by the more uniform layout of t he active area,
with continuous poly-silicon lines and without metal lines in between the
transistors.
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(a) (b)

Figure H.I: Partial view of the current mirror in the sensor front-end where
three PMOS cascode current sourees are shown. (a) Layout as in the prior
art [221 and (b) new layout as in the last design presented in this thesis.
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ApPENDIX

Mismatching error
characteristic

Measurements were carried out to determine the level of capacitors and cur
rent sourees mismatch as well their temperature characteristic, in order to
understand and verify their contribution for the CTAT temperature error.

When doing the measurements, dynamic element matching and system
level chopping were switched off. The goal is to measure the temperature
error spread due to capacitor variation, for a fixed current souree configura
tion, and the temperature error spread due to the variation of the current
souree variation, given a capacitor configuration.

Measurements have shown that mismatching levels are indeed different
despite of all layout efforts , but mostly important that the errors due to
capacitor or current souree mismatch, although having the the same cause,
i.e. fabrication process variations, have a very different characteristic over
temperature. While the capacitor mismatch is temperature independent,
accounting in average for a temperature spread ofO.06°C (5 samples, Io}, the
current souree mismatch is temperature dependent (st rongly CTAT, which
agrees with the theory developed in Section 3.8 of Chapter 3) and worse than
the capacitor mismatch, accounting in average for a temperature spread of
O.6°C , 0.45°C and O.25°C (l u) at -55°C, 30°C and 125°C , respectively.
Figure 1.1 shows the error (and measurement spread over temperature) in
the temperature reading when the capacitors are changed, for a fixed current
souree configuration (syst em level chopping is off) while Fig . 1.2 shows the
error (and spread) in the temperature reading when the current sourees are
changed, given a fixed capacitor configuration (system level chopping is off) .

I
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Figure 1.1: Measured temperature error for one sample selected at random
due to capacitor mismatch (a = 8) for a fixed current souree configuration
without DEM (system level chopping is off).
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Figure 1.2: Measured temperature error for one random sensor due to cur
rent souree mismatch (1 + m current sources, m = 5) for a fixed capacitor
configuration (system level chopping is off).
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Summary

Low-Power High-Accuracy
Smart Temperature Sensors in CMOS Technology

by Andrê Luiz Aita

This thesis describes the main theory, design and implementation of high
accuracy low-power CMOS smart temperature sensors.

Many temperature sensing elements can be used to build smart tem
perature sensors. If the sensor is integrated though, the options are more
restricted and the bipolar transistor, in particular the CMOS-compatible
substrate PNP has been extensively used with success. This success , how
ever, depends on the deep understanding of its temperature behavior and
nonidealities for further correction.

This thesis is organized as follows. After the Introduction, Chapter 2
- Temperature Sensing Fundamentals - presents the design background on
temperature sensors. The substrate PNP transistor characteristics and be
havior are discussed in detail since this transistor is the fundamental building
block of the sensor.

Chapter 3 - Front-end presents the design of the analog front-end sen
sor , showing how to generate accurately important voltages like the PTAT
voltage ~VBE and the CTAT voltage VBE. PNP transistors bias currents
and current ratios are deeply analyzed in face of accuracy requirements and
power consumption constraints.

In Chapter 4 - ~~ A ID Converters, the A ID converter of the smart
temperature sensor, i.e. the sensor interface, is analyzed and designed. Such
block processes the front-end analog output, i.e. ~VBE and VBE signals,
generating a digital signal, whose value is a digital representation of the tem
perature. Important accuracy-power consumption tradeoffs are addressed
focusing on a low-power though accurate to ±O.l°C A ID converter.

In Chapter 5 - Realizations, measurement results of three variants of a
temperature sensor are presented and analyzed. The last sensor, which is not
coincidentally the sensor with best performance, having an inaccuracy below
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±0.25°C (±3CT) over an extended military temperature range, i.e. 200°C
from -70°C to 130°C supplied by a total eurrent of 25J.LA, at VDD = 2.5V
and 30°C, is diseussed in more details.

The thesis ends with Chapter 6 - Conclusions, where the main findings
and original eontributions of this work are given and onee more eommented.



Sa menvatting

Samenvatting behorende bij het proefschrift:
Low-Power High-Accuracy

Smart Temperature Sensors in CMOS Technology

''Slimme'' temperatuursensoren met hoge nauwkeurigheid
en laag energieverbruik in CMOS technologie

door André Luiz Aita

Dit proefschrift behandelt de theorie, het ontwerp en de realisatie van
"slimme" CMOS temperatuursensoren met hoge nauwkeurigheid en laag en
ergieverbruik.

Er is een groot aantal temperatuurafhankelijke componenten waarmee
temperatuursensoren kunnen worden gemaakt. Als het echte r gaat om een
volledig geïntegreerde sensor zijn de opties beperkt; in dit geval gebruikt
men doorgaans een bipolaire t ransisto r. In CMOS-technologie is al vaak en
met succes gebruik gemaakt van de daarin beschikbare compatibel P NP
t ransistor, maar hiervoor is een fundamenteel begrip van zijn temperatuu
rafhankelijkheid en zijn niet-idealiteiten essentieel.

Dit proefschrift is als volgt opgebouwd. Na de inleiding wordt in Hoofd
stuk 2 - Temperature Sensing Fundamentals - een achtergrond voor het on
twerp van temperatuursensoren geschetst. De eigenschappen en het gedrag
van de PNP-transistor worden in detail behandeld, aangezien deze transistor
het hart van de temperatuursensor vormt.

Hoofdstuk 3 - Front-end presenteert het ontwerp van een analoge schake
ling waarmee nauwkeurig een aantal temperatuurafhankelijke spanningen
(zoals de PTAT-spanning ~VBE en de CTAT-spanning VBE) kan worden
gegenereerd. De relatie tussen de instelstromen van twee PNP-transistoren
en het energieverbruik en de nauwkeurigheid van de sensor wordt uitvoerig
geanalyseerd.

In Hoofdstuk 4 - ~r; A jD Converters - wordt het ontwerp van de analoog
digitaalomzetter van de slimme temperatuursensor besproken. Deze omzetter
maakt gebruik van de temperatuurafhankelijke spanningen, i.e. ~VBE and
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VBE, om een digitaal signaal te genereren; de waarde van dit digitale signaal
is een maat voor de temperatuur. Aan de hand van een AI D-omzetter met
een nauwkeurigheid van ±O.l°C en een laag energieverbruik wordt een aan
tal belangrijke afwegingen tussen de nauwkeurigheid en het energieverbruik
besproken.

In hoofdstuk 5 - Realizations - worden de meetresultaten van drie ver
sies van een temperatuursensor gepresenteerd en geanalyseerd. De laatste
sensor levert de beste prestaties en wordt in meer detail besproken. Deze
sensor heeft een onnauwkeurigheid die kleiner is dan ±O.25°C (±3a) over
een temperatuurbereik van 200°C, d.w.z. van -70°C tot 130°C, en heeft een
stroomverbruik van 25/lA bij een voedingsspanning van VDD = 2.5V en bij
een temperatuur van 30°C.

Het proefschrift wordt afgerond door Hoofdstuk 6 - Conclusions, waarin
de voornaamste resultaten en de originele bijdragen van dit werk samengevat
en besproken worden.



Sumário

Sumärio pertencente à tese:
Low-Power High-Accuracy

Smart Temperature Sensors in CMOS Technology

Sensores de Temperatura Inteligentes de Alta Exatidäo
e Baixo Consumo em Tecnologia CMOS

por André Luiz Aita

Esta tese descreve a teoria fundamental, 0 projeto e a implementaçäo de
sensores de temperatura inteligente de alta exatidäo e baixo consumo, em
tecnologia CMOS.

Muitos elementos sensïveis à temperatura podem ser usados na cons
truçäo de sensores de .t emperat ura inteligentes. Contudo, se 0 sensor é in
tegrado, as opçöes säo mais restritas e 0 transistor bipolar, em particular 0

transistor PNP de substrato e compativel com tecnologia CMOS, tem sido
freqüentemente utilizado com sucesso. Este sucesso, entretanto, depende do
profundo entendimento do seu comportamento com a temperatura e de suas
näo idealidades para posterior correçäo.

Esta tese erganiza-se como segue.
Apös a Introduçäo, 0 Capitulo 2 - Fundamentos de Medidas de Tempe

ratura - apresenta os principios básicos de projeto de sensores de temperatura.
As caracteristicas e comportamento do transistor de substrato PNP säo dis
cutidas em detalhe, uma vez que este transistor é 0 dispositivo fundamental
de construçäo do sensor.

Capitulo 3 - Front-end apresenta 0 projeto analógico do front-end do sen
sor, mostrando como gerar com exatidäo importantes sinais como a tensäo
proporcional à temperature absoluta (PTAT) f::1VBE e a tensäo inversamente
proporcional à temperature absoluta (CTAT) VBE . A correntes de polar
izaçäo e razöes de correntes dos transistores PNP säo também analisadas em
profundidade em face dos requerimentos de exatidao e limites no consumo
de potência.
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No Capftulo 4 - Conversores A ID ~~, 0 conversor A ID do sensor de
temperature inteligente, i.e. a interface digital do sensor, é analisado e pro
jetado. Este circuito processa a saïda analógica do front-end, i.e. os sinais
~VBE e VBE , gerando uma safda digital, cujo valor é uma representacäo
digital da temperatura. Importantes relaçöes entre exatidào e consumo de
potência säo abordados com 0 foco em urn conversor de baixo consumo e
inexatidäo menor que ±O.l°C.

No Capftulo 5 - Realizaçöes, resultados de medidas de três versoes de
urn sensor de temperatura säo apresentados e analisados. 0 ultimo sensor,
que nào é coincidentalmente 0 sensor com melhor desempenho, apresentando
uma inexatidäo menor que ±0.25°C (±3a) sobre a faixa militar estendida
de temperatura, i.e. 200°C de -70°C até 130°C, com uma corrente total de
25J1A para VDD = 2.5V e a 30°C, é discutida em mais detalhes.

Esta tese termina com 0 Capftulo 6 - Conclusöes, onde os principais
resultados e contribuiçöes originais deste trabalho säo retomados e uma vez
mais comentados.

I

:

I
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Propositions accompanying the thesis:

Low-Power High-Accuracy Smart Temperature
Sensors in CMOS Technology

I. For integrated low-power high-accuracy temperature sensors implemented with standard CMOS
technology, the best choice for the temperature-sensing element is the substrate PNP transistor (Chapter
2).

2. In CMOS integrated temperature sensors the temperature-sensing bipolar transistors are usually biased
with PTAT currents because they are accurate and easy to generate, and also because they diminish the
curvature of the VBE(T). However, PTAT biasing has the drawback that the matching level ofthe CMOS
current-rnirrors and the settling time ofthe circuit are temperature-dependent, which needs to be solved
(Chapters 3 and 4).

3. In the design of CMOS integrated temperature sensors, the temperature-sensing bipolar transistors are
usually biased with PTAT currents. The error caused by the settling time, which is temperature-dependent
because ofthe PTAT biasing, and the error caused by leakage can significantly be reduced by making the
clock frequency PTAT (Chapter 4).

4. The design ofintegrated smart temperature sensors in standard CMOS technology, with a batch
calibrated (non-trimmed) inaccuracy below ±0.25 °C (±30) from -70°C to 130 °C, having a power
dissipation less than 65 uW, is feasible (Chapter 5).

5. A PhD project pursued abroad provides a perfect combination of counteracting effects. While the PhD
study dominates your mind, forcing it to focus on a very narrow problem, life abroad sets it free to
disco ver a universe ofnew things that life in a foreign country offers.

6. When living abroad, cultural differences can be successfully managed ifyou stop trying to understand
the other culture and sirnply accept it as being different from what you knowand are used t~.

7. Disregard helps when coping with the Iife ironies we all have to live with , e.g. by not paying attention
to countries defending the preservation ofthe Amazon forest when they have already destroyed their local
flora and fauna.

8. Human law has nothing to do withjustice, but with the lawyers' ability to persuade in Court .

9. A newbom child is able to add a completely new dimension to hislher parents' world.

10. While adrninistrative rules are necessary to regulate daily situations in any organization, an excess of
rules has an effect similar to total deregulation.

André Luiz Aita, Delft, March Ist, 2011.

These propositions are considered opposable and defendable and as such have been approved by the
supervisor, Prof.dr.ir. G.C .M. Meijer.



Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift:

Low-Power High-Accuracy Smart Temperature
Sensors in CMOS Technology

I. Voor geïntegreerde laagvermogen temperatuursensoren met een hoge nauwkeurigheid vervaardigd in
standaard CMOS technology is voor de keuze van het temperatuurgevoelige element de substraat pnp
transistor de beste (Hoofdstuk 2).

2. In CMOS geïntegreerde temperatuursensoren worden de temperatuurgevoelige bipolaire transistoren
gewoonlijk ingesteld met PTAT stromen, omdat deze nauwkeurig zijn en gemakkelijk op te wekken, en
tevens omdat zij de kromming van VBE(T) curve doen afnemen . De PTAT instelling heeft echter het
nadeel dat de ongelijkheid in de CMOS stroomspiegels en de "settling time" van het circuit
temperuurafhankelijk zijn, hetgeen een probleem veroorzaakt dat dient te worden opgelost (Hoofdstukken
3 en 4).

3. In het ontwerp van CMOS geïntegreerde temperatuursensoren worden de temperatuurgevoelige
bipolaire transistoren gewoonlijk ingesteld met PTAT stromen. De fout die wordt veroorzaakt door de
"settling time", welke temperatuurgevoelig is als gevolg van de PTAT instelling, en de fout veroorzaakt
door lekstroom kunnen aanzien Ijk worden gereduceerd door gebruik te maken van een PTAT
klokfrequentie (Hoofdstuk 4).

4. Het ontwerp van geïntegreerde temperatuursensoren met een partijgecalibreerde (niet afgeregeld)
onnauwkeurigheid van minder dan ±0.25 °C (±30) van -70°C to 130°C en een dissipatie van minder dan
65 ~W in standaard CMOS technologie is haalbaar (Hoofdstuk 5).

5. Een promotieproject dat in het buitenland wordt uitgevoerd voorziet in een perfecte combinatie van
twee tegengestelde effecten. Terwijl het promotieproject de geest in beslag neemt, door deze te richten op
een zeer smal probleem, wordt deze door het leven in het buitenland bevrijd om de wereld van nieuwe
dingen te ontdekken die het leven in een vreemd land te bieden heeft.

6. Wanneer je in het buitenland woont kunnen de culturele verschillen het beste worden gehanteerd door
te stoppen met pogingen om de vreemde cultuur te begrijpen en door haar eenvoudig te accepteren als een
die verschilt van die waaraan je gewend ben.

7." egeren" helpt om om te gaan met de ironie ën van het leven, bijvoorbeeld door geen aandacht te
besteden aan landen die het behoud van het Amazonewoud verdedigen terwijl zij hun eigen flora en fauna
reeds vernietigd hebben.

8. Menselijke wetten hebben niets te doen met gerechtigheid, maar met het vermogen van de advocaten
om het hof te overtuigen .

9. Een pasgeboren kind is in staat om een volledig nieuwe dimensie toe te voegen aan de wereld van de
ouders .

10. Hoewel voor iedere organisatie administratieve maatregelen nodig zijn om dagelijkse situaties te
regelen heeft een overmaat daarvan een effect dat vergelijkbaar is met dat van totale ontregeling.

André Luiz Aita, Delft, I maart 201 I.

Deze stellingen worden opponeerbaar en verdedigbaar geacht en zijn als zodanig goedgekeurd door de
promotor Prof.dr.ir. G.C.M. Meijer.
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